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Ci sono anche popoli-massa decisi a ribellarsi contro i grandi popoli creatori, quelle minoranze e
quelle stirpi umane che hanno creato la storia. È veramente comico vedere come qualsiasi staterello,
dal suo angolo sperduto, si metta sulla punta dei piedi e faccia la lezione all’Europa e pretenda il suo
blasone nella storia universale.
— Ortega y Gasset, “La ribellione delle masse”

In the same way, Spirit is only what it makes of itself, and it makes itself into what already is implicitly.
— G.W.F. Hegel, “The Philosophy of History”

Sommo sacerdote è Sole; e tutti gli offiziali son sacerdoti, parlando delli capi, e l’offizio loro è purgar
le coscienze.
— T. Campanella, “La citta del Sole”
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Introduction
Today central and eastern Europe is composed of nation states that were born out the ashes of
empires. As these empires collapsed, vacuums of power appeared in the various spheres of social and
political existence, spurring change as well as instability. Crumbling multiethnic states brought down
with them sophisticated but suddenly powerless aristocracies, and new local elites took control of
whole provinces, forming or recreating autonomous states. Following the example set by western
European powers, these new elites founded nation states, using the dominant public discourse of selfdetermination to justify their claim to independence. Inspired by the wealth and modernity of the West,
many new countries tried to adopt similar regimes to those of France and Britain, but by the mid
1930’s, thus more or less ten years after Versailles and the Peace Treaties, only one state in central
Europe remained allegedly democratic: Czechoslovakia. It was surrounded by authoritarian states:
Hitler rose to power in Germany in 1933, Jugoslavia had been ruled by an authoritarian king since
1929, Piłsudski initiated his Sanation regime in Poland in 1926, Dollfuss formed a fascist regime in
Austria in 1932, while Horthy's Regency in Hungary was de facto a dictatorship ever since its creation.
The seemingly homogeneous politics of its neighbours begs the question, why, and how, did
Czechoslovakia maintain a liberal democratic regime between the wars? Were the Czechoslovaks
inherently democratic rather than authoritarian, western instead of eastern, and freedom loving and
peaceful, as was claimed by the founders of the state and their West European and American
supporters?1 Furthermore, was the Czechoslovak regime truly liberal democratic, or was its
constitutional parliamentary system just a façade used to conceal its true authoritarian nature? Are the
observations one can make regarding the 1918-1938 regime also valid for the short lived 1945-1948
republic, which claimed to be continuing in the footsteps of the First Republic, while openly departing
from interwar liberalism? And finally, while the often romanticised idea of a democratic interwar
Czechoslovakia was instrumental during later critical junctures in the country’s history, such as the
1968 Prague Spring, and the post-1989 state formation, can the First Czechoslovak Republic teach us
something universal about the birth and sustenance of democratic regimes?
In this study, I will argue that interwar Czechoslovakia was indeed a liberal democracy by
showing that the state guaranteed significant individual rights, and that its political system was based

R.W. Seton-Watson, “The German Minority in Czechoslovakia,” Foreign Affairs, July 1, 1938.
; Robert J. Kerner, “Two Architects of New Europe: Masaryk and Benes,” Journal of International Relations 12, no.1 (1921): 29.
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on a separation of powers between constitutional and extra-constitutional institutions, which to varying
degrees were subject to electoral accountability. I am also going to prove that the inter-institutional
system of checks and balances had come into existence unintentionally after WWI, and that after WWII
a similar process would not be allowed to take place. I will also describe how the maintenance of this
internal balance of power during the interwar years depended significantly on the dominance on foreign
policy of the institution known as the Castle, to the detriment of the parties and the government.
Indeed, while during the interwar period the Castle controlled international relations, after WWII the
powerful Communist Party had a direct link with the main provider of the country, the USSR. Due to
the absence of a functioning separation of powers, to a weakened rule of law, and the encroachments of
the Moscow supported Czechoslovak Communist Party, post-WWII Czechoslovakia did not return to a
liberal democratic regime - even though there was a clear tendency in that direction, and a liberal
democratic constitution was being drafted before the February 1948 communist takeover.
In order to illustrate my points, I will examine the relationship between the most important
political institutions of the pre-1948 Czechoslovak state. I will focus mostly on the Czechoslovak
republics that were considered democratic: the First Republic (1918-1938) and the Third Republic
(1945-1948). At the same time, in order to allow for a more detailed comparison between
Czechoslovak institutions, my analysis will focus on some elements of institutional continuity inherited
from Austria-Hungary, on the authoritarian Second Republic (1938-1939) as well as on the crucial
activity of the Czechoslovak government abroad during the critical junctures of WWI and WWII.
Furthermore, since in the case of Czechoslovakia foreign policy and domestic policy are inextricably
intertwined, special attention will be given to Czechoslovak international relations and to the activity of
the “tenured” foreign minister Edvard Beneš.
Since the analysis revolves around the concept of democracy, we also need to establish a
definition of democracy that will be used to determine whether the Czechoslovak republic was actually
democratic or not. As Erik Von Kuehnelt-Leddihn argues, on similar lines to those traced by Alexis de
Tocqueville, when speaking of democracy we must discern between its “Continental version” (1793
revolution), and its “Anglo-Saxon version” (Glorious and American revolutions).2 Leddihn claims that
the Continental idea of democracy emerged from the illiberal democratic period of revolutionary
France, that it is based on egalitarianism, and that it uses majority rule without rule of law or
Erik Von Kuehnelt-Leddihn, “The Bohemian Background of German National Socialism: The D.A.P., D.N.S.A.P. and N.S.D.A.P.,”
Journal of the History of Ideas 19, no.3 (June 1948): 341.
2
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separations of power. Indeed, according to Leddihn, the origins of National-Socialism can be found in
Continental democracy, of which the Hitlerite experience is just its logical conclusion: by concentrating
the will of the majority into one person who embodies the wholeness of the nation, Nazi Germany was,
according to Leddihn, the outcome of a long cultural process beginning with the reformations which,
through the French Revolution, paved the path for XX century totalitarianism.3 The Anglo-Saxon idea
of democracy, on the other hand, is intrinsically liberal, Leddihn claims, because it goes back to the
Constitutionalist tradition, and is based on the division of powers theorised by Monstesquieu.4
According to Ortega y Gasset, liberal regimes exists when states limit their own power, and
allow individuals to live without having to conform to a dominant idea, practice, or mass culture (be it
political or not).5 Moreover, in order to avoid arbitrary use of law, as well as the abuse of law by
politically dominant forces, the presence of stable and respected laws and constitutions is crucial to
ensure the existence of a liberal state. In a liberal society, laws, rather than the wills of men, have the
ultimate say in the activity of the state, in the functioning of the judicial system, and on lawmaking.
Thus, following Ortega y Gasset’s description, we will have to ascertain whether or not Czechoslovakia
had rule of law in place, by seeing if it guaranteed sufficient freedom to minorities of opinion, as well
as ethnic or religious minorities.
Moreover, while laws are a way in which liberalism can be established, a separation of
institutional powers can also result in the same effect, since this separation prevents one person or a
group of people from taking over a regime, a conviction shared by Aristotle, Montesquieu, Madison, to
name a few. As Sartori suggests, we need to go beyond a formal analysis of political elements: whether
a system is democratic or not cannot be determined by analysing its institutions alone as if in a vacuum,
but must be deduced by the nature of the interactions that exist between them.6 Through the dynamics
that we can observe develop over time between actors and institutions, and by the presence or absence
of a balance of power between them, we can learn whether a separation of powers is in place.
In modern western history, democracy was usually introduced in political systems through a
progressive opening of the electoral franchise, and usually after some form of liberalism (such as an
octroyée constitution) had already established itself. Which element is introduced first matters, as
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posited by both Fukuyama and Sartori: liberalism has to come before democracy in order to allow for
the construction of a liberal democratic regime, since it allows for checks and balances as well as rule
of law; the introduction of democracy before the power of the state is curtailed does not lead to liberal
democracy, since it seems unlikely that majorities could possibly resist the temptations of power when
no check and balance is in place to prevent tyrannical tendencies and political takeovers by ambitious
individuals.7 Thus, the other element we will have to determine is whether in the Czechoslovak case the
opening of the electoral franchise came before or after the introduction of rule of law or separation of
powers. At the same time, as Fukuyama argues, the democratic component within liberal democracy
can actually diminish the scope of governmental power: while the rule of law brought by the Glorious
Revolution prevented infringements of rights from “above”, and was championed mostly by the
wealthy merchant classes, democratic accountability acts similarly on rulers through the threat of their
rejection by the voters “below”.8 Thus, when ascertaining the liberal democratic nature of the
Czechoslovak regimes I will not focus solely on the liberal aspect of their political systems, but also on
the level of democratic accountability that they allowed.
The main actors that will be scrutinised throughout this study are the Czechoslovak parties and
the so called Castle. While most parties formed during the last decades of Austria-Hungary, the Castle,
or Hrad, was a purely Czechoslovak extra-constitutional institution: it consisted in a web of offices and
state organs such as the President’s office, its chancery, and the foreign ministry led by Beneš. It also
grouped several newspapers and public intellectuals connected to T.G. Masaryk, the first Czechoslovak
president, and former professor of philosophy at Charles University in Prague. The name Castle is
inspired by the fact that both the Presidential offices led by Masaryk as well as the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs controlled by Beneš were located in the Castle of Prague, the traditional seat of Bohemian
monarchs. And indeed, the connection between the seat of past absolutism and the new republican elite
was not lost on the critics of the Castle group: these included extremists and radicals such as Czech
fascists, communists or German and Magyar nationalist parties, but also mainstream parties such as the
Agrarian Party and the National Democrats, who criticised the Castle because of the unelected
technocratic nature of Edvard Beneš’ office, and the extensive extra-constitutional powers of president
Masaryk. Indeed, the relationship between parties and Castle was very complicated: Masaryk and
Beneš, judging the Czechoslovak people and parties too immature to sustain a democratic regime,
7
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thought that a non-partisan technocratic element had to stir and guide the state until enough social
progress was reached. Only then, when widespread education and democratic culture would be shared
by the general public, the democratic state could be governed without the help of the Castle elite. In
any event, it is not easy to pin down Masaryk’s notion of democracy, for the moment, let us just say
that it was not focused so much on institutions and laws, as it was based on an idea of moral and ethical
cultural change, and a shift from a society based on divine ontology to one based on a humanist or
anthropocentric ontology. Masaryk claimed that even in a democracy the majority did not rule, but that
an oligarchy composed of experts had the power to decide on the matters of the state.9 There is no
doubt that Masaryk’s support of a technocratic oligarchy was opposed by many party leaders, who saw
their powers curtailed by the Castle and its influence, rooted in the president’s prestige and
constitutional powers. At the same time, they were forced to collaborate with the Castle, given that the
president had the power to appoint and dismiss governments and ministers. In fact, Masaryk’s influence
on the composition of governments was extremely relevant. After WWI, he supported the creation of
cabinets including the five most important Czechoslovak parties. The Czechoslovak party with the
longest tradition was the National Democratic Party, which descended from the National Liberal Party
founded in 1874, which had merged with smaller nationalist parties after WWI. Regardless of the
personal friendship between its leader Karel Kramář and president Masaryk, these two men often
opposed each other in politics. Kramář strongly opposed the powerful presidential office heralded by
Masaryk, and supported pure parliamentarism. By the late 1920’s, the National Democratic party had
moved increasingly to the right, going on to form a league with radical nationalist elements. After the
dissolution of the First Republic, it formed, with part of the Agrarian Party, the core of the Party of
National Unity, many members of which would collaborate with the regime of the Protectorate during
WWII. For this reason, the party was banned after the war. Another historical party was the
Czechoslovak Clerical Party, one of the oldest parties in Czech politics founded in 1891, after the
Rerum Novarum Encyclic. Initially a Catholic party, it would absorb Protestant elements after WWII.
At first, this party was sceptical about the Czechoslovak state and its anti-clericalism, but after years in
power it would become a systemic party and a crucial ally of the Castle from the 30’s until 1948. The
Agrarian Party, or Republican Party of Farmers and Peasants (Republikánská strana zemědělského a
malorolnického lidu) was born in 1899, and pursued its ideal of "rural democracy", in which traditional
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rural life was idealised to the detriment of progress and modernity.10 In many respects, the Czech
concept of agrarian democracy was similar to Jeffersonian agrarianism, and its vision of a society based
on many smallholders led by an aristoi of educated large landowners.11 In the early XX century the
agrarians focused on decentralisation and federalism within Austria, but moved towards an increasingly
independentist position during the years preceding the First World War. A crucial player throughout the
First Republic, the Agrarian Party contained a right and left wing, with the right wing increasingly
expressing anti-Castle views. Another important organisation was the Czechoslovak Social Democratic
Party, that attracted the votes of the numerous Bohemian and Moravian working class. In 1893 it
separated from the Austrian Social Democracy. The Social Democratic Party (Sociálně demokratická
strana dělnická)

was an internationalist, traditionally multi-national party, which focused on the

improvement of the the material economic conditions for all workers. It included members of strong
Marxist leanings, who would eventually splinter off from the party in 1920-1921, and create the
Czechoslovak Communist Party. While the Communist Party was an anti-system force within
Czechoslovak politics, the Social Democrats remained very close to Masaryk and Beneš throughout the
First Republic.12 The nationalist offshoot of the Social Democratic Party, the Czech National Socialist
Party, was formed in 1897. Due to its ideological and institutional trajectory, it is one of the most
interesting parties we will encounter. From a militant and nationalist movement under Austrian rule, it
went on to become a pillar of the Czechoslovak regime and a vehemently pro-Hrad force within
parliament, with foreign minister and future president Beneš being a member himself. After 1945, it
was joined by liberal members from traditional nationalist parties such as the National Democrats,
making the Czechoslovak National Socialist Party the main force behind demands for
constitutionalism, separation of powers and rule of law through the new democratic constitution that
would never be adopted, due to the Communist takeover of February 1948.13
Throughout the First Republic, many parties that were skeptical about the new state, such as the
Clericals and the non-nationalist German parties, or who were very militant before its creation, such as
the National Socialists, were progressively integrated and “civilised” by participating in the
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government, or through their desire to participate therein. This transformative or civilising influence
was exerted by the Castle on the parties through Masaryk’s powers over government formation,
although the main Czechoslovak parties also had a significant say in this respect. The phenomenon can
nonetheless be described through a concept that political scientists familiar with Italian politics will
know well, called trasformismo. A debated term, trasformismo is generally understood as the
phenomenon by which centrist forces include and thus try to transform elements found on the extremes
of the political spectrum. The same effect can be reached through exclusion, which might lead to a
moderation of the extremes, thus making them eligible for government positions. Furthermore,
trasformismo can involve whole parties, or only individuals who are coopted to reinforce a majority.
The phenomenon does not have a single aspect, but consists in a spectrum of methods that have as a
goal the stability of a political system.14 In the Czechoslovak case, the governments of the First
Republic worked on the principle of party inclusion and exclusion. In the first years of the republic, the
main Czechoslovak parties governed while excluding the radical left and right, as well as the parties
representing ethnic minorities and autonomist movements. Eventually, German parties and even Slovak
autonomists were included in governments from the second half of the 1920’s.
A final qualification has to be made regarding the historiography used. After 1948, the ruling
Communist Party enforced its own interpretation of Czechoslovak contemporary history on
Czechoslovak academia, making it the only acceptable paradigm. Consequently, Czech and Slovak
historians could not deviate from strict party guidelines, and tended to avoid dangerous themes, such as
the history of Czechoslovakia between 1918 and 1948, altogether.15 A disturbing amount of
historiography written in those years is considered useless today: these works tell us more about the
ideological tyranny of the period in which they were written, than of the era they attempt to describe.
During the Cold War, several Czech and Slovak scholars abroad continued studying the early
Czechoslovak republics with more intellectual freedom. Some of them were members of the civil
service or of government during the Masaryk and Beneš era. While their work is often very well
documented thanks to personal and private archives kept in the West, the Czechoslovak historians in
exile did not have access to state archives, which limited the extent of their research. They often
maintained contacts with dissident historians based in Czechoslovakia, who continued publishing
Marco Valbruzzi, “Trasformismo,” in The Oxford Handbook of Italian Politcs, ed. Erik Jones and Gianfranco Pasquino (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2015), 11.
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samizdat works, but the latter group was also barred access to the historical archives, controlled by the
Institute of Marxism-Leninism. Things changed after 1989, and in the 1990's the state archives were
finally opened to the public. A growing scholarship on the 1918-1948 era has since emerged in the last
thirty years, correcting in many cases the views of previous authors who could not access documents
and files. Today, apart from the public archives of state institutions such as the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, some of the most important documents related to the 1918 to 1948 period are held in the
Masaryk and Beneš archives in Prague, all of which are accessible to the public.
The bibliography used in this work comes from several sources including Cold-War exile
historians, contemporary historians from both Czech and Slovak academia and others. From older
works of historians in exile abroad I consulted the writings of Victor Mamatey and Radomír Luža,
Slovak and Czech emigrants, respectively, in the USA, but also the writings of Edvard Beneš’ brother
Vaclav Beneš and of his secretary Edward Taborsky. Another important figure among Czechoslovak
scholars in exile was Josef Korbel, diplomat during the first and third republics, who emigrated to the
United States after 1948, and taught at Denver University where he founded the Josef Korbel School of
International Studies. He was influential among his compatriots and beyond, as he taught two future
US State Secretaries: his daughter, Madeleine Albright, and his student, Condoleezza Rice. Some of the
authors of contemporary Czech and Slovak academia I consulted for the study of the First Republic
include Šebek, Zeman, Klimek, Cabada, Waisova, Kuklik and Němeček. For the Second Republic I
consulted the studies written by Gebhart & Kuklik, Němeček, and others, and for the Third Republic,
and Dejmek, who also wrote one of the most renowned biographies on Edvard Beneš as well as
several other influential works on Czechoslovak foreign policy. Some of the works from Europe at
large include Christiane Brenner's study on the Third Czechoslovak Republic, Caccamo's research on
Italian-Czechoslovak relations, the archival collections and works of Szarka and others on MagyarCzechoslovak relations, as well as the research and documentation on Munich published by the Institut
National d'Études Slaves. From contemporary scholars working in North America, the main works I
consulted are by Orzoff, Lukes and Douglas. On Czech parties in Austria-Hungary, I consulted mainly
the works of Kelly, Cohen, Bérenger and Garver. The period bibliography I consulted include
Peroutka's Making of the State, George Kennan's reports and telegraphs from 1938-1940, Beneš'
articles published in foreign press, such as Foreign Affairs, his academic works such as his two works
on political parties, the letters exchanged between him and Masaryk from 1914 to 1937, as well as the
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1. Nationalism, Czechoslovakism and Politics in Late Austria-Hungary
1.1. Three Nationalisms
Even though the phenomenon of nationalism taken by itself cannot explain the creation of new
states, of the many factors that influence state creation, nationalism had a major role in defining the
common goals, the common identity, and the common action of many of the actors who engaged in the
creation of the Czechoslovak state. It is widely accepted that while early western European nation
building followed the creation of states, later state building generally involved the formation of a
national identity before the state itself could be formed.16 The case of Czechoslovakia is clearly an
instance of late state building, yet one in which the founding national identity faced the competition of
other identities among the same population: the complexity of nationalism in Czechoslovakia was
caused by the fact that several national identities were being formed at the same time among the Slavic
people of northern Austria. In fact, Czech nationalism, Slovak nationalism, and Czechoslovakism were
born more or less at the same time, during the early 1800’s. At the beginning, these were elite
phenomena, more common among the literate bourgeoisie, whose members could read literature
written in the local vernacular. As described by Anderson, printed texts in local idioms tended to create
and reinforce impressions of shared identity among literate elites.17 Indeed, the nation building power
of vernacular literature identified by Anderson, played a significant role in the formation of identities in
what would become Czechoslovakia. This process took several decades to manifest its effects among
literate populations, while at the same time, notions of nationhood took even longer to become rooted
among the often polyglot, multinational yet illiterate peasantry.
As with all nationalisms that arose in central and eastern Europe during the XIX century, the
origins of Czech and Slovak nationalism can be found in the ideals spread by the French revolution and
the Napoleonic wars.18 While Czech and Slovak ethnic identity each excluded the other group from the
idea of the nation, Czechoslovakism transcended this division, and merged the Czech and Slovak
peoples into one nation. These ideas then moved through society in a series of interlocked political,
socio-cultural, and economic processes, and were strengthened and echoed at an increasingly
accelerated speed through the print, the telegraph, and the railway. Moreover, as Max Weber noted
when observing Polish integration in Germany, increased internal migration, rapidly expanding
16
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industrialisation, the absorption of standardised national languages through education by larger and
larger masses of people, as well as social mobility and urbanisation, all had an impact on the creation of
perceived common identities.19 At the same time, as noted by Hechter, those populations integrated
from a point of disadvantage into newly emerging industrial economies, tend to reject the dominant
culture.20 While this tendency explains Czechoslovakism within the German and Magyar dominated
Habsburg Empire, it also explains the rise of Slovak nationalism in the Czechoslovak Republic.
According to Jean Plumyene, one of the main ideological characteristics of romantic
nationalism is its use of symbols, rites and myths, which allows us to define nationalism as a secular
religion.21 Places, people, stories and language, are all given a transcendental meaning that serves to
define the geographical and ideological borders of the nation, and to circumscribe its members in
opposition to foreigners, who form a separate and potentially hostile group of their own, with its own
language, myths and prophets. On this note, Cohen noted that in late Austria-Hungary nationalisms
based their narratives on the three elements of language, territory, and religion.22 Indeed, these
definitions fit the romantic narrative promoted by XIX century Protestant Czech nationalism, which
blended the realms of secular and civic nationalism (emancipation of the lands of the Crown of
Bohemia) with an element of linguistic and religious identity (the Czech linguistic identity of the
Hussite reformation). According to the romantic nationalist narrative, the Czech (and by extension
Czechoslovak) nation had its roots in the 15th century Hussite Church, and was, by then, already a
nation. The religious movement for Church reforms promoted by Jan Hus took place in the kingdom of
Bohemia, then a part of the Holy Roman Empire, and led to a century of warfare and violence as
religious sects multiplied, and as heresy was fought by crusades. The Roman Church eventually
accepted the presence of the Utraquists and their sub utraque specie Eucharist, after they emerged
victorious from the sectarian struggle in the 16th century. Such tolerance lasted until 1621, when the
Battle of the White Mountain brought to an end the Bohemian phase of the Thirty Years War. Until the
Thirty Years War, Bohemia was inhabited by various Christian confessions, such as Calvinists
(Bohemian Brethren), Lutherans and Catholics, but the Counter-Reformation, promoted in Bohemia by
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the Habsburg dynasty and the Catholic Church after the defeat of the protestant emperor Fredrick V,
virtually eliminated Protestantism in the Kingdom of Bohemia. Protestants did however survive in
mountainous Slovakia.
The first thinkers who considered Czechs and Slovaks one people were Slovakian Protestant
pastors active in the early XIX century, notably Kollàr and Šafárik.23 Like many Slovakian protestants,
they completed their studies in Jena, in Lutheran Germany, where they were influenced by the ideas of
German nationalist such as Fichte. Their exposure to pan-Germanism brought them to create its Slavic
counterpart, pan-Slavism. They believed a pan-Slavic political entity would arise gradually, beginning
with a union between Czechs and Slovaks.24 This idea of Czechoslovakism would eventually be shared
by the founder of the Czechoslovak state, T. G. Masaryk, for whom Czechs and Slovaks were in fact
one nation speaking two dialects of the same language, a Czechoslovak language. While this
Czechoslovak language did not really exist, it is true that Slovakian Protestants used Czech as their
liturgical language until the XIX century. Only after the pace of Magyarization (which included the use
of Hungarian in schools and administration) increased as a consequence of the 1867 Ausgleich, and the
division of the Austrian Empire into Cisleithania (Austria) and Transleithania (Hungary), Slovak
Protestants preferred aligning themselves linguistically with their Catholic counterparts, which formed
the majority of the Slovak population, by beginning to use a central Slovakian dialect instead of Czech
as their liturgical language.25 This shift had an effect that cannot be underestimated on the formation of
a common Czechoslovak identity. According to Gellner, national identity is constructed through the
dominance of a high culture and language over society, which absorbs the norms and ways of the
culture of prestige as well as its language.26 Before Slovak Protestants abandoned the use of literal
Czech in the 1870's, Czech culture and the Czech literal language promoted in the sacred context was
the high culture that would have helped defining a common Czechoslovak identity. By shifting to the
use of Slovakian, literate Slovak protestants interrupted the process of creation of a Czechoslovak
identity, and began a new one. Furthermore, as described by Andersen, the use of vernacular languages,
which were given precedence over supranational or administrative languages as a result of the growing
role of the printing press, also has a crucial role in the construction of what he calls imagined
Victor S. Mamatey, “The Establishment of the Republic,” in A History of the Czechoslovak Republic 1918-1948, edited by Victor S.
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communities.27 The abandonment of liturgical Czech by Slovak Protestants thus also had as an effect
the severing of the epistemic ties between the Czechs and the Slovak Protestants, and the progressive
heightening of the status of the central Slovakian language as source of common identity in the Slovak
province.
The most famous Czech historian and politician of the mid-XIX century, František Palacký, was
a Czech protestant who had studied in Slovakia for some time, and who had absorbed the ideas of
Slovak reformed thinkers. Palacky was one of the most important formulators of the Czech nationalist
narrative, and a crucial political actor. He was an imposing figure in Czech politics, to the point that he
was invited to the Frankfurt Parliament in 1848, in which he refused to participate, rejecting any
possible reunion of Bohemia and Germany. Even though Palacky was open to pan-Slavic cooperation,
as he even chaired the first pan-Slavic congress in Prague in 1848, he represented a political current
known as Austroslavism: he claimed that Slavic nations would find more freedom and equality by
staying within a reformed Austria, rather then by other means such as independence or union with
Russia.28 Palacky pursued this reformist vision through the activity of the Czech National Party, cofounded by him and František Ladislav Rieger. Unlike their Slovakian counterparts in Hungarian
Transleithania, Czech politicians eventually gained significant political freedoms in Austrian
Cisleithania, due to a series of reforms that were not reproduced in the Hungarian half of the empire.
Even before the 1867 Ausgleich, Czech nationalist politicians increasingly focused on the attainment of
the so-called State Rights of the Kingdom of Bohemia. The historical concept of State Right indicated
the autonomous administrative powers of the kingdoms existing within the larger Habsburg Empire
(Kingdom of Bohemia, Crown of St. Stephen etc.), which were administered for centuries by the local
nobility. But this concept was transformed in the XIX century by bourgeois nationalists, who made it
synonymous with national, ethnic rights for autonomy. The reforms that took place during the reign of
Franz-Joseph I, and the increasing individual freedoms did not placate the calls for group based
political rights.29 Moreover, the fact that the emperor never allowed himself to be crowned King of
Bohemia (due to the opposition of Bohemian Germans), intensified the frustration and aggressiveness
of Czech nationalists.30
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1.2 Popular Representation in Austria-Hungary
By 1848, local administrative councils known as Diets, whose origins can be traced back to the
middle ages, were recreated. There were two such Diets in the Czech lands: one in Bohemia
(Böhmischer Landtag), and the other in Moravia (Mähren Landtag). In this early phase, popular
representation was still very limited, and two thirds of the seats in the Diet were held by hereditary
members. After the empire had been shaken by its military and territorial losses in the Italian War of
1859, the monarchy began reforming the state. A crucial reform is represented by the 1861 "February
Constitution", which instituted the Imperial parliament or Reichsrat, a bicameral parliament, whose
lower chamber members were elected indirectly through the Diets. Electoral rights were limited, and a
franchise based on property was kept in place. Nevertheless, a first franchise extension was introduced
as early as 1882, followed by an even more substantial expansion brought by the 1896 Badeni
government, after which all men twenty-four years and older could vote in a reserved Curiae. Also
passive election was limited through the system of Curiae, or Classes (Klassenwahlrecht), which
divided representatives into three main groups with a defined number of seats. For instance, the
Bohemian Diet had a total of 241 members, 70 of which represented landowners, 87 represented cities,
industry and commercial interests, and 79 represented towns and smaller cities. The remaining 5
members were unelected members.31
Among Czechs parties, the hegemony of the National Party founded by Palacky, later known as
the Old Czech Party was eroded during the last decades of the XIX century by its offshoot, the Young
Czech Party, which became the dominant party in the Czech lands between 1891 and 1907: the latter
was the year in which the first Cisleithanian Reichsrat elections based on universal manhood suffrage
were held, and the year in which the Curiae system ended.32 Both Old and Young Czechs could be
defined as liberal nationalists, but while the Old Czechs were of a more socially conservative outlook,
and had been part of the pan-Austrian conservative coalition inside the Reichsrat, the Young Czechs
had espoused a more progressive program that included, for instance, a call for secularisation and a
stricter division between Church and State.33 While the Old Czechs had their electoral base among the
large Czech landowner class and the Prague intellectual élite, the Young Czechs were voted by the
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rising middle class, comprising teachers, traders, and prosperous farmers.34 The success of the Young
Czechs coincided with the economic growth created by industrialisation, and the earliest phases of the
rise of mass political parties in Cisleithania.35 In 1882, the Taaffe conservative government (1879-94)
made Czech and German bilingualism mandatory in Bohemian public administration, which opened
numerous careers to the members of the Czech middle classes. Since Bohemian Germans tended not to
learn Czech, and since most educated Czechs knew German, the reform was very favourable to the
Czech population. Social mobility in Bohemia increased, and many individuals joined the ranks of the
petite bourgeoisie, and became the main pool of Young Czech Party votes.36
The expansion of the electoral franchise between 1897 and 1906, coincided with the creation of
gerrymandered districts based on ethno-linguistic areas.37 This territorial subdivision of electoral
districts meant that competition for votes occurred among the parties of the same ethnic group: while
Czech politicians could use attacks against Germans as a rhetorical strategy, as some of them did
indeed do very often, in most districts they did not face the electoral competition of German parties.38
In fact, the main targets of the rhetoric of rising radical Czech parties were other Czech parties, their
closest competitors. These radical movements, such as the Czech National Socialists and the StateRight Radicals, grew in the early XX century.39 At the same time, older Liberal parties such as the Old
and Young Czechs as well as the German Liberal Party, tried to retain their traditional constituencies by
becoming increasingly vocal and aggressive so as to compete with the newer mass parties such as the
agrarian, catholic or socialist parties.40 Nevertheless, by 1909, the constituencies of these older liberal
parties were eroded by the agrarian parties as well as more radically nationalist parties such as the
Czech National Socialists.41
The 1911 Reichsrat elections were the last ones to be held in Habsburg Austria. They occurred
after the fall of Bienerth's conservative government, who had ruled, inspire of an unstable parliament.
The unruly opposition of Czech and Jugoslav parties worsened significantly after the Habsburg
annexation of Bosnia. When the Polish parties, united in the influential Polish Club, proposed to
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support Bienerth on the condition that government funding would be directed towards a series of public
works in Galicia, Bienerth refused the deal and called new elections, hoping to strengthen his position
in the Reichsrat. He was wrong in his assumption. The 1911 elections brought to the fore many of the
parties that had paralysed parliament since 1907. Some of them, such as the Czech National Socialists,
began embracing independentist views, rejecting the Habsburg Empire altogether. In fact, there are
letters that confirm that, already in 1911, Czech National Socialists such as Špatny called for full
independence of the Czech lands from Austria.42 The Czech National Socialists were the antiestablishment party par excellence within the Viennese parliament. Not as openly anti-Semitic as their
German counterparts (they would even manage to contain their anti-Semitism during the first
Republic), they rejected the internationalism of their party of origin, the Social Democrats, and claimed
that social and economic rights could and should be reached progressively through the state, and not
through revolution. They rejected class struggle, since they claimed it divided the nation and weakened
it.43 They rejected Marxist historical determinism, and embraced the Protestant Czech nationalist
narrative according to which the Czechs would rise and prosper as a result of their struggle against the
absolutism of Habsburg (German) Catholic imperialism. The leader of the Czech National Socialists
was Václav Klofáč, who would remain in power until the end of the First Czechoslovak Republic in
1938 (although he went on to eventually share power with Edvard Beneš, who joined the party in
1923). Klofáč's strategy during the late Habsburg period included street actions such as mass
demonstrations and street fights with representatives of German nationalist parties. While not militarist,
and even openly anti-militarist when it came to serve the Empire (which created further tensions with
the monarchy), the National Socialists were nonetheless militant. Their strategy would change only
after 1918, as the party moved from an anti-system to a systemic position, with a close alliance with
Masaryk and the Castle through Edvard Beneš.44
In 1911, the Czech National Socialists, now in a coalition with the Young and Old Czechs, for
the first time surpassed these liberal nationalist parties for number of seats in parliament. While the
once dominant Young Czechs gained 8.6%, and the Old Czechs 0.9% of the Bohemian and Moravian
electorate, the National Socialists gains remained stable compared to 1907 at 8.9%. Interestingly,
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nationalist parties did not gain the greatest number of votes. The Social Democrats won 36% of the
votes in the Bohemia, and the Agrarians 26%. The latter party, led by future Czechoslovak Prime
Minister Antonin Švehla, would become dominant in republican Czechoslovakia, through its virtual
monopoly over rural districts. The Clericals, led by Šrámek, obtained 12% of votes in Bohemia and
36% in Moravia. Masaryk’s small, yet intellectually influential Realist party got 0.5% of the votes, and
entered parliament only owing to its alliance with the Agrarians.45
The 1911 elections also represent the end of the dominance of the more conservative liberal
nationalist parties, more prone to cooperation with the monarchy. Karel Kramář, leader of the Young
Czechs, tried to expand his electorate by engaging in more intransigent positions, openly attacking, for
instance, Austrian reliance on Germany, and German expansionism in the Balkans. This was a new
strategy for a party that had, until then, while asking for autonomy and secularisation, found
cooperation with the monarchy more beneficial than radical inflexibility. Nevertheless, after parliament
was prorogued indefinitely in 1913, due to the chaos and ungovernability caused by the obstructionist
strategies of radical parties in the lower chamber of the Reichsrat, and especially after the beginning of
the war, even Kramář moved definitively to an independentist and openly Russophile-tzarist position.46
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2. WWI and the creation of Czechoslovakia
2.1 Activists abroad
While there are many individuals whose actions helped in the creation of an independent
Czechoslovak state, two men had a preponderant role in its formation and international recognition:
T.G. Masaryk and his collaborator and pupil, Edvard Beneš. Masaryk was the sole representative of the
Czech Realist Party, and a professor of philosophy at Prague's Charles University. The Czech section of
Charles University was inaugurated in 1882, and was, ever since, a breeding place for Czech political
activism. Professors were extremely influential in shaping nationalist narratives and political activity in
general. Masaryk was an idiosyncratic character, familiar with both Anglo-Saxon and Russian cultures,
since he was married to an American, had lived in the United States, where he studied American
Pragmatism, but was also the author of several influential works on Russian intellectual history.47 The
son of a mixed Czech and Slovak marriage, Masaryk was a staunch supporter of the theory of
Czechoslovak unity. In 1909, as a member of the Reichsrat, Masaryk still strived for a federal Austria
rather than for an independent Czech or Slovak state, similarly to his former associate, the leader of the
Young Czech Party, Karel Kramář.48 Indeed, in light of the Munich conference in 1938, Masaryk's
insight proved sensible, since, as he used to say: "We cannot be independent outside of Austria, next to
a powerful Germany, having Germans on our territory".49 Nonetheless, as early as 1910 he might have
already begun to challenge in private the idea of conserving Austria-Hungary.50 This change of heart
cannot be attributed to an ideological shift on the nature of the Habsburg Empire, but by the impression
of an increasing subservience of Austria to Germany. The Palackyan argument for the persistence of
Czechs and Slovaks (as well as other Slavs) in the Empire was based mostly on the protection that the
Habsburg state could provide from Pan-Germanism and from an encroaching German Reich. In other
words, Austria-Hungary was thought to be a bulwark against Mitteleuropa by Austrian Slavs such as
Palacky. However, with the increasing strength of German nationalism in Austria, Masaryk thought that
a progressive Germanization of the Czech lands could be avoided only through their independence and
through an alliance with the liberal and democratic western states.51
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The other founder of the Czechoslovak republic was Edvard Beneš. Beneš was born into a
family of modest means, and through hard work, talent, and luck, managed to become one of the
foremost characters in Czech and Slovak history. His intellectual background was formed through the
study of early French socialism, the knowledge of which he deepened while staying at the Sorbonne
and Dijon, where he completed his doctorate in 1908 with a dissertation in which he argued that
Austria-Hungary could and should be preserved through its democratisation and federalisation. At this
point in time, he thought Belgium could serve as an example on which an Austrian federation should be
based, a model he eventually changed for the Swiss confederation.52 Beneš frequented Social
Democratic circles, since his brother Vaclav was a member, and wrote for Social Democratic
newspapers. Rejecting both nationalist and communist extremism, Beneš accepted the idea of a
decadence of liberalism in the West, while refusing to believe in its full demise. In fact, he thought
modernisation and social progress would be ensured by an alliance between liberal and socialist (nonMarxist) forces.53 He thought that progress should not only be material, but first and foremost cultural:
through education, the masses would realise their condition of material and moral inferiority, and thus
strive for a higher state of spiritual and cultural being. Beneš rejected Marxist socialism due to what he
saw as excessive materialism, but also due to its historical determinism, and its focus on violent
revolution.54 He believed that socialist ideals did not have to be brought about through violent action,
but progressively and through the state. Moreover, Beneš refused the notion of class struggle, for he
saw it as an idea that divided and weakened the nation and the state, both of which were needed to give
rise to social progress. In the end, what he had in common with Marxist socialists was their focus on
state economic planning and distribution, which he accepted as a young man, although later he would
be more partial to a dirigiste approach.55 For the rest, his ideas were much closer to those of the Czech
National Socialists, although he rejected their aggressive tactics. Of the three mottoes of the French
revolution, Beneš’ vision was certainly closer to égalité, and he subordinated freedom to equality. In
this attitude, he was in tune with his surrounding zeitgeist, as noted by Zeman and Klimek, since
equality was a sort of "mania" among the upwardly mobile Czech bourgeoisie, which understood
equality in both individual and collective terms. Not only, then, the individual had the right to rise in
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society, but this mobility was dependent on the upward mobility of the Czech and Slovak people as a
whole, within a society ruled by a Germanised (or Magyarised, in the case of Slovakia) aristocracy and
bourgeoisie - a notion with undertones of antisemitism to which very few in late Habsburg Czech
politics seemed to be immune.56
It was in this nationalist bourgeois cultural atmosphere that Masaryk's understanding of Czech
and Slovak national history found fertile ground. Masaryk's interpretation of Czech history was based
on the works of František Palacký, with whom he agreed in interpreting the 15th century Hussite wars
as an expression of Czech national consciousness. Along with Palacký, Masaryk claimed that the Czech
nation was almost destroyed after the battle of Bila Hora in 1620 (the battle that ended the Bohemian
phase of the Thirty Years War) by Catholic forces. Moreover, his Czech nationalism was linked to
Czechoslovakism through the protestant connection: he saw Czechs and Slovaks as one nation, with
common roots in the Hussite movement. The international significance of Masaryk's interpretation of
history came to the fore during his WWI exile. During his lectures at Oxford in 1916, he drew a
parallel between the Great War and the historical Czechoslovak struggle against German Catholics, by
describing the war as a universal battle between the forces of "democracy", against those of "theocratic
absolutism".57 The two struggles, Czechoslovak democracy versus German absolutism, and Entente
versus Alliance, were part of the same macro-historical phenomenon, he claimed. In doing so, he also
linked Czechoslovak independentism with Wilsonian democratic idealism, which was crucial in
gaining the support of liberal democratic leaders and western civil society for the creation of a new
Czechoslovak state. Masaryk strived for an internationalisation of the "Czechoslovak question", and he
tried to propagate his views as much as possible in the West. At the same time, other Czech politicians
such as Karel Kramář, turned towards Russia, hoping to gain its favour in light of a possible Russian
victory against Austria and Germany. History and fortune allowed Masaryk's stance to beget concrete
results. Certainly, in addition to his own merits, Masaryk’s post-WWI success can also be attributed to
American insistence on self-determination, as well as in the French need for a strategic cordon
sanitaire against Germany, and in the absence of a reliable Russia, which had to be contained as well,
due to its revolutionary regime.58
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As early as September, 1914, Masaryk began organising a resistance movement against the
Habsburg state at home and abroad. After two trips to the Netherlands, he was warned while in
Switzerland about his impending arrest, and thus he did not return to Prague. When, in early 1915, he
was visited in Zurich by a then almost unknown Edvard Beneš, Masaryk gave him a series of
instructions that the young professor followed meticulously, organising what became the Czech Maffia,
a domestic resistance movement which had as its goal Czechoslovak independence. The common
enemy, represented by the rulers of Austria-Hungary, unified what would have otherwise been
irreconcilable positions held by the most disparate representatives of the Czech and Slovak political
worlds, from Agrarians to the Czech National Socialists, from Russophiles to the western oriented
Masaryk. All but members of the Clerical party eventually supported anti-Habsburg resistance. 59
In the Maffia, Edvard Beneš was responsible for foreign contacts, and eventually became one of
the leading personalities in the organisation next to Kramář and Rašín. When these two men were
arrested in May 1915, Beneš decided to join Masaryk in Paris, which he did in September of that same
year. The exiles first organised themselves in a committee with only two members, T.G. Masaryk and
the pan-Slavist and Russophile Josef Durich. In May 1916, the organisation was restructured and
renamed Czechoslovak National Council. By then, Masaryk and Beneš were joined by the Slovakian
astronomer and pilot, Milan Štefánik. The youngest members of the council, Štefánik and Beneš, then
proceeded to expel Durich, whose pro-tzarist stance risked dividing the movement into pro-eastern and
pro-western factions.60 Despite the dramatically contradictory characters of Štefánik and Beneš, in
addition to their very different experiences, their collaboration in this period was remarkably
complementary and effective. The extroverted and charismatic Slovakian pilot was at home in Parisian
salons, while the more sober professor preferred working behind the scenes. While Štefánik was able to
open the door to important political and social connections in French society, such as with Philippe
Berthelot and Aristide Briand, it was Beneš who knew how to make a politically effective use of such
contacts.61 Indeed, when Beneš began offering valuable information about the internal affairs of
Austria-Hungary to the French military establishment, information that he was able to gain through the
Maffia at home, the gates of many palaces of French power began to open in front of him.
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2.2 Recognition of the Government in Exile
When Masaryk moved to Great Britain in 1916, and then to Russia, in 1917, Beneš, who was
the secretary of the National Council, became responsible for most of its activities emanating from
Paris. It was in this period that the foundations of the future Czechoslovak Foreign Service were laid
down. Propaganda always played a major role in Czechoslovakian foreign policy, and this aspect was
already present during the First World War, when Beneš coordinated and edited newspapers and
journals such as La Nation Tcheque, and Československa Samostatnost. In these papers, he himself
published his influential pamphlet, Détruisez l'Autriche-Hongrie, where he declared how Palacky's
hope that a Germanic Mitteleuropa could be averted had proved unfeasible, due to Austro-Hungarian
decadence and its dependence on Germany. It was imperative, then, to dismember the Habsburg
Empire, and replace it with states allied to Italy, France and Russia.62 A new Central European order
would hence be created, which would prevent German expansion towards the Balkans and the MiddleEast. Certainly, this was an argument that departed completely from his 1908 thesis on Austrian
federalism. Beneš' responsibilities were not limited to propaganda and intelligence activities, and began
to resemble more and more those of a diplomat and a statesman. When Woodrow Wilson sent US
ambassadors to ask for the request of warring parties on 20 December, 1916, Beneš tried to convince
French diplomats that they should openly recognise the Czechoslovak right to self-determination.
While this was not possible yet, due to the fact that Yugoslav rights would then have to be recognised
against the will of Italy, France and the Entente added the request for "rights of small nations and
states" in their 30 December response. This response was then integrated, on 10 January, 1917, by a
note recognising the Wilsonian idea of a League of Nations, while adding the need for a reorganisation
of Europe based on the principle of self-determination and freedom for Italians, Slavs, Romanians and
Czechoslovaks.63 Such a recognition by the major allied powers was, as Masaryk cabled Beneš, "an
unexpectedly great success".64
Substantial steps towards the international recognition of a Czechoslovak state and of the
National Council as government in exile, were progressively taken throughout the year 1917. In
particular, the creation of the so-called Czechoslovak Legion was pivotal to this end. Beneš had been
trying to form a Czechoslovak military unit in France as early as 1916. However, there were very few
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Czech and Slovak prisoners of war on the Western front, and those who were there were either
immigrants or prisoners transferred from Serbia. Beneš travelled to Italy on 13 January, 1917, in the
hopes that Czech and Slovak prisoners of war could be armed and used as units on the Italian front, but
encountered several difficulties with Italian authorities: the 1915 London Pact promised several
territories inhabited by Jugoslavs on the Adriatic to Italy, and hence the Italian government was
unwilling to recognise in any way the requests for self-determination by Austro-Hungarian Slavs,
fearing the creation of a precedent that could thwart its Adriatic territorial ambitions. Still, while the
20,000 Czech and Slovak prisoners of war in Italy remained stuck in the camp of Santa Maria Capua
Vetere, Beneš' trip to Italy ultimately helped his cause: the creation of an Italian-Czechoslovak
committee, led by former Italian foreign minister Lanza di Scalea, as well as the legalisation of the
Czech News Agency in Rome. This institution became the centre of Czechoslovak propaganda in Italy,
and quickly initiated its activity by translating and distributing Beneš' Détruisez l'Autriche-Hongrie.
However, a perceived excess of Russophilia by the Czechs, and Masaryk's support of Hussite
Protestantism, did not inspire any sympathy from the Vatican, which kept supporting the Habsburg
monarchy.65 Indirectly, Vatican policy influenced the stance of the Italian government: after pope
Benedikt XV pursued peace talks between the warring parties, Italian foreign minister Sonnino stated
that Italy did not aim at the destruction of other states, such as Austria-Hungary.66 This stance changed,
however, after the battle of Caporetto and the formation of the Orlando government in October 1917.
The military defeat also meant that French and British divisions were sent to the Italian front, and that
these countries gained more leverage on Italy.67 All of these factors caused a weakening of the position
held by Sonnino, and positions more open to the dissolution of Austria-Hungary became increasingly
influential. Consequently, a Czechoslovak Legion in Italy was formed after Štefánik's negotiations in
April 1918.68
While financial support from the Czech and Slovak diaspora, especially from émigré
communities in North American was crucial, recruitment in the USA failed, and Czech and Slovak
immigrants preferred to fight under the US flag after its entry into the war in April, 1917, rather than
join the Czechoslovak legions.69 As a result of this, the National Council focused increasingly on the
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largest source of potential legionnaires, Russia. Russia not only hosted several historical Czech and
Slovak immigrant communities, but had also captured and imprisoned many Czech and Slovak
prisoners of war. Štefánik had tried to form Czechoslovak units of deserters and prisoners in Russia
already in the summer of 1916, but had encountered difficulties with Russian imperial authorities. After
the revolution of March 1917, however, the new Russian government supported the creation of free
Poland, Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia. Tzarist Russophiles, such as Durich and Kramář, lost their
leverage in Russia, leaving Masaryk's National Council as the sole representative of Czechoslovak
interests in the country. Moreover, foreign mister Miljukov supported the idea of a transfer of Czech
and Slovak prisoners of war to the western front, which fitted perfectly with the council's plans.
Consequently, Masaryk left London for St.Petersburg in May, 1917. Still, increasingly worrisome
instability in Russia resulted in problems when forming the units, and Masaryk overcame these
difficulties only partially in June, when Russia allowed the transfer of 30,000 Czech and Slovak men to
France. These legioneers stationed in Russia would have had to join the newly created Czechoslovak
unit in France, which was created in September 1917. This unit was under the military authority of the
French army, while politically it fell under the sovereignty of the Czechoslovak National Council.
Nevertheless, unrest in Russia made the transfer of troops westwards increasingly unfeasible.70 Only a
fraction of the Russian legion arrived in France via the Black Sea and Mediterranean route, such as the
division that arrived to the French port of Le Havre in November, 1917.
At the same time, events in Russia allowed for the full recognition of the National Council and
Czechoslovakia by the whole Entente. The Czechoslovak army in Russia, whose capabilities were
recognised after the Battle of Zborov in July, 1917, remained blocked in its positions after the
Bolshevik coup and the subsequent Peace Treaty of Brest-Litovsk. The Legion’s 70,000 men,
positioned in western Ukraine and southern Russia, could not reach the Black sea, and their only route
to the Western front was via the Arctic (British and American troops were stationed in Murmansk and
Archangelsk) or conversely via the Siberian-Pacific route. In March of 1918, after arranging the
evacuation of the Czechoslovak army, Masaryk left Russia for the United States, via Siberia, and the
legion followed suit.71 However, as these troops were moving through the trans-Siberian railway, an
incident occurred in Chelyabinsk, causing armed conflict between the Czechoslovaks and the Red
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Army on 18 May, 1918.72 From this moment up until their evacuation via Vladivostok in the fall of
1920, the Legion became enmeshed in the Russian Civil war, a fact that the Entente, especially Great
Britain, wanted to exploit. Consequently, Beneš began to push relentlessly for the recognition of the
National Council as the government in exile of Czechoslovakia. While reopening an eastern front
against Germany was untenable, Beneš sensed that allowing for the possibility of using Czechoslovak
troops against the Bolsheviks could serve the purpose of gaining Great Britain's recognition of the
National Council in Paris. He cleverly argued that the soldiers were at risk of being captured and tried
for treason during the war in Russia, due to their lack of official combatant status. In his quest for
Czechoslovak recognition, Beneš was aided by the American declaration of sympathy towards the
independentist aspirations of Czechoslovaks and Jugoslavs, made by Secretary of State Lansing on
May 29, 1918, to which the prime ministers of Italy, France and Great Britain associated themselves.73
This declaration, however, fell short of actual recognition. Nevertheless, already a month later, on 30
June, 1918 President Poincaré recognised Czechoslovakia, a state that had never existed, and in fact,
did not exist yet.74 Given, these precedents, the British responded in the way Beneš had hoped for: on 9
August, 1918, Balfour recognised on behalf of Her Majesty’s Government the Czechoslovaks as a
belligerent nation.75 The US went even further, as it recognised the national council as the government
of a state not yet in existence on 2 September, while Italy recognised the National Council as it sent the
Czechoslovakian troops in Italy to the front, in October, 1918.76
Allied recognition of Successor States to Austria-Hungary can also be traced back to the failed
peace talks between French Prime Minister Clemenceau and Austro-Hungarian Foreign Minister
Czernin. These negotiations, did not produce any results, and moreover ended badly, not in the least
because a previous backchannel negotiation between the Emperor Charles and the Entente was made
public. The incident drove a wedge between Czernin and Charles, and poisoned definitively relations
between Austria and the Entente, as Vienna drew closer to Berlin by signing a new military alliance
treaty (Waffenbund), and by discussing a tariff union. Beneš' arguments on the danger of a Germanised
Mitteleuropa were thus confirmed and accepted in France, where the idea of dissolving Austria-
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Hungary became more prominent.77 Nevertheless, as the tide of war turned against the central powers
in late 1918, Germany and Austria-Hungary forwarded notes to Wilson on 4 October, 1918, asking to
initiate talks based on his Fourteen Points. A long silence was interpreted with apprehension in Vienna,
and emperor Charles published, in a last attempt to save the Habsburg Empire, a federalist manifesto
with a program proposing autonomies for all Austro-Hungarian nationalities. This happened on
October 16. Fearing that the manifesto would nullify his struggle, Masaryk declared Czechoslovak
independence while in Washington, on 18 October, 1918.78 His fears were somewhat unfounded, since
Woodrow Wilson sent a note on 19 October to Vienna, declaring he could not initiate negotiations with
Austria-Hungary based on the Fourteen Points, since in these the United States had recognised the
aspirations of Czechoslovakia and Jugoslavia. These peoples, then, had to be consulted, not he.79 From
this moment onwards, events moved swiftly. Italy launched its last offensive against Austria on 24
October, 1918. Three days later, Austria-Hungary asked US President Wilson to negotiate an armistice,
which was signed on 3 November, 1918. It was a purely ceremonial act, since in the meantime AustriaHungary had de facto ceased to exist. Already on 28 October, the Prague National Committee led by
Kramář followed Masaryk’s lead and declared the independence of the Czechoslovak state.
Kramář, the leader of the Young Czech Party, had been sentenced to death in the early phases of
the war. An ardent Russophile, he advocated the need of an independent Czech state ruled by a
monarch from the Romanoff dynasty. After Franz-Joseph's death, Kramář was freed by Emperor
Charles' amnesty in May 1917. In July 1918, Karel Kramář organised and chaired the Czechoslovak
National Committee, in which all Czech political parties were represented proportionally with the
results of the 1911 elections. As much as the National Council in Paris was the embryonic form of what
would become "The Castle", the National Committee would evolve into the Parliament and the
Czechoslovak government. The members of the two organisations, the Prague Committee and the
Parisian Council, met in Geneva in late October and early November, 1918. They agreed that
Czechoslovakia would be a parliamentary republic, that Masaryk (in Washington at the time) would
become its first President, that Beneš would remain Minister of Foreign Affairs, Štefánik Minister of
War, and that Kramář would be Prime Minister.
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3. Balance of Powers
3.1 Two Sources of Legitimate Power
The formation of a government that included the members of the Prague C
ommittee as well as those composing the Paris National Council might suggest that the two bodies
merged into one institution. This, however, would be misleading. In fact, already by late 1918, the two
organisations began cementing their power in different spheres of the state's apparatus. The Committee
could rest on the legitimation that the 1911 elections bestowed to the parties composing it. The
competences that the National Committee and the ensuing National Assembly, the first Czechoslovak
parliament, took on themselves, derived from the Committee’s first law enacted after the declaration of
independence of 28 October 1918, which provisionally continued the Austrian legal order and
transferred the competences of Austro-Hungarian institutions to the hands of the newly formed
Assembly. All Habsburg laws remained provisionally valid, and all public institutes and organs were
urged to continue with their activities under the authority of the Committee.80 This act ensured a
measure of stability and prevented widespread lawlessness although it represented the continuation of
the legal duality that had existed in the Dual Monarchy, now embodied in two different Czech
(Austrian) and Slovakian (Hungarian) private and civil law regimes. This provisional legal duality
lasted for twenty years, until the end of the First Republic.81 Nevertheless, from a constituent point of
view, the Committee’s action was valid and effective. The Austrian legal scholar Hans Kelsen, claimed
that from a legal point of view Czechoslovakia was created as a state on 28 October, 1918, through the
Committee’s declaration of independence. The Washington Declaration of Independence of 18 October,
on the other hand, did not have constituent effects, Kelsen claimed. According to this perspective, the
international recognition bestowed upon the Parisian National Council was irrelevant, from a legal
point of view.82
And yet, the Parisian National Council led by Beneš and Masaryk had allowed the birth of
Czechoslovakia through their activity in exile. In 1918, the Political Intelligence Department (PID) of
the British Foreign Office published a memorandum in which the Czechs were described as "the most
devout and efficient allies in eastern and central Europe, and it is really they who destroyed Austria."83
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Indeed, these "most devout and efficient allies" mentioned by the PID, were not the leaders of Czech
parties in Prague that formally declared independence, but the members of the Council in Paris.
Moreover, as the memoirs of Austrian wartime military governor of Bohemia, Maximilian von
Coudenhove, would eventually reveal, during the war Czech politicians at home were either
collaborating with the Austrian regime (Czech deputies in the Reichsrat had endorsed the monarchy
and Charles' federalism), or were simply mimicking resistance.84 Without its government in exile, its
successful creation of the Czechoslovak legions and its befriending of western governments and public
opinion, the creation of a Czechoslovak state would have certainly been a much more difficult, if not
impossible enterprise. As Fisher argued when describing "usual state-building”, by which he meant the
process of state creation through "the sword or by colonisation", Czechoslovakia underwent a unique
state-building process that made it the "child of propaganda”.85 If, then, from a formal point of view the
Czechoslovak state was founded by the Committee, in point of fact the Council was the main
responsible for its creation, and it was this latter institution which enjoyed the domestic and
international prestige for having created the state.
Moreover, the existence of a recognised government in exile with its own armed forces fighting
in Italy, France and Russia, gave Beneš the leverage needed to be invited to the Paris Peace
Conference. Indeed, a combination of successful public diplomacy and of relative military weight made
it so that Czechoslovakia was the first recognised Successor State to be invited to the peace
conferences, which represented an advantage during early negotiations.86 The Czechoslovak delegation
was invited early to the Peace Conference partly owing to Beneš’ skilful depiction of Czechoslovakia
as a stable state within a chaotic region, one with the potential of becoming a cornerstone of an area of
peace in central Europe: not only a bastion against German and Magyar revisionism, but also against
Bolshevik upheaval.87 This was far from being true. In November 1918, at a meeting of the new
Austrian National Assembly, German speaking leaders from Bohemia and Moravia declared the areas
inhabited by Germans part of the newly formed Austrian Republic. Since the Austrian Republic voted
for its Anschluss to Germany on 11 November, 1918, the Bohemian and Moravian German provinces
(the future Sudetenland) could have become part of the German state already in 1918. However,
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political and social chaos in Germany and what used to be Austro-Hungary did not permit the former
central powers to oppose the Entente veto regarding Anschluss. Moreover, this power vacuum allowed
the swift occupation of Bohemia and Moravia by Czechoslovak troops, whose action proceeded swiftly
and was terminated by December 1918. Nonetheless, it took time before the area was truly pacified,
and even then the question of Bohemian Germans remained a point of contention that would lead,
eventually, to the dissolution of the First Republic in 1938.88

3.2 Beneš Takes Over Foreign Policy - Slovakia, Italophilia and Francophilia
The occupation of Slovakia proved far more complicated than that of Bohemia or Moravia due
to the uncertain boundaries between Slovakia and Hungary. Indeed, while the historical Czech lands
within Cisleithania where occupied by the newly formed Czechoslovak troops regardless of their ethnic
composition, and by simply following the boundaries of the Austrian provinces of Bohemia and
Moravia, the same could not be done in Slovakia, which was considered part of Hungary proper, and
did not have specific historical borders. When the Entente signed a separate peace treaty in Belgrade
with the new Hungarian Republic on 13 November, 1918, the armistice provided for a demarcation of
the southern border of Hungary, without specifying the northern borders between Czechoslovakia and
Hungary.89 Consequently, on the very day of the armistice, the Czechoslovak administration in
Slovakia saw its authority threatened as Hungarian troops began occupying Slovak towns. The birth of
a separatist East Slovak Republic, and the negotiations of Milan Hodža, the representative sent by the
Prague Committee to Budapest, tasked with finding a peaceful solution to the territorial conflict, also
endangered Prague's claims on Slovakia.90 In fact, by sending Hodža to Budapest, the National
Committee overplayed its hand: regardless of the armistice, the Entente had not yet recognised the new
government in Budapest, and the Committee’s action proved an embarrassing impasse. The
intervention of Beneš, who was in Paris at the time, was crucial: he quickly levelled tensions with the
Entente leadership, and drafted a first territorial demarcation between Hungary and Czechoslovakia,
which Paris accepted on 21 December, 1918. In contrast to Hodža's negotiated boundary, which left the
largest Slovak cities in Hungarian territory, Beneš' draft included them in Czechoslovakia, since it used
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the Danube and other rivers as the main state borders.91 It must be specified at this point that while
Beneš’ virtual monopoly on Czechoslovak foreign policy crystallised during the Paris Peace
Conference, the impasse made by the Prague Committee and by Hodža in relation to Hungary,
represented the beginning of Beneš permanent takeover as main foreign policy maker to the detriment
of the representatives of Czechoslovak parties and the government.
While the Allies stood by the notion that territorial divisions would be decided and discussed
only during Peace Conferences, the first border draft promoted by Beneš actually allowed Czech and
Slovak volunteers and legions from Italy and France to ensure a fait accompli in Slovakia. By late
December 1918, most of Slovakia was occupied by Czechoslovak troops, and in January 1919, the
Italian legion entered Bratislava.92 The legion had arrived with Masaryk, who had been in Italy until 20
December. On 17 December, Masaryk had already written Beneš that he would be arriving in Prague
accompanied by the Italian Legion led by General Piccione, and that it would be his (Beneš')
responsibility to mediate between French and Italian interests - in point of fact both countries had
officers commanding Czechoslovak troops in the Danubian region by late 1918, yet the two states had
increasingly divergent interests and ideas on the future of the region.93 On this occasion, Beneš
strengthened his role as foreign policy maker within the Parisian group itself: the demise of Russophile
Durich, did not mean that the Parisian National Council agreed unanimously on the fundamental
orientation of Czechoslovak foreign policy. This became apparent especially after the unity of the
Entente began to break apart in 1919, and Czechoslovakia had to decide which alliance would be more
beneficial to it, and thus whether to favour an alliance with Italy or France. Masaryk and Beneš were
both leaning towards France and Britain (although Britain was unwilling to get involved on the
continent, beyond the Rhine), while Štefánik, though also a francophile, believed Italy would make a
better ally owing to its relative geographic proximity. Nevertheless, during the first meeting of the
Czechoslovak government in December 1918, Masaryk's speech stressed that: "we must have only one
friend, who will always be on our side, and this will be the French...".94 Already on 5 January, 1919,
Masaryk had written Beneš a letter, stating the need for an alliance with France. While a formal
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alliance (Traité d'Amitie) would be signed only in 1924, the first accord on a French military mission in
Czechoslovakia was signed on 20 January, 1919.95 Consequently, French officers were offered
positions in the Czechoslovak army, which was under the formal command of French General Pellé,
including the Italian legion under General Piccione. Unsurprisingly, by allowing French officers to
command Italian officers, Czechoslovak-Italian relations suffered.
On 5 April, 1919, the Paris Peace Conference could not proceed due to conflicting interests
among the allies, and after a discussion with French General Berthelot, who believed a new continental
conflict would erupt engulfing central Europe, Beneš penned a dramatic letter to Masaryk accusing
Štefánik of interfering in foreign affairs through his Italian connections, and in the meanwhile urging
the substitution of Italian officers with Czechoslovak ones.96 Following Berthelot’s line of reasoning,
Beneš claimed that there was a concrete possibility of a conflict which would see France, Jugoslavia,
Poland and Czechoslovakia against Italy, Hungary, Austria and Germany.97 Masaryk's reply from 7
April tried to mediate between Beneš and Štefánik, as well as between France and Italy, by saying that
Piccione would stay in Slovakia at least for the time being due to the instability caused by Bela Kun's
regime in Hungary.98 The dispute continued throughout the month of April, until French Maréchal
Foch and Italian General Diaz came to an agreement, which was then communicated by Beneš to
Masaryk on 18 April, 1919.99 The Italian officers officially left Czechoslovakia on 24 May, and were
replaced by French as well as by local officers.100 The removal of Piccione and his officers from
Slovakia, as well as the premature death of Štefánik, were serious setbacks for Czechoslovak-Italian
relations. The adventurous Slovak pilot and astronomer, engaged to the Italian Giuliana Benzoni (the
niece of former Minister of Colonies Ferdinando Martini), was fond of Italy, and believed European
peace could be built on a French-Italian-Czechoslovak military alliance. Even in his last letter to
Masaryk, Štefánik stressed that of the current Great Power allies of Czechoslovakia, none was
geographically close enough to come to its aid, with the exception of Italy, which, while still weak,
could eventually serve as a strategic ally.101 Events moved in a different direction, however, and
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Czechoslovakia became a very close ally of France during most of the interwar period because of the
strong financial, strategic, as well as ideological bonds between Czechoslovak and French elites.
Nevertheless, in the early 1920's there were moments in which the collaboration between Rome
and Prague still seemed promising.102 Under the Giolitti government, Italy's foreign minister Carlo
Sforza found a modus vivendi with Jugoslavia at Rapallo in 1920, which prompted a rapprochement
between Czechoslovakia and Italy. Beneš' dispatches from Rome to Masaryk in February 1921 are very
optimistic about the relations with the Italian government - and the Vatican, which had great influence
in largely rural and Catholic Slovakia. Beneš described his visit as excellent, and noted that "all which
had to be accomplished, was accomplished", by which he meant that Czechoslovakia and Italy agreed
on the status quo in Austria, Hungary, and on the rejection of a future Habsburg restoration.103
Nevertheless, the improved relations between Czechoslovakia and Italy were also in part due to
France's temporary Hungarian turn, in the period when the Quai d'Orsay was led by Maurice
Paléologue, during the 1920 Millerand government. In fact, Horthy’s Hungary had proposed to help
Poland militarily during the Soviet-Polish conflict in 1920, at a moment when the Soviets were
advancing towards Warsaw. Czechoslovakia, on the other hand, was unwilling to intervene, because of
territorial disputes with Poland. Since Hungary would have had to invade the eastern provinces of
Czechoslovakia in order to participate in the war, Beneš was strongly opposed to the plan, as were
Jugoslavia and Romania. These three countries were united in their common interest of the
maintenance of the Trianon status quo in the Danubian basin, and had collaborated since late 1919
towards this goal.104 Starting from mid-1920, they signed a series of military and commercial treaties,
and were known collectively as the Petite Entente. Once Charles of Habsburg's potential reinstatement
as head of the Hungarian state was prevented by the combined threats of Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia
and Romania in 1921, Italy, fearing the hegemony of the Petite Entente in the Danubian basin, soon
reverted to its previous pro-Hungarian policy.
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the difficult relations between Prague and Rome. In fact, good relations were structurally difficult, and
their issues predated fascism: Italy’s tensions with Jugoslavia caused her to search for an ally in the
region, and the only Danubian state that could be reliably anti-Jugoslav was Hungary. Since Hungarian
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and Czechoslovak relations suffered significantly from territorial disputes, and since Italy had more
interest in supporting Hungary, Italian-Czechoslovak relations did not ameliorate.

3.3 Beneš and Kramář in Paris
As Zeman and Klimek noted, both Masaryk and Beneš believed along with Bismarck in the
primat der Aussenpolitik, the dominant role of foreign policy over domestic matters while a state is
being built. Beneš, however, maintained that this primacy was not a temporary factor, but a historical
constant.106 He speculated that the Versailles system was based on a historical anomaly, with two great
powers, Germany and Russia, only temporarily inactive. He did not believe that any other
Czechoslovak political actor could be as effective as himself in navigating the newborn state through
the tumultuous waters of post war central Europe.107 When during the Paris Peace Conference, Karel
Kramář, then Czechoslovak Prime Minister, kept pursuing an interventionist policy in Russia, Beneš
did not support him and indeed made the necessary arrangements for him to leave the conference
altogether. Kramář’s hopes for a pan-Slavic confederation led by the Romanoffs were dashed by the
Russian revolution. In Prague, he led a weakening Young Czech party, and could not compete with
Masaryk's domestic and international prestige. Regardless of his position, Kramář refused to accept the
balance of power that existed between the exile and home Czechoslovak leaders after WWI, and tried
to act separately from the Paris group. Examples of the dissonance between the leader of the Prague
Committee and Masaryk's group of exiles can be seen in the aforementioned Hodža affair in Budapest,
but also in the drafting of the Provisional Constitution of November 1918, where parliament was
granted more power than the President of the Republic.
Moreover, and fatally for Kramář's international reputation, he tried to support a military
intervention in Russia militarily at all costs, maybe as a way to gain more domestic influence, had the
plan succeeded. Kramář was invited to Paris since he was Prime Minister, but once in Paris, he
alienated the representatives of the great powers, to the point that British representative Balfour refused
to speak to him, and discussed common matters only with Beneš.108 To avoid more serious
consequences for the Czechoslovak cause, he had to be recalled to Prague with an excuse. The matter
was summed up as follows by Beneš in a letter to Masaryk dated 3 February, 1919, sent from Paris:
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"Dear friend. Kramář: absolutely out of control. He is damaging our interests, has no sense for our
position, his own, our goal and so on. He is depressed, for he thought that he would be honoured by
everyone, that he would manipulate everyone, that he would be important and would have all in his
control, and he sees that this is not the case, that one has to fight and work hard to achieve something...
he makes claims about what Austria would have given us... has the Viennese mentality, he is not a
cosmopolitan, not even European. People see that. Steed109 already told me. They are disappointed and
surprised.”110 The Prime Minister's Russian obsession prevented him from playing a significant role in
Paris. Hoping for a victory of the anti-Soviet forces in Russia, Kramář kept asking the Entente to send
more troops in support of the exhausted Czechoslovak units in Siberia. The Entente supported the
White Russian faction in the Russian Civil War, and British and American troops were in the
Murmansk area, in Central Asia, and in Vladivostok (along with Japanese ones), while French and
Greek soldiers were stationed in Crimea. However, the severe losses of Kolčak and the Omsk
government in Siberia, as well as its inability to gain the favour of the population, resulted in the
abandonment of any idea of a significant allied intervention in the far east. In February 1919, Beneš
received another letter from Masaryk, reporting Kramář's requests to parliament in Prague, where,
regardless of the situation in Russia he: "Asked for 250.000 men to fight against the Bolsheviks. The
fact that he does not understand our situation is a sign of his confusion; who fantasises in this way
about Russia, and about one's power, does not understand the current situation and does not know
what goals we have. It is crushing.”111 After Masaryk dissuaded the Prime Minister from carrying on
with similar requests, which he saw as damaging to the republic, Kramář capitulated and concluded
that: "particularly in foreign policy I think it is responsible to say the least, and never mention anything
that was not decided with Beneš. Without Beneš' consent, I would not even say a word that could tie the
republic.”112 Apart from trying to influence Czechoslovakia’s international policy indirectly through
Masaryk, Kramář stopped intervening directly in foreign affairs. The importance of this delineation of
competence would affect all Czechoslovak governments after Kramář’s premiership, since the Castle
would maintain its monopoly on foreign policy to the detriment of the parties and the government
throughout most of the First Republic. On 1 March, Beneš wrote: "Kramář m'a promit de partir
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vendredi prochain ou mardi en huit heures. Le plan au sujet Russe définitivement enterré".113 And a
week later, on 8 March: "Dr. Kramář promised that he will never again intervene in foreign policy, and
that he will be active only in domestic policy".114 Masaryk and Kramář kept their correspondence
throughout the Prime Minister's stay in Paris, and from their exchanges we know that Kramář never
abandoned the idea of liberating Russia from Bolshevism. This holds true even when Kolchak's
possibilities for victory became exceedingly bleak after his last advance in April, and after French
troops left southern Ukraine. In early May 1919, complaining to Masaryk about the retreat of Entente
troops, Kramář still advocated that the legions should come home via Russia, in other words, fight their
way westwards: "do not take deprive our boys of the possibility of returning home through Russia! It
will be the biggest triumph of the Czech nation!”115 But no such march would ever take place, and the
legionaries finally left the Russian far east by the end of 1920 by ship, sailing from Vladivostok.
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4. Building Institutions
4.1 Committee and Council, Evolutions
Czechoslovakian political institutions were not crafted by one authority or centre of power, but
by two: the National Committee in Prague founded by Kramář, and the National Council in Paris led by
Masaryk and Beneš. While the Council represented a break with the imperial past, the Committee had
elements of strong continuity with the Austro-Hungarian period. The Committee was formed by
leading politicians, many of whom had either served in the Austrian Reichsrat, or in the provincial
Diets. They belonged to historical parties, most of which had existed, in one form or another, since the
end of the XIX century. The National Committee instituted a 32 member Constitutional Council and
then signed the entry into force of the Provisional Constitution on 14 November, 1918. On that date,
the Committee became the Revolutionary National Assembly, or simply National Assembly. The 1918
Provisional Constitution identified the National Assembly as the most powerful organ in the
provisional institutional setup, while the President was given a purely symbolic and representative role.
He could not appoint the government, nor dissolve parliament. The 256 seat Assembly (in May 1919
they became 270, as more Slovaks entered parliament) was filled with the members of the Czech
parties that had participated in the 1911 elections, whose seats were divided in proportion to their
electoral results: the Social Democrats led by Tusar, the Agrarians led by Švehla, the National
Democrats led by Kramář, the People's Party led by Jan Šrámek (Clericals) and the National Socialists
led by Klofáč.116 While forty seats were given to Slovakian members, neither Germans nor Magyars
had any representation in this first Assembly. Indeed, although their participation in the state building
process was virtually impossible due to the ongoing violence in the borderlands of Bohemia and
Slovakia, the absence of minority representatives during this crucial constituent phase would
delegitimise the new state in the eyes of many Germans and Magyars, regardless of the fact that after
1926 the leading German parties accepted the new institutional setup and entered governing
coalitions.117 In fact, as in the case of the Austro-Hungarian constitutional tradition, both the
Provisional and the 1920 Czechoslovak Constitution were, as Masaryk himself admitted, octroyée
constitutions: with the difference that instead of being granted by the monarchy, they were granted by
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one ethnic group (or two, depending on whether we accept the idea of Czechoslovakism) on the whole
population including minorities.118
On the other hand, the National Council in Paris evolved into what came to be known as the
Castle, which comprised the President's office and chancery, the Foreign Ministry, some departments in
the Interior Ministry and an army of local and foreign newspapers and intellectuals119. In this way the
Castle was a group of institutions and influential figures that revolved around Masaryk and his closest
collaborators, rather than a specific state organ. Refusing the presidential prerogatives as codified in the
Provisional Constitution, Masaryk requested that his office be strengthened through constitutional
amendments. His prestige was such that already in May 1919, through the amendments to the
Provisional Constitution, the President became the dominant institutional figure in the sphere of
defence as well as foreign policy: the president had to ratify all treaties, and he became the highest
military figure in the state.120 At the same time, Masaryk had also significant say on domestic public
opinion through his influence on the media and the arts, and on the legislative process through the
presidential veto power. The amended constitution allowed Masaryk to appoint and dismiss the
government, its ministers, and to chair its meetings. After the May amendments, Kramář protested
vehemently, since he would have preferred a super partes president, one that would not be too involved
in politics, and who would have left the parties dominant in the institutional setup of the state. In
February 1919, he wrote Masaryk saying: "if you want to introduce the American system in our
republic, if you want the president to do politics, I will fight against this as if against the greatest of
scourge ... at the same time I do not want a president à la Poincaré ... but all your declarations must be
decided with the government".121 The two men argued about whether the powers of the Czechoslovak
president were to be closer to those of the president of the Third French Republic, or to those of the
American president. Eventually, through constitutional and extra-constitutional means, Masaryk
created a presidency that had significantly more powers than its French counterpart, and was in some
respects closer to the American model.
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4.2 The Czechoslovak Constitution of 1920, Social Upheaval and Teschen
The new constitution, known as the 1920 Constitution, was unanimously accepted by the
Czechoslovak parties in the National Assembly on 29 March, 1920. This document, would remain valid
de jure until 1948. The Constitution was based on the local constitutional tradition, going back to the
1849, 1860 and 1861 Constitutions, as well as on the French, Swiss, Belgian, German, and even
American examples (the latter is visible in the prologue of the constitution, which imitates the
Philadelphia Constitution).122 As in the Austrian Republic, an independent constitutional court was
instituted, although it was not particularly active during the First Republic, since it oversaw only 18
cases in 20 years.123 Two legislative bodies were formed, a Chamber of Deputies (Sněmovna) and a
Senate (Senàt). Both had the power of legal initiative. Bicameralism was a novelty in the Czech lands,
where for years there had been a unicameral Diet. At the same time, many Czech politicians knew
bicameralism through the Cisleithanian Reichsrat, which was divided in a Lord’s Chamber
(Herrenhaus) and a Chamber of Representatives (Abgeordnetenhaus). Bicameralism was opposed by
the Social Democrats, the Clericals and the National Socialists. The latter would have preferred the
Senate to be an unelected technocratic chamber representing economic forces, such as businesses and
trade unions. This corporatist principle actually somewhat recalls the Bohemian Diet under the system
of Curiae that existed in mid XIX century Austria, where classes and economic forces were
represented, but such a chamber was never put in place during the First Republic.
As in the amended version of the Provisional Constitution, the 1920 Constitution stated that the
President appointed the government, could dissolve parliament, and could also suspend laws through
his veto. Theoretically, an absolute majority vote in both chambers could overcome such a veto: if the
Senate did not reach absolute majority, the Chamber of Deputies could vote a third time, and by
reaching three fifths of votes it could still pass the law.124 Also to declare or end a war three fifths of
Senators and Deputies had to agree. Another interesting element in the 1920 Constitution was the
permanent Vybor (committee). It was a permanent body, with 24 members selected from among the
parties, and acted instead of parliament when the assembly was adjourned or prorogued. It had all
legislative powers apart from the ability to elect the President, change the constitution, raise new taxes
or declare war. Its main objective was the maintenance of parliamentary functions before the
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appointment of a new government, or when, for any reason, parliament could not assemble. While the
Vybor could be used in case of parliamentary paralysis, gridlock in parliament was rare owing to the
presence of an extra-constitutional council of party leaders, born in 1920, and known as the Pětka (the
Group of Five, after the number of the main Czechoslovak party leaders). Throughout the First
Republic, this unofficial body acted as a counterweight to the Castle and its extensive extraconstitutional powers. However, to understand its origins, we must turn to the chaotic context of 1920
Czechoslovakia and the central European political environment.
The parliamentary system that emerged during the First Republic was based on consensus and
proportional representation. Seats were thus divided among the parties proportionally to the votes they
received. Moreover, elections were based on universal suffrage. Both chambers were reelected fully
each time, and while terms for Senators were supposed to last eight years, and six for Deputies, after
1920 elections for both chambers were held contemporarily. The first Czechoslovak elections of April,
1920 saw 22 parties running for the seats in the House of Deputies, including German and Magyar
parties, 16 of which gained at least one seat. In the Senate, 17 parties presented themselves at the
elections, and 14 elected at least one member. During the First Republic, elections were held at the
same time in 22 districts in which the state was divided. A limit for mandates in each district slightly
distorted the proportionality of the elections, although not in any drastic way. The electorate was multiethnic, and parties were often based on a specific ethnic constituency: out of 13.6 million inhabitants in
1921, 52.5% were Czech, 15.1% Slovak, 24.7% German, 5.1% Hungarian, the rest being Polish,
Ukrainian, Russian and Jewish.125 While most Slovak parties merged with their Czech counterparts, the
autonomist Slovak Populists led by Mons. Hlinka (the Catholic L'udak Party) were a significant
exception. In 1920, the Czechoslovak Social Democrats gained 25.7% of the vote, winning 74 seats out
of the 281 contested in the lower chamber. The German Social Democrats gained 31 seats, the
Czechoslovak National Socialists 24. In total, socialist parties won 136 seats. The right lost terrain,
with the Czechoslovak Agrarians winning 55 seats, and Kramář's National Democrats (ex-Young
Czechs) only 19. The Czech Clericals gained 21 seats, and the Slovak Populists 12. German nonsocialist parties (agrarians, nationalists, clericals, national socialists) gained a total of 41 seats.126 On
May 25, a Red-Green coalition between Social Democrats and Agrarians was formed, and the Social
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Democratic leader Tusar became head of government. He did not have a free hand in its formation: in
fact, since the president had the power to appoint the government, Masaryk imposed the inclusion of
two non-party members: Edvard Beneš as foreign minister, and Karel Engliš as minister of finances.127
Two days later, on 27 May, Parliament was already in a state of chaos. During the re-election of
the president, all German and Magyar parties but the German Social Democrats, did what the Czech
National Socialists had done in Vienna until 1913, that is to say, they disrupted parliamentary activities
and made excessively long and empty speeches bordering on the practice of filibustering. While
Masaryk was easily re-elected, his unique opponent being the German Prof. Naegel, who was
supported exclusively by the German minority, this beginning of parliamentary activities was not
propitious for the new republic. Magyar and German members criticised the Czech and Slovak parties
for not consulting them as the constitution was being drafted. Moreover, ethnic tensions were not the
only conflict that would emerge in 1920: the main party in the governing coalition was internally
divided as well, since the Social Democratic right and left began fighting. The Marxist left within the
party accused Tusar of betraying the class struggle by aligning the party with bourgeois forces (the
agrarians) after the formation of the red-green coalition, and by collaborating on ethnic rather than class
lines. This internal rift grew during the summer of 1920, and, following the wave of strikes and unrest
that was sweeping through the rest of Europe, it escalated into widespread protests throughout the
country. The intensification of these events, and Tusar's inability to discipline the tattered party, would
lead to the fall of his government on 14 September, 1920. After this event, the Czechoslovak Social
Democratic party went through a schism, and its radical Marxist component formed its own party the
Czechoslovak Communist Party (KSČ), a party that rejected compromise and collaboration with the
other Czechoslovak parties, and that was consequently excluded from government throughout the First
Republic.128
While political crisis ravaged the government, Edvard Beneš was able to use domestic tensions
to his advantage during the still unresolved negotiations of Czechoslovak-Polish borders. The two
countries had clashed militarily in January 1919 because of the contentious Těšín (Teschen in German,
Cieszyn in Polish) province in Silesia. Predominantly inhabited by Poles, the province had been part of
Cisleithania and was thus integrated in the economic and infrastructural web of both Polish Galicia, as
well as the Czechoslovak territories adjacent to it. The Czechoslovaks needed to control the area south
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of the town of Těšín because the only railway connecting Bohemia and Moravia with eastern Slovakia
passed from the Silesian province. Neither the special Teschen Commission instituted at the Paris Peace
Conference in early 1919, nor later negotiation managed to resolve the conflict, and Poland continued
to demand the full inclusion of the former Teschen Duchy, which had been partially occupied by
Czechoslovak troops during the Seven day War between Czechoslovakia and Poland, into the Polish
state.129 A shift in the stalemate was caused by events unfolding further East. In fact, Poland had been
at war with Soviet Russia since February 1920, and by June the Soviets were at the gates of Warsaw.
Regardless of French pressure to engage in the conflict on the Polish side, the Czechoslovak
government declared neutrality in July. The already mentioned anomaly in the French Danubian policy
under Maurice Paléologue, who promoted French-Hungarian relations more than French-Czechoslovak
ones, has its origins in the French government’s disappointment in response to the petty CzechoslovakPolish diatribe, and Czechoslovak refusal to engage directly in the conflict.130 Czechoslovakia
maintained neutrality in the Polish-Soviet war mainly because of the Těšín diatribe with Poland, and
because it did not want to compromise the truce signed in February 1920 between the Czechoslovak
legionnaires in Siberia (the troops were still stretched along the trans-Siberian railway, from Irkutsk to
Vladivostok) and the Soviets.131 Hence, Czechoslovakia did not fulfil its anti-Bolshevik role in the
eastern cordon sanitaire, using its domestic crisis and possible revolution as a justification.132
At the same time, we know that Beneš did not believe that there could be a revolution in
Czechoslovakia: "foreign communications about the state of bolshevism in our country are without
fundament. Given the state of the economy in the world at large, only local expressions of social
distress can occur in our country, but there will never be a Bolshevik regime", he cabled Czechoslovak
ambassadors in August, 1920.133 Nevertheless, we also know that subversive activity in Czechoslovakia
was intensifying. Railway workers sabotaged trains transporting ammunition, weapons and other
equipment from France to Poland, and widespread strikes swept the mining and industrial regions.134
Moreover, evidence linking these activities to Soviet agitators has since been widely collected: the
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Soviet Red Cross mission in Prague led by Hillerson was in fact used for Soviet propaganda,
intelligence, agitation and was involved in several attacks on trains transporting munition and weapons
to Poland.135 In this context, and at the height of the Soviet-Polish war, in July 1920, Beneš and the
cornered Polish Prime Minister Grabski agreed to solve the Těšín problem through British and French
arbitration. On July 28, in Spa, Czechoslovakia was given the territory it demanded through the agreed
upon arbitration.136 The relationship between the two neighbours would never fully recover from these
events, with significant consequences that would take place in the late 1930’s.

4.3 The Birth of the Pětka and the Consolidation of Separated Powers
A new government was appointed by Masaryk on 15 September, 1920, a day after Tusar
resigned at the height of the tensions within the Social Democratic Party. The new Prime Minister, Jan
Černý, led a technical government, and both non-partisan members of the former cabinet, Beneš and
Engliš, remained in their respective ministries of foreign affairs and finance. While internal instability
endured, Beneš was nonetheless very optimistic as he cabled all Czechoslovak ambassadors and
representatives abroad that: "the demission of the government cannot be delayed. From the foreign
point of view, our republic comes out strengthened. All substantial foreign issues are solved."137 Late
1920 was characterised by more instability, riots, and strikes, and Černý did what Tusar was unwilling
to do: order the police to suppress the protests with force. It was during these tumultuous months, with
Beneš focused on the Polish question, that the leaders of the five main Czech parties decided to take
control of the government by supporting it and giving it the political direction it lacked due to its
technical nature.138 They started to meet informally, and created a Council of Five better known as
Pětka. The most influential figure in the secret meetings held by these politicians was Antonin Švehla,
leader of the Agrarian Party. The other members were Alois Rašín for the National Democrats, Rudolf
Bechyne for the Social Democrats, Jiři Střibrný for the National Socialists, and Jan Šrámek for the
Clericals. Czech parties had a tradition of consultation and coalition building that went back to the
Czech Club at the Viennese Reichsrat. We can thus find a precedent to the Pětka in the Czech Club
active in the Habsburg Empire, with the substantial difference that in Prague the new Club had a
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monopoly over legislation that would have been unimaginable in Vienna. The power of the Pětka also
resided in the strict discipline parties could enforce upon their members. After two Social Democrats
tried to splinter from their party in 1919 while retaining their seats, they were prohibited to do so by
parliament: the seat did not belong to them, it was argued, but to the party, since during elections
electors did not choose between candidates, but between parties (Listenwahlrecht). A precedent was
established, and seats in parliament were thus understood to be owned by the party.139 By having the
power to substitute rebellious members, party leaders held almost absolute control over their
parliamentarians. And thus, if a decision was successfully made by the Pětka during its informal
negotiations, it could be speedily converted into a law. Moreover, while parties could be invited as a
group into governing coalitions, individual parliamentarians could not be coopted into joining one side
over another. If the First Czechoslovak Republic revealed elements of the phenomenon of
trasformismo, these elements pertained only to parties as a whole, and the individual agency of
parliamentarians was limited to internal party debate. Such a system worked in Czechoslovakia, mostly
because most parties had learned how to compromise and cooperate among each other before the
creation of the republic itself. In another context, it might have been very difficult to form viable and
stable coalitions without the possibility to attract individual politicians in times of necessity.
Throughout 1921, since Masaryk had fallen seriously ill while Beneš was abroad performing his
duties as foreign minister, the Pětka became the main actor in Czechoslovak domestic policy. To
maintain party support, the Černý government followed the balance of power between the parties in
parliament, and most of the laws it enacted reflected demands made by the parties through the Pětka:
such is the case of the Law on Workers' Committees, a law legalising the creation of committees in
industries with more than thirty workers that was sponsored by the numerous delegates of the left. At
the same time, tariffs on automobiles were introduced, thus strengthening the predominantly Czech
heavy industry, such as the Škoda works in Plzen. Due to counter-tariffs, the policy was detrimental to
the export oriented consumer product light industry, in the hands of the German minority.140 As will be
seen, the effects of counter-tariffs on German owned businesses would be one of the constant issues
driving a wedge between Bohemian Germans and Czechs, and we will discuss it later on in more detail.
In September 1921, Edvard Beneš was appointed Prime Minister. While Beneš himself was not yet
member of a political party, his government was not purely technical. In addition to Beneš, two non139
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partisan members remained: Černý as minister of the interior, and Mičura as minister for the
administration of Slovakia. At the same time, while the five main parties had their representatives in the
cabinet, none of their leaders were members of the Council of Ministers. They were nonetheless fully
involved in the legislative and executive processes through the Pětka meetings. Believing that Beneš
would focus solely on foreign policy, party leaders welcomed the opportunity to rule from behind the
scenes in a moment of domestic and international instability. Indeed, while Švehla had been asked to
lead the formation of the new government, he shrewdly refused to do so in order to avoid exposing
himself and his party to the still looming crises.141 The year as Prime Minister (from September 1921 to
October 1922) was not an easy one for Beneš, who did indeed follow international affairs more than
domestic ones. Moreover, there were fundamental ideological differences dividing him from the party
leaders, whose informal council, the Pětka, he saw as a dangerous oligarchic institution.
According to Beneš a democratic leader had to be a person with a technical and scientific
understanding of politics.142 In fact, Beneš’ ideal leader could be defined as a technocrat. However, this
technocrat needed to be steeped in the democratic ethos. Beneš saw the presence of skilled and
enlightened leadership as essential in new democracies such as Czechoslovakia, since, as he wrote in
his seminal work On Parties: "democracy is first and foremost a moral issue... we must first produce
democratic leaders so as to have democratic masses. Only then we will not have to fear the problems of
democracy and its parties."143 For the foreign minister, the masses, which in the case of
Czechoslovakia were to a large extent rural, were not yet capable of governing the state by choosing
responsible rulers. This was both because they might not be able to recognise competent leadership, as
well as because competent leaders might not be very common and diffused throughout all of society.
For this reason, the first democratic leaders would have to be morally superior individuals, committed
to the democratic ideal, who would ferry society from the culture of the absolutist regime, to the
democratic one. Beneš’ ideas were very close to Masaryk’s in this respect. Furthermore, Beneš feared
what he called the oligarchic potential of party systems. Parties potentially represented the opposite of
the "disinterested democratic leader”. At the same time, Beneš realised that parties were a crucial
element in democracies, and he saw them as the only bodies through which the collective will could
express itself. The collective, he argued, could not express its will without organising itself in the first
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place. Apart from their ability to express the will of organised groups, Beneš saw indirect action
through parties as the only possible way in which society could participate in politics. Parties were
crucial, since they gave an intelligible form to the otherwise irrational and potentially violent will of the
mass. Beneš identified the main problem inherent to the structure of parties in the fact that eventually
they stopped representing the fragmentary wills of the collective, and began behaving as an interest
group of their own. Moreover, Beneš claimed parties had an intrinsically demoralising effect on
society, through the stymying of intellectually excellent people who contradicted party ideology or
interests. Because of the misuse of discipline, parties could act as depressants of collective political
knowledge, and as institutions capable of preventing the birth of a real intellectual élite.144
While Beneš saw lack of technical skill or "science" as a great danger to democracies, he
believed the problem could be overcome with the creation of a technically competent leadership, and in
the long run, through the education of the masses - another viewpoint that he shared with Masaryk.145
Like Masaryk, Beneš was an elitist democrat, who thought that democracy rested on a set of
philosophical notions, not in a set of mechanisms, structures and institutions. To him, who ruled and
what this person or set of people believed, mattered more than rules and laws by themselves. In short,
he and Masaryk believed that the best way to create a democratic regime was through an efficient elite,
imbued in democratic ideals, rather than by parties competing for votes.146 This is why the Castle
strove to be a non-partisan technocratic institution, one that sought to use its influence to keep a
balance of power between the forces in the state and society. All means were deemed acceptable, by the
leaders of the Castle, when it came to reaching their end idea of a democratic national society. In fact,
during the early days of the republic, Masaryk thought he could have formed an authoritarian regime in
order to pacify the tumultuous state: during one of the interviews held with Karel Čapek, his biographer
and one of the most influential Czech writers and journalists of the twentieth century, Masaryk said that
he had been ready to create a dictatorship in 1919, and that for him that regime would have not gone
against democracy, for "dictatorship interrupts parliament, but makes possible the rule of the people;
therefore it makes democracy possible”.147 In other words, a populist dictatorship could have still been
acceptable to Masaryk, and interruption of parliament did not coincide, in his view, with the end of a
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democratic regime. Such an understanding of democracy diverge from the one we delineated at the
beginning, and would have been closer to what Leddihn described as Continental democracy, which
derives from 1793 French terror, in other words, potentially a tyranny of the majority. If Masaryk did
not use all his powers in order to gain absolute domination over the regime, a different successor could
have done so differently. The constitutional court could only oversee legislative acts, thus it was
designed to curtail legislative power, and did not really affect the president. The only institution in the
state that was powerful enough to counteract the hegemony of the Castle was the government, made
hyperefficient by the Pětka council. By acting as a counterweight to the Castle the Pětka actually
created the balance of power necessary for a liberal democracy to exist. Through the control of the
legislative arm of government, the Pětka could influence domestic policy, and through tariffs and
commercial policy foreign affairs as well, although indirectly. For this reason, Korbel’s argument that
the Pětka was illiberal is not accurate.148 The Pětka might have lacked a degree of accountability, but
its activity ensured liberty in the state. Indeed, the Castle possessed a dangerous excess of power, due
to the prestige of the members of the Parisian National Council, and because of the powers of the
presidency. If liberal democracy can exist only when there is no hegemonic institution capable of
dominating the others completely, left to itself the Castle might have easily slipped into authoritarian
rule, regardless of the notions of democracy upheld by its members.149
While Masaryk was initially skeptical of the Pětka, he eventually accepted and appreciated the
stability and efficiency resulting from the informal meetings of the Council of Five. In his 1921 end of
the year speech he went so far as to declare: "the problem of political parties, and the problem with
democracy in general, is to a certain extent the problem of leadership. As in other democracies, also
our parliament creates from itself leading organs. Lately, this organ has been the Pětka. I have been
interested from the very beginning in this experiment from a democratic and institutional point of view.
The parliamentary plenum is not a place for thinking; its role is rather different. The main work will
always be done by commissions, and by smaller organs within these and often by individuals;
democracy cannot exist without capable, educated and decent specialists, workers and leaders.”150
Masaryk claimed democracies had to be led competently by a skilled and educated leadership. He also
thought that if society could not recognise competent leadership, the élite had to "create from itself
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leading organs" in which the main work would be executed by capable individuals. Through the
equilibrium of forces produced by the coexistence of an elected oligarchy (Pětka) and a technocratic
oligarchy (Hrad), Czechoslovakia’s institutions effectively functioned according to a separation of
powers - but one that arose spontaneously between political forces and expressed itself in an extraconstitutional way, and was rooted in the double source of legitimacy enjoyed by the institutions from
which Castle and Pětka originated after WWI. It was, in other words, a system that Czechoslovak
leaders created by themselves outside of the constitutional setup, in contrast to, for instance, the
American case, where the Constitution spells out many of the institution’s competences.
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5. Parliament Between Ethnocentric Politics, Bipolarism and Consensual Centrism
5.1 End of the All-National Coalition
This chapter will discuss the way in which the parliamentary system based on consensus that
Czechoslovakia inherited from Austria-Hungary was challenged in the late 1920’s, and on the effects of
the increasingly problematic Slovak autonomism, Hungarian revisionism and rising Czech fascism on
the state’s institutions. Moreover, we will determine whether it can be claimed that there was
democratic accountability in First Republican Czechoslovakia. As described by Lijphart, consensus
parliamentary regimes are generally characterised by a diffusion of powers between legislative and
executive powers, are present in states using proportional representation (PR), and can be commonly
found in multiethnic states.151 The case of the First Czechoslovak Republic fits this description, since it
used PR, was multiethnic, and demonstrated a balance of power between the two extra-constitutional
institutions of Hrad and Pětka, that as we have seen, make the Czechoslovak regime a very peculiar
case study. Nevertheless, as the power of the Agrarian Party grew in the second half of the 1920’s, its
leadership sought, with the help of other conservative and right-wing parties such as the National
Democrats and the Tradesmen Party, to move towards a competitive parliamentary model, based on the
left/right cleavage. Although the separation of power between presidency and parliament/government
would not have been affected immediately by a change from consensus to a Westminster regime, a
solid coalition of either left or right might have been able to substitute Masaryk with a member of their
coalition, or with someone close to it. This plan was in fact proposed by the Agrarian Party and its
allies on the right, claiming that the Hrad was too lenient towards leftwing parties, and towards Edvard
Beneš: a member of the National Socialist Party since 1923, Beneš embodied the strategic alliance
between the Castle and the National Socialist. He was the second in command in his party, second in
command in the Castle, controlled foreign policy, and was thus far too dangerous and powerful for the
party leaders to ignore.
Right wing parties had limited influence over foreign affairs, which the government could affect
mainly through commercial policies. Beneš controlled the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and most
ambassadors and diplomats were loyal to him and his long term policy vision. At the same time, so
long as parties acted through the Pětka, they maintained a significant share of power over the
legislative and executive processes. Nevertheless, even then, they were not immune to influence from
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the Castle, which could influence legislation through its tight relationship with the Social Democrats,
the National Socialists, and through the presidential veto.152 This system was more and more resented
by the powerful Agrarian Party and by its leader and Prime Minister, Antonin Švehla, who presided,
between October 1922 and December 1925, over a coalition composed of the main Czechoslovak
parties: Agrarian, Clerical, Social Democratic, National Socialist, National Democratic. But in 1925
this all-national coalition fell as new divisions slowly began to define themselves in Czechoslovak
politics: in fact, the Pětka broke on two fronts, that of social policy and of religion. In early 1925, the
agrarians had supported the Social Insurance Law, a generous welfare provision demanded by the
socialist parties in the coalition. In return, the Agrarian Party asked the Czechoslovak parties to impose
a new tariff on imported farm products. The agrarians were to be disappointed, since the left wing
parties changed their mind and opposed the law, as it was deemed to be too detrimental for the
consumers they represented.153 Such a tariff could have also harmed relations with Jugoslavia and
Romania, who depended on agricultural exports, and with whom Czechoslovakia had a strategic
military alliance, the Petite Entente. It was thus opposed by Edvard Beneš, who worked assiduously on
enhancing the relations between the three states. Nevertheless, the Agrarian Party managed to pass an
executive decree in June 1925, instituting the tariff they had requested. Relations in the coalition were
further jeopardised after 6 July, 1925, when Masaryk and most of the cabinet commemorated the
burning of Jan Hus, the 15th century reformer thereby offending the Catholics, for whom Hus was
considered a heretic. As a consequence, the papal nuncio left Prague in protest.154 Consequently, the
relations between the Clerical Party and the rest of the government suffered significantly.
New parliamentary elections were held in November 1925. The most significant change
resulting from these elections was the weakening of the left, and the rise of extremists on both the right
and the left political spectrum. The Social Democrats went from having 25.7% of the votes to 8.9%.
Their voting base was eroded by the Communist Party, which gained 13.2% of total votes, just behind
the largest party, the Agrarian Party, with 13.7%. The Czech Populist Party (Clericals) moved up from
7.5% in 1920 to 9.7%, the National Socialists were stable at 8.6% and Kramář's National Democrats
(ex-Young Czechs) declined further and were voted by 5% of the population. Among the German
parties, the same phenomenon could be observed, with the German Agrarians gaining the majority of
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the seats, the Social Democrats loosing significantly, the Catholics expanding their constituency, and
the nationalist parties remaining stable. On the other hand, the Slovak Populist Party grew significantly
in Slovakia, gaining 34.3% of total Slovak votes.155 Švehla formed a new government, based on the
same coalition of Czechoslovak parties that had composed the previous cabinet. This government,
however, was inherently unstable, and lasted only until March 1926. In that month, clerical deputies
asked for a state stipendium for priests, a request that could not be accepted by the socialists in the
cabinet.156 To move on from the impasse, a new technical government, led again by Jan Černý, was
created in March 1926. Negotiations for the formation of a new coalition were initiated in the interim.
Hodža, the Slovak agrarian, proposed a new possible cabinet formation consisting in a multi-national
coalition of moderate conservative and right-wing parties: he argued that centre-right German parties
and Slovak Catholics could form a government with the Czechoslovak Agrarian party. In other words,
Hodža’s proposal envisaged the overcoming of the ethnic cleavage through the focus on the ideological
right/left division. President Masaryk, however, opposed this idea: he preferred coalitions that included
parties from both the right and the left political spectrum, since he saw them as more representative.157
He also believed that it was necessary to maintain a centrist orientation, in order to isolate extremist
parties such as the Communist Party and the extreme nationalist and fascist movements, whether
Czech, Slovak, German or Magyar. In his view, the government should have included German parties,
but from both the right and left spectrums.158
While the right-left cleavage between parties increased naturally as a consequence of failed
discussions, factionalism fractured some of the parties themselves, especially the National Socialist
Party. When the agrarians imposed more tariffs on farm products through another governmental decree
in the summer of 1926, the anti-Castle faction of the National Socialist party led by Střibrný asked
Beneš to leave his post as minister of foreign affairs, since his party was going to abandon the cabinet.
Instead, Beneš left the National Socialist Party, showing once again that if he had to choose between
the state (the whole) and the party (the fraction of the whole), he would chose the former. In any event,
he had never been an ordinary member of the National Socialist Party, and Klofáč did not subject him
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to the discipline that the other members had to sustain.159 Unwilling to lose the connection with Beneš
and the Hrad, Klofáč expelled Střibrný, and eventually defeated the anti-Castle faction of the National
Socialists at the party congress in late 1926. Střibrný would become a member of the National Union
coalition led by Kramář, which sympathised with the extreme right and the Czech fascists of Rudola
Gajda.160 The Czechoslovak National Socialists, a party that regularly gained around 10% of total votes
and that could be decisive while voting within governing coalitions, was significantly weakened by the
Střibrný affair, and as a consequence the Castle lost a crucial ally while the new government was being
formed. Nevertheless, Masaryk thought he could still influence the creation of a wide coalition
comprising both right and left wing, by putting together moderate German parties, Czechoslovak
Clericals, Agrarians, Social Democrats and National Socialists. He wrote Beneš on 22 November,
1926: "I saw Klofáč - Klouda - Franke. I see that they are worried about Střibrný, and do not know
where to go. Too bad - a great party, and in this very crucial moment so weak. After talking to the
social democrats and with Švehla, I will suggest they enter the government and the majority: they will
not disband so much if they have a goal, and Střibrný will not be able to hurt them."161 Yet the National
Socialists did not join the new cabinet, and Masaryk could not oppose the formation of what was
dubbed the "Gentlemen's coalition”: in the fall of 1926 Švehla formed a new government comprising
the German Agrarian Party, the German Christian Socials, the Czechoslovak Clerical Party, the
National Democrats, the Tradesmen Party, and had four non-partisan members including Beneš. In
January 1927 Hlinka's Slovak Populists joined as well.162 Masaryk accepted the situation, since his
main red lines, such as the continued presence of Beneš at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, were not
crossed. Moreover, he knew that Czechoslovakia needed a stable government because of rising threats
from the fascist party, Magyar revisionism, and in light of the coming presidential elections.

5.2 Fascists, Hungarians and Slovak Autonomists
The fight against radical nationalism began symbolically with the trial of Rudola Gajda. In fact,
Gajda's political trial served as a platform from which the Castle could attack the National Democrats
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and the extreme right.163 Gajda was a former Czechoslovak legionnaire in Siberia, who was potentially
dangerous due to the prestige that he owed to the role he played during the legendary Siberian
enterprise. He was also one of the main proponents of fascism in Czechoslovakia: created by
discontented National Democrats, the National Fascist Community was formed in 1922, and by 1925 it
counted more or less 20,000 members.164 The party attracted mostly lower-middle class urban dwellers,
artisans and businessmen; its main targets were Jews, Communists, Germans, Magyars and Poles. The
fascists opposed Masaryk (who was labelled a Jew-lover for his philosemitism) and the Castle group in
general.165 The Czech Fascist Party had several ideological similarities with the National Democrats
and their leader Kramář, who openly expressed sympathy for fascism and for Gajda in 1926. In that
same year, Kramář saw the possibility for someone other than Masaryk to be elected. Consequently, the
National Democratic leader embarked on a propaganda campaign, with the objective of discrediting the
Hrad elite’s claim of being the main force behind Czechoslovakia’s independence.166 In order to
achieve this aim, the image of Gajda and of the Russian Legion was essential. Given that the important
role that the Czechoslovak Legion in Russia had in achieving Czechoslovak independence was
generally recognised by public opinion, Kramář's strategy consisted in driving a wedge between the
Castle and the Legion. General Gajda's opposition to Masaryk, then, could have a strong symbolic
effect on public opinion that Kramář wanted to exploit.
At the same time, in 1926 rumours began to circulate that Gajda was preparing a coup d'état.
The whole affair is rather ambiguous, and connections between the actors involved are not very clear,
even today. We know that Gajda was approached by Béla Tuka, the Slovak Populist who would later be
condemned for being a Hungarian spy, who recalled: "I met with the fascists about taking power
together, with the condition that Slovakia would receive autonomy under the new regime...".167 We do
not know the exact role played by Tuka in spreading the fear of a fascist coup, however, we know that
Masaryk and Beneš were increasingly worried by the prospect of such an event, and, according to
Orzoff, were planning on organising a coup themselves.168 While the actual preparation of a coup is not
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proven by Orzoff, we do know that both Castle leaders were very worried by Gajda's activities, which
were suspicious, to say the least. In mid 1926, Gajda was accused of espionage and for organising a
coup with the help of the Soviet Union, as we know from Masaryk who was told that: "Ovsejenko
confirms that Gajda served the Soviets and was given money by them. He knows about it ex offo, and as
a proof he showed me a letter from Litvinov dated 27/IV 26 responding to the request (Ovsejenko's) of
making public Soviet relations with Gajda; Litvinov was against: "If we revealed our own
collaborators, it would be useless. It would make it harder to gain new ones". Gajda is then described
as a collaborator."169 The evidence that suggests that Gajda was a Soviet collaborator further
complicates the idea we have of this man, believed to be a tzarist Russophile, and who used to wear the
White Russian uniform after he was expelled from the Czechoslovak army after his trial. Some argue
that the threat posed by Gajda was blown out of proportion by left wing newspapers, a risk they
exaggerated in order to give the Castle reasons to become more politically active.170 In fact, Czech
fascism lacked a supporting base in the country and the party gained a mere 0.9% of the votes in
1929.171 In any event, the connection between Gajda, the Soviets, and Tuka, a Slovak populist working
for the Magyars, remains unclear, while it evidently created a stir and agitation among the Castle elite
and in public opinion.
In April 1927, Masaryk's exchange with Švehla indicates that the president had abandoned the
idea of influencing the formation of the cabinet, and was instead focusing on his re-election:
”Regarding the discussion, I think that the care for the state and its current structure, and also care for
our foreign affairs, will win, and I will be re-elected with a large margin, that is, in the first round; if
there had to be a second round, and I was elected with a small majority, a scraped and fortuitous one, I
would not accept the election".172 Masaryk would reiterate this view in his exchange with Beneš on 13
May, when he equated his election with the security of the state, in light of renewed tensions in the
Balkans and the Danubian basin: "The Hungarians are working very hard, as I could notice
everywhere. Ergo, be ready; to that point your and my position must be and must look strong from the
outside. And here we come to our presidential elections. Švehla says correctly to the parties that I am a
part of the state; that is how I saw my election from the beginning; as far as the parties are concerned,
169
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I judge that the party that will be against my election cannot be in the government. That means: either I
am representing the state, or the parties are. By this I mean the Clericals and Young Czechs... The
Slovaks are even more childish and immature: against the Hungarians they cannot even manifest the
support for my election! And what did I do - to the Slovaks?".173 Masaryk thus linked his election and
the continuation of the Hrad power with national security, and went even further when he described
himself as a part of the state. His popularity among the Czech and Slovak masses was indeed
noteworthy, and a significant personality cult had sprung around him. In fact, Masaryk was so sure of
his popularity that in the continuation to his letter to Beneš he wrote: "I am ready to resign at any
moment... it might not hurt to give an exemplary lesson, that the state is not a toy! Depending on the
situation they might have to vote me the second time, for I do not believe that Švehla would want to be
elected, and your election for the moment cannot be considered - although after my dimissions they
would be cornered and in the end they would have to vote either for you or for me. This would be an
extreme situation, that is to say, if the elections went badly, if I were elected with a scraped majority
and against the governing parties. Then I would consider resigning, if my election would occur in the
first round, with a qualified majority."174 Masaryk was well aware that in Czechoslovakia, the only
possible candidates that could fulfil the presidential role, apart from himself, were Švehla or Beneš.
The candidate had to be acceptable to all the main parties, and thus possess the ability to represent the
Czechoslovak nation as a whole - not just a single political current. Beneš was not as popular as
Masaryk with the people and certainly not with most parties. However, he was respected
internationally, spoke many languages and had influential friends abroad, which gave him significant
prestige. Meanwhile, Švehla, leader of the main Czechoslovak party and a very popular figure,
expressed no interest in running for president. His terrain was parliament and domestic politics, and
that is were he wanted to be active - for the time being.
In 1926, with the temporary disbandment of the original Pětka and with parliament ruled by a
coalition of the right, Švehla de facto instituted a bipolar coalition parliamentary regime. At that
particular point, he could have pursued even more long-lasting changes had he been elected instead of
Masaryk. In fact, this was precisely the plan of the Slovakian agrarian Hodža. Hodža also wanted to
replace Beneš as minister of foreign affairs: in this plan, Beneš was to become the permanent
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representative of Czechoslovakia at the League of Nations.175 However, Švehla refused to act on
Hodža's idea. Beneš remained minister of foreign affairs, while Hodža was made minister of education.
On 27 May 1927, Masaryk was re-elected, receiving 274 ballots out of 434.176 He accepted, and began
his third term as president of Czechoslovakia. In the following period, the balance of power that existed
between President Masaryk and Prime Minister Švehla was one that was based on institutional practice
as much as on personal prestige. The shift from a wide centrist coalition to one based on the right/left
cleavage, made against the wishes of the president, indicates that in the mid 20’s the governing parties
and the Castle had reached similar levels of power. At the same time, while not able to create a
Westminster system, the “Gentlemen’s Coalition” proved that there existed a political will for a shift
towards a bipolar, competitive parliamentary model among some of the parties, and that this model
could be used to stimulate the participation of minority groups in government. Indeed, involvement of
minority parties in Czechoslovak politics became increasingly necessary, since the issue of
dissatisfaction between non Czech people would become a very pressing problem as the roaring
twenties moved into their second half.
Hungarian revisionism increased after the Italo-Hungarian Pact of Friendship signed in April
1927.177 As Czechoslovak authorities discovered later, this pact included a secret protocol for the
delivery of heavy machine guns from Italy to Hungary - one such cargo was discovered in Austria in
January 1928, which was cause for alarm for the Czechoslovakian side.178 The issue was as much a
domestic one, as it was international, and had at its heart Slovakia, its minorities, and its status within
the republic: with a large and vocal Magyar minority (around 5% of the total population, but 20% in
Slovakia)179, southern Slovakia and parts of Ruthenia were claimed by Hungarian revisionists, who
asserted both historical rights over them (the return of the lands of the Crown of St. Stephen), as well as
ethnic rights based on self-determination.180 With this problem at hand, it was crucial for the Prague
government to placate the growing protests of Slovak autonomists, whose activity undermined the very
idea of Czechoslovakia as the common state of the Czechs and Slovaks intended as one single nation.
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By 1927, Slovakia’s economic and social backwardness had become a reason for concern for the
government in Prague, which was exacerbated by the growing polarisation between the proponents of
Czechoslovakism and of Slovak nationalism. Most leading proponents of Czechoslovakism in Slovakia
were connected to the Hlasisti group, named after the newspaper Hlas, active in early 1900's, whose
intellectual father was Masaryk.181 Among these men were Vavro Šrobár, plenipotentiary Minister for
Slovakia between 1918 and 1920, and leading Slovak agrarian along with Hodža, and Social Democrat
leader Dérer. Štefánik, the leading member of the Czechoslovak National Council in Paris, had been
another important proponent of Czechoslovakism. Like Masaryk, Štefánik came from the region
between Moravia and Slovakia, where people spoke very similar dialects, and where the arbitrary
nature of a strict linguistic distinction between Czech and Slovak was most evident. Inspired by the
nation-building results achieved in France, where linguistic differences between north and south had
slowly disappeared owing to public education and military service, Štefánik believed that the
Czechoslovak nation could be created through the same means.182 The son of a Protestant pastor,
Štefánik was heavily influenced by the thought of XIX century romantic Czechoslovakism that was
diffused among reformed Slovaks. Nevertheless, Czechoslovakism was not a purely protestant
phenomenon, and many Hlasisti such as Šrobár and Blaho were Catholics.183 Similarly, while Slovak
nationalism was deeply intertwined with Catholicism, it had also its evangelical proponents in the
Slovak National Party. Still, the largest Slovak nationalist party was the Catholic Populist Party, also
known as Hlinka's L'udak Party. Initially, before 1918, Monsignor Hlinka had expressed warmth
towards the Czechoslovak movement.184 And yet, as early as 1919, when he went to the Paris Peace
Conference he tried to convince the Allies to support the creation of an autonomous regime in Slovakia,
but to no avail.185 The Populist Party was very active both in parliament and outside of it, and by 1922
it had proposed in parliament its first law on the autonomy of Slovakia. It is necessary to note that
unlike the other ethnic groups in Czechoslovakia, Slovaks could not ask the Minority Commission of
the League of Nations to judge whether the Czechoslovak state was breaching any specific minority
protection clauses, since according to the constitution, the Slovaks were part of the Czechoslovak
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nation, and thus part of the dominant national group.186 And since it could not rely on external support,
like the Magyar, German or Polish minorities, Slovak autonomists began increasing their demands
from within the institutions of the republic, while maintaining their radical positions throughout the
interwar republic. The L'udak party also protested against the penetration of Czech industry and
corporate interests in Slovakia, and it fused nationalism with a socio-economic discourse.187 It was a
socially conservative party, and looked upon Prague's anti-clericalism with suspicion, as well as on the
Czech nationalist narrative according to which the decadence of the Czech nation coincided with the
counter-reformation.188 Unlike the other main parties in Slovakia, such as the Social Democrats or the
Agrarians, the Populist Party did not unite with its Czech counterpart, the Clerical or People's Party,
due to their different views on autonomy: the Czech Clericals opposed legislative autonomy for the
provinces, and claimed that administrative autonomy proved sufficient enough, while Hlinka held the
opposite view.189 Švehla's "Gentlemen's Coalition” invited for the first time since the foundation of the
republic the Slovak L'udaks into a governing coalition, for regardless of its nationalist stance , they
could collaborate with the agrarians on many other themes. Hlinka agreed to participate in the
government, on the condition that the constitutional law on counties, to which he had always been
opposed, be amended and substituted with the reintroduction of provinces.190 The 1920 Constitution
had divided Czechoslovakia into counties, which were gerrymandered in the border regions so as to
avoid takeovers by minority groups. According to the statutes, the government could appoint one third
of the members in county assemblies, for twenty years, that is, until 1940.191 The system of counties
was applied only in Slovakia and Ruthenia, but not in the Czech lands due to the opposition of
Kramář's National Democrats, who refused it because it would have created two counties each with a
German majority.192
In 1927, the county system was amended to accommodate Hlinka, and four provinces were
created instead: Bohemia, Moravia, Slovakia and Ruthenia. They had local assemblies, a third of which
was still appointed by Prague, as were their presidents. While Hlinka described the reform as a first
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step towards autonomy, the German parties were not satisfied at all: the counties in which they could
have eventually gained some form of administrative self-rule, were now incorporated into larger
entities, in which the voice of the German minority would bear even less weight.193 Indeed, in the
following years, the county reform would become a point of contention used against the Prague
government by German separatists, who claimed that the development of the border regions was
thwarted by the new administrative system.194 At the same time, also Hlinka would not be fully
satisfied until Slovakia was granted legislative autonomy, a position on which he insisted increasingly
after the Slovakian branch of the Communist party had begun to ask for autonomy as well.195

5.3 Minorities: domestic and international solutions to structural problems
While trying to balance between the need for stability and the rights of minorities, Masaryk
understood that if the souls and hearts of non-Czech or Slovak individuals had to be won over, their
culture and heritage had to be treated with respect: he urged his son Jan to learn Hungarian, as Beneš
was already doing in the early 20's.196 And even though he was pressed by Kramář as well as others to
designate Czech as the state language of Czechoslovakia, Masaryk refused to do so, arguing that while
it was indeed necessary to have a main administrative language for practical purposes, in a democratic
state all languages were state languages.197 While ethnic conflicts were building up, the right-wing
government led by the Agrarian Party ruled with a stable majority until Švehla began experiencing
severe health issues. The agrarian leader suffered two heart attacks, one in 1927, and another,
debilitating one, in 1928. After the decline of the premier’s health, the coalition had to be led by
Clerical leader Šrámek, who was unable to fill the void left by Švehla. He could not balance the
multiple interests at stake, and was not on good terms with Hlinka's party. His leadership was
increasingly resented by the right-wing within the Agrarian Party, which wanted to reinstate one of
their own men to the post of Prime Minister. The 1928 provincial elections constituted another blow for
the right-wing coalition, since the governing parties suffered net losses. The National Socialists and the
Social Democrats, on the other hand, gained significantly in this round. But the main loser in these
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elections was Hlinka's L'udak Party, which lost almost 200,000 votes in Slovakia. Most probably,
Hlinka’s party consensus declined because of its participation in the government, thus loosing protest
votes of radical autonomists. Many of these were lost to the other party asking for local autonomies, the
Czechoslovak Communist Party.198 Moreover, many Populist Party voters were lost to the Agrarian
Party, with whom the L'udaks had in common a socially conservative outlook as well as a
romanticisation of rural life.199 Nevertheless, scholars generally correlate this weakening of the party
with the so-called Tuka affair. Vojtech "Béla" Tuka was a member of Hlinka's Populist Party, and on 31
December, 1928, he published an article claiming that the sovereignty of the Czechoslovak state on
Slovakia was supposed to end in that year. In other words, he claimed a legal vacuum had been entered
in respect to sovereignty over Slovakia. He asserted that the "Martin Declaration" of 1918 (when the
Slovak National Council declared the independence of Czechoslovakia, 3 days after Prague, since
communications between the two organs were severed in that period) contained a secret clause
according to which the status of Slovakia would be discussed again after 10 years.200 The L'udaks
wavered, and were indecisive on whether to lift Tuka's parliamentary immunity, after Dérer and other
parliamentarians accused him of treason. Eventually, Tuka was accused of being a Hungarian infiltrée,
and was condemned to 15 years in prison in 1929 for treason and espionage.201 During the scandal,
Hlinka maintained an ambiguous stance, and even expelled two of his Catholic priest colleagues, Juriga
and Tomànek, who, unlike him, believed that Tuka was responsible and guilty.202 While the nature of
Tuka's relations with Hungary would be proven after WWII, and today we know him as a Hungarian
spy, all available evidence suggests that Hlinka was innocent in the matter.203 As Beneš cabled
Czechoslovak ambassadors: "(1)According to all evidence, Tuka worked for Hungary, and the L'udak
party had no role in this situation. Of the party management no one had any knowledge of his secret
work. That the thing was not solved earlier can be explained with the political inexperience of the party
and its leadership. (2) Need to separate the Tuka issue from the L'udak party issue. There are two
currents in the party. Those who are with Tuka, honestly believe he is innocent. According to all
evidence, however, he is guilty. For this reason it is very important to separate the question from the
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figure of Hlinka, who was fulfilling his duty towards the state in the last two years, such as in the
Rothermere affair...".204 The Tuka affair recalls the difficult relations that existed between
Czechoslovakia and Hungary throughout the interwar period. Hungary's claims over southern Slovakia
and Ruthenia did not subside over time, and, if anything, Magyar propaganda only increased
throughout the years, finding willing listeners all over Europe and especially among some circles of the
British aristocracy. An example of this effective case of cultural diplomacy was lord Rothermere's proMagyar and anti-Czech propaganda through the Daily Mail: while the narrative disseminated by the
Hrad claimed that the Czechoslovaks were an inherently peace-loving, democratic and enlightened
people, Rothermere described the Czechs as barbarous. They had, he wrote, subjugated the noble
Hungarians, saviours of Europe from Islam.205
As Minister of Foreign Affairs, Beneš's role was to oversee Czechoslovak counter-propaganda,
pursued by the third section of the Zamini (the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministerstvo zahraničních
věcí). As he did during World War I, now too Beneš ensured that like-minded newspapers in allied and
non-allied states published articles promoting the interests of Czechoslovakia. Zamini controlled
publishing houses and printed all sorts of material, from art-books illustrating Bohemian architecture
and paintings, to Masaryk's biographies in foreign languages.206 Still, while during the war the
Czechoslovaks had successfully accomplished a "propaganda blitzkrieg", in the 1920's they had to fight
for public opinion abroad against strong opponents, such as Hungary and eventually Germany, who
used minority issues to strengthen their territorial claims abroad. There were no limits to the
politicisation of the minority question, especially in the 1930's, when even the P.E.N. Club (a literary
international club), was overwhelmed by the linguistic diatribes between Czechs, Slovaks, Magyars
and Germans.207 Next to counter-propaganda, which we can define as the battle for public opinion in
western democracies, two main goals can be identified in Czechoslovak minority related foreign policy
in the mid 1920’s. These main goals had a domestic dimension, related to Czechoslovak minorities, as
well as an exogenous aspect, connected to the relations with the nation-states of these minorities. In this
respect we can identify a division of labour among Czechoslovak institutions: while parliament and the
government, controlled by the main Czechoslovak parties, maintained internal order through
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democratic rule, Beneš worked assiduously to create a stable equilibrium between Czechoslovakia, its
minorities, and the surrounding states. Believing in the potential of the League of Nations, he helped
draft the collective security treaty known as the Geneva Protocol, according to which all contentious
issues among League members would be solved through the arbitration of the Permanent Court of
International Justice in the Hague. In 1924, all League members accepted the treaty, but when the
MacDonald cabinet in London fell, the new British Conservative government repudiated the Protocol,
thus invalidating it. When collective security through the League of Nations revealed itself as an
idealistic goal, Beneš increasingly focused on bilateral or multilateral security treaties. Naturally, he
supported the 1928 Briand-Kellogg Pact, and was not completely opposed to the idea of Briand's plan
for a European Federation.208 And yet in the years before the 1929 Economic crisis, he focused more
and more on the French oriented Petite Entente, and on its hegemony in the Danubian area.209 While
the alliance with France formalised through the 1924 Traité d'Amitie served to safeguard the state
against a future German threat, Hungarian revanchisme was kept at bay through the military alliance
with Jugoslavia and Romania. Throughout the 1920’s, the representatives of Bucharest, Belgrade and
Prague met in a semi-formal organisation recognised by the League, known as the Petite Entente,
which in the 30’s became a full fledged international organisation, with a secretariat and governing
councils.
Beneš tried to assure the external security of the Czechoslovak state through balance of power
mechanisms, and when dealing with minorities he acted within the framework of international law:
namely, the Minorities Protection Treaty of 1919. The treaty was one of the novelties introduced in
international relations after WWI, and provided for the creation of a Minorities Commission as well as
several committees, through which complaints could be channelled to the League Assembly.210 The
treaty was not a standardised text signed by all the Successor States: each country had its own version.
This means that the Treaty Between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and Czechoslovakia, is
different from its counterpart signed with the Jugoslav Kingdom or Romania. 211 As noted by Hannah
Arendt, Czechoslovakia was actually the only Successor State that legally assured religious freedom for
all citizens, the same legal rights, civil and political freedoms, that allowed for the free use of language,
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and permitted minorities to open their own schools.212 In Geneva, Beneš often dealt with the Minorities
Commission, where he introduced, through the League Assembly, the principle according to which
minorities had to be loyal to the state in which they lived.213 The relations between Prague and
Czechoslovakia's minorities was always ambiguous: many Czechoslovak leaders, included Beneš, had
centralising tendencies, due to their belief that with time ethnic particularism would eventually
disappear through socio-economic dynamics, thus leading to a more homogeneous society.
Furthermore, the Castle stood by the idea that what mattered most were individual rights, which had to
be the same for all citizens regardless of religion or nationality, as per the 1920 Constitution, and not
group rights, which were potentially dangerous for the stability of the state. Moreover, while Masaryk
accepted minorities on the territory of the state, since he realised that there could be no precise ethnic
boundaries because of the high level of population mixture in the region, he nevertheless claimed that
the majority should rule, and was convinced that it was just if nine million Czechs were to rule over
three million Germans.214 Indeed, this argument also reflected the dynamic within the Czechoslovak
parliament. As long as the Czech and Slovak parties could cooperate, they would always rule the state
in a democratically legitimate way, since they were the majority of the population. From this point of
view, a proportional electoral system was the most beneficial system for the Czechs, because it
legitimised their hegemony in the institutions of the state. Compared to Austria-Hungary, where
universal voting rights would have turned the hegemonic ethnic groups into minorities, the
Czech(oslovaks) had a net numerical advantage over their minorities, if they could stay politically
united.
After severe losses sustained by right-wing parties in the 1928 provincial elections, and as
Švehla's health worsened, Masaryk became very active and involved in the formation of a new
government. In April 1928, after Švehla's second heart attack, Masaryk arrived at the conclusion that
the Clerical leader Šrámek could not hold the post of Prime Minister for long. As he wrote Beneš on 3
April, 1928: "Šrámek is absolutely incompetent. We discussed the polemics against you; I told him
clearly that I cannot collaborate with a minister whose party attacks in an improper manner a
colleague. He claimed that he was not the one responsible, and that he will do the necessary to restore
peace after what happened. Right know he is also your representative. This will change after Švehla's
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substitution will be resolved."215 Švehla was substituted on 1 February, 1929, by František Udržal,
former Minister of Defence. He kept the same cabinet formation as the Švehla government, including
Hlinka's L'udaks. Without Švehla's political skill, a power vacuum emerged, and Masaryk stepped in.216
In February 1929 he issued a presidential decree through which he dismissed Hodža from his post as
Minister of Education.217 Hodža had once again interfered in foreign affairs, and the Hrad was not
willing to forgive him this time. In October 1928, as Hodža was working on the formation of the
"Green International" (the international organisation of agrarian and peasant parties), he scheduled a
meeting between former British Prime Minister, Ramsey MacDonald, and Croat Peasant Party
leaders.218 By doing so, he created a potential diplomatic crisis with Jugoslavia, where the conflict
between Croats, Slovenes and Serbs was becoming increasingly tense. In fact, ethnic discord led to
King Alexandre's coup in January 1929, an extreme move made to prevent the Kingdom from
disintegrating ten years after its creation. Czechoslovakia was committed to supporting the King, and as
Beneš cabled all embassies: "It is clear that, given the circumstances, there was no other solution to the
current state of affairs. The king has remained the sole authority in the Kingdom of Slovenes, Croats
and Serbs, and it was clearly necessary for him to take such a step. The king is, on the whole, a
balanced and moderate person, who understands the seriousness and the danger posed by the
protraction of this state of things."219 Given the crucial role played by Belgrade in Czechoslovakia's
security system in the Danubian area embodied by the Petite Entente, it was imperative for Prague to
eliminate all possible tensions with Jugoslavia, especially in the delicate domestic circumstances that
the kingdom was experiencing. Hodža's expulsion from the cabinet was just the first step taken by the
increasingly assertive Castle. If during the mid 1920's, the relationship between parliament and Castle
was rather balanced, thanks to Švehla and the Pětka, by the end of the decade the power of the Hrad
had increased significantly.
When in September 1929 Prime Minister Udržal left his secondary post as Minister of Defense
to another agrarian, the other governing parties protested, since this action tipped the balance within the
government towards the Agrarian Party. No agreement was found, and new elections were held in the
following month. The main shift that emerged from the October 1929 elections was the strengthening
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of both Czechoslovak and German moderate left-wing parties. The Czechoslovak Social Democrats
won 39 seats in the Chamber of Deputies (13% against 9% in 1925), and the German Social Democrats
gained 21 seats with 7% of votes. The Communist Party lost voters (it was the second largest party in
1925), yet it still gained 30 seats. The Czechoslovak Agrarian Party remained the strongest force in
parliament, winning 15% of the votes and 46 seats, while its German counterpart gained 16 votes. The
Czechoslovak National Socialists won 10.4% of the votes and gained 32 seats, while the German
National Socialists (DNSAP, former DAP) and the German Nationalists (DNP) together had 15 seats
and 5.4% of total votes. The Czech Clericals won 25 seats (8.4%), and Hlinka's Populists 19 seats
(5.8%). The liberal-conservative Traders Party won 12 seats, and the National Democrats (ex-Young
Czechs) 15 seats. The Czech fascists won 3 seats.220
While Švehla was still officially the leader of the agrarians, Udržal was de facto leading the
party at this point. Yet, unlike his predecessor, he could not impose his political will on Masaryk, and
proceeded to form the government that the president had wanted for some time: in fact, the second
Udržal government, which lasted from late 1929 to October 1932, was composed of six Czechoslovak
parties (Agrarian, Social Democratic, National Socialist, Clerical, Tradesmen and National Democratic)
and two German parties (Agrarian and Social Democratic). It was a multi-ethnic government of both
right and left, and it represented the pro-Hrad, pro-systemic, moderate parties elected by the Czech,
Slovak and German communities. The cleavage between the pro-Castle government and the antisystem radical nationalists and radical revolutionaries became more evident. Hlinka's party remained
outside of the cabinet, and began reasserting autonomist demands, which were ignored by the
government, in which Czechoslovakist, and not autonomist members of parliament represented
Slovakia.221 Masaryk was now at the height of his power: he could dismiss and appoint members of
government as he pleased.222
During the First Republic, parties were punished or rewarded during elections, depending on
the perceptions that constituencies had of their activities. This control of government from “below”, as
described by Fukuyama, was thus present in Czechoslovakia. When, after the 1925 elections, left wing
parties lost power, the Agrarian Party and its allies were given the chance to introduce a novel coalition,
which could have changed the parliamentary system into a proportional competitive model. It would
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have been unlikely for any Czech party to change the proportional electoral system, since it was very
convenient for Czechs, as long as most parties could maintain a Czech and Slovak constituency and
avoid a minority coalition composed by German, Slovak and Magyar parties. At the same time, some
nationalist members of minorities used the irredentism of their state of origin to gain resources and
expand their influence in Czechoslovakia, which, because of its constitution and because of the St.
Germain Minority Treaty, allowed them to pursue their activities. In order to allow these parties to
engage freely in these potentially dangerous endeavours, Czechoslovakia suspended the electability of
the foreign minister: in order to pursue a stable and effective security policy, as well as a coherent
counter-propaganda, the office was left to Beneš. While only the president could expel him from his
post, by being a member of the National Socialist Party, Beneš and his activity were also subjected to
indirect democratic accountability, since voters dissatisfied with his doings could vote other parties to
indicate such dissatisfaction. Unlike Magyar irredentism, the issue of Slovak nationalism was more
complex, since it threatened the very core of the Czechoslovak state’s identity: and yet as we saw at the
beginning of this thesis, this problem had roots that went back to the period when Transleithania was
formed, and when Hungary began its project of cultural hegemony in its half of the dual monarchy. By
the late 1920’s, Slovak nationalism had become a significant cultural force. Now, however, let us turn
to the other main minority in the state: the Germans.
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6. The Economic Crisis of the 1930's and Bohemian Germans
6.1 Land Reform and German Industry
Czechoslovakia inherited around 60-70% of Austria-Hungary's industry; in sectors such as
textile and glass production, 90% of the Austro-Hungarian production was located on what became
Czechoslovak territory after WWI.223 Over 35% of the Czechoslovak workforce was employed in the
secondary sector in 1930.224 Nevertheless, since the domestic market was too small to absorb all
domestically produced commodities, industrial surplus had to be exported beyond the borders of the
country, which made the Czechoslovak economy export oriented. Moreover, Czechoslovakia was a hub
for foreign investment in the region, and especially for investment from Western Europe directed in the
Balkans, the Danube, and even Russia. The most important Czechoslovak banks and large industrial
conglomerates were the main targets of foreign investment, and banks such as the Anglo-Czechoslovak
or the Prague Credit Bank were used by British and French capital to expand in central and eastern
Europe.225 While heavy industry, such as the Škoda works, was mostly controlled by Czech (or in this
case, Czech and French) capital, commodity production and light industry was mostly controlled by
local German businessmen.226 While this assertion is potentially problematic for several reasons, not in
the least in the objective impossibility to identify an industry as "Czech" or "German" (are we
considering the area, the owner, the workforce, the investors?), there was a tendency for certain
industries to be concentrated in areas where a certain ethnic group was majoritarian: for instance, glass
and crystal production as well as textiles and porcelain, tended to be located in what will be known as
the Sudetenland, inhabited mostly by Germans.227
In the late 1920's Czechoslovakia was the world's largest producer of hops, the third largest
producer of white beet sugar, and the fourth largest producer of potatoes. Over 42% of total land was
used for agriculture, and intensive, relatively technologically advanced methods were used in Bohemia
and Moravia.228 In 1930, 35% of the total workforce was employed in agriculture, although this
percentage was not uniform all over the state: while in Bohemia and Moravia 25% of the workforce
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was employed in agriculture, in Slovakia and Ruthenia combined it reached 60%.229 Furthermore, we
have to note that land ownership had shifted hands after WWI, when the largest estates in the country
were parcelled out through the Land Reform of 1919. Before the reform, 150 families owned around a
third of Bohemian land. Hence, the new Czechoslovak leaders described land redistribution as a matter
of social justice, and as a pillar of the national revolution whose goal was the victory of Czech
democratic ideals over Habsburg (aristocratic) feudalism.230 It is generally accepted that the reform had
a nationalist tinge, and that the mostly German speaking aristocracy was penalised due to its "historical
misdemeanors".231 Moreover, most of the redistribution occurred before 1927, that is to say, in the
period in which German parties were not part of the governing coalition and had little say in its
procedures. Their complaints at the Minority Commission in Geneva did not produce the results hoped
for, and in 1925 the Commission declared itself incompetent in the matter.
The support for Land Reform among Czechoslovak parties was very high; the narrative
justifying the redistribution was both nationalist as well as social: taking land away from the German
nobility and estate owners was described as a rectification of Habsburg colonialism after the White
Mountain in 1620, and redistributing it among the majority of the population, which was mostly Czech,
was heralded as a policy of social justice. Large estate owners were to be replaced by smaller Czech
farmers, especially in those areas that had allegedly undergone colonisation and Germanisation after
the XVII century.232 Some discussions on how to systematically colonise mixed areas with
Czechoslovak legionnaires were also put forth by some agrarian politicians. Moreover, the Land Office
responsible for redistribution did not have German representatives: it was formed in 1919, and was
composed, similarly to the Revolutionary Assembly, by the Czechoslovak parties in percentages
correlated to previous provincial elections.233 For these reasons, and owing to a general unwillingness
of Prague's institutions to tackle grievances in a systematic way, a basis for dissent against the
Czechoslovak state kept growing among German speaking populations. Whether this resentment was
justified in the case of the non-aristocratic German speaking masses is a different matter. Through the
information we can consult today, it seems that the narrative according to which Czechs were given
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more land than their German counterparts in an arbitrary way by the Land Office is somewhat
exaggerated: there were more Czech applicants for land allotment because Czechs were more
numerous in the state, and because on average Germans worked more in industry rather than in
agriculture.234 Guido Klieber, a Sudeten German Party (SDP) member, confirmed this observation in
1938, when he compiled a memorandum for Heinlein, the leader of the radical nationalist SDP; a
memorandum in which he argued that in fact most land in German speaking areas was allotted to
German hereditary tenants.235 Still, the arrival of Czech or Slovak farmers in the border areas could
easily be exploited in a symbolic way, which the nationalist German parties did systematically.
At the same time, it is true in a way that land redistribution had a negative effect on Bohemian
German interests, but it did so indirectly: small and medium sized farms (5-20 he) accounted for 64%
of agricultural land, for a total of 95% of enterprises.236 Another 20% of the land was owned by 1% of
enterprises, owned by the influential agricultural bourgeoisie, the leading force in the Czechoslovak
Agrarian Party. The people employed in the sector, who formed the bulk of the Agrarian Party
electorate, were between 1 million and 700,000 (they decreased in the 30's).237 The Land Reform had
enlarged the number of farmers in the country, and consequently strengthened the Agrarian Party.
Through its strength and size, and through its ability to appeal to both large and small farmers, the party
remained the backbone of Czechoslovak parliamentarianism throughout the interwar period. Without
this party, and the stability it often brought through its leadership, a parliamentary system might have
been unviable at certain points in the interwar period. Thus, to keep the agrarian electorate stable
through time, various tariffs on agricultural products were introduced, such as the one in 1925: these
served to protect smallholders as well as large estate owners from foreign competition, keeping their
livelihood intact. German businesses and the German working class employed in predominantly
German consumer industry suffered the most from these commercial policies, since they were hit back
by counter-tariffs that made their products less competitive on the international market.238 In fact,
unemployment and lower wages in export oriented consumer industries was the result of agricultural
protectionism, and in this sense Bohemian Germans did suffer from the results of land redistribution.
J.W. Bruegel, “The Germans in Pre-war Czechoslovakia,” in A History of the Czechoslovak
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The loss of status after WWI, territorial irredentism, as well as a sense of detachment and
estrangement from Czechoslovak institutions, made parts of the German speaking population
particularly sympathetic to German Nationalism and National Socialism. These currents became very
prominent in Bohemian German politics after the economic crisis of the early 1930's, when
Czechoslovakia's exports fell, and never really recovered: in 1937 exports were still at two thirds of
1929.239 The export-oriented light industry, predominantly located in German speaking areas, suffered
the most as the economy moved towards an autarkic model in the 1930's.240 More unemployment and
low incomes followed suit, for which the Czechoslovak state was blamed, and closer ties with Hitler's
Germany were proposed as a solution by the nationalist camp.

6.2 Radical German Parties in Bohemia
Still, economic struggle tells us just one part of the story that can help us understand the rise of
German nationalism and National Socialism in Bohemia. It was already mentioned that most mass
parties in Czechoslovakia, as it had been in late Austria-Hungary, had their counterpart among
neighbouring ethnic groups. Hence, there were Czechoslovak and German Clericals, Social Democrats,
Agrarians as well as National Socialists. Some of the most interesting observations on the relationship
between Czechoslovak and German National Socialism in Bohemia, were made by Erik Von KuehneltLeddihn, the libertarian Austrian historian. According to Kuehnelt-Leddihn, the whole phenomenon of
National Socialism originated with the Reformation, whose ideas where embedded in the French
Revolution and continental (illiberal), Rousseauian, democratic ideals.241 To trace this genealogy,
Kuehnelt-Leddihn describes the way in which Luther continued the reforms proposed by Hus, the
Czech reformer whose disciples, the Hussites, were the heroes of Czech nationalist narratives.
Moreover, he identifies the extremist movement of the Hussite Taborites as the forerunner of ethnic
nationalism in central Europe. At the same time, he rejected the notion that the Bohemian phase of the
Thirty Years War was a struggle between Czechs and Germans: according to Leddihn, that struggle was
purely religious, and references to ethnicity were added to it only later by Palacky and other Czech
romantic nationalists.242 Czech nationalism and its egalitarianism originated in the Hussite radical
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movement, but that movement had been so influential on Protestants of other groups, that its cultural
effects were equally shared by all central European Protestants. For Leddihn, as it had been for
Masaryk, Protestantism was the gateway through which European nations found their specificity, as
opposed to Catholic supranationality.243 With its references to Hussite reformation, its focus on the
local language, egalitarianism among members of the nation and rejection of Catholic
supranationalism, Czech National Socialism can thus be seen as a Protestant phenomenon, according to
the Austrian historian.244 Kuehnelt-Leddihn argues that German National Socialism took the Czech
National Socialist Party as an example, and that due to the socio-cultural context in which these parties
operated they were bound to become successful: the Badeni reform introducing Czech as
administrative language next to German, rapid industrialisation, competition for wages that were
lowered by new immigrants from Czech speaking areas and irredentism, all played a role in creating
ethnic strife, especially among the working classes, which increased the success of the nationalsocialist ideology.245
There are several forerunners of Hitler's Nazi Party, such as Naumann's "German Social Party"
founded in 1896, or Drexler's 1918 group in Munich, but Kuehnelt-Leddihn claims that the main
precursor of the NSDAP was the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (DAP), founded in Aussig (Usti nad Labem),
in northern Bohemia, in November 1903.246 It changed its name into Deutsche Nationalsozialistische
Arbeiterpartei (DNSAP) during the 1918 Vienna meeting, after long discussions between those
members who proposed the new name and those who objected due to its resemblance to the Czech
National Socialist Party. The DNSAP was nationalist with strong anti-Semitic leanings, and, like the
Czech National Socialist Party, it called for the dissolution of Austria-Hungary. Since most industrial
production in the Habsburg Empire was located in Bohemia, and since the DNSAP was a working class
movement, after the creation of Czechoslovakia the new state took over most members of the party,
who resided in what eventually came to be called the Sudetenland.247 In the 20's, the DNSAP created
close links with the growing German Nazi Party, and by the end of the decade it had its own version of
the SA, the Volkssport.248 The German NSDAP and the Bohemian DNSAP were in constant contact
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through members such as Rudolf Jung, who had left Czechoslovakia, and who prevailed over Hitler
when the Bavarian section of the DAP was being renamed NSDAP (Hitler had proposed Social
Revolutionary Party).249 As long as Hitler was the leader of a marginal party, and not at the head of the
German state, the Prague Castle did not intervene to regulate the activities of the DNSAP, nor those of
the smaller and conservative Deutschnationale Partei (DNP). But after 1930, and especially after
Hitler's takeover in 1933, the relationship between Bohemian German radicals and the Czechoslovak
élite changed for good.
Before Hitler's rise, Czechoslovakia had maintained "correct" relations, as Masaryk and Beneš
liked to say, with Weimar Germany. Indeed, Beneš' moderate policy towards the German Republic was
closer to the pragmatic British approach rather than the inflexible French one. For instance, while not
openly condemning the Rhine occupation in 1923, Beneš defined it as an exaggerated act.250 Already in
1920 Czechoslovakia and Germany signed a trade treaty that was the first between the Weimar republic
and one of the Allied and Associated states.251 Indeed, the commercial relations between the two
countries were very significant, with Germany absorbing over 20% of Czechoslovak exports before
1930.252 Moreover, most goods travelling from Czechoslovakia abroad were shipped through German
territory, via the Elbe and Hamburg. As a commercial partner, Germany was indispensable to Prague.
This explains why Czechoslovak policy towards Germany in the 20's was characterised by a significant
dose of pragmatism and respectful distance. In the first delicate years of the republic, when all
Bohemian German parties were in the opposition, Germany did not interfere in domestic Czechoslovak
affairs due to its own internal problems. And yet, already in 1925, during the Locarno Conference,
German foreign minister Stresemann tried to discuss the grievances of Bohemian Germans with Beneš,
who refused to discuss them since he considered them a domestic issue. Partially as a result of these
failed discussions, no guarantee on Germany's eastern borders was established in Locarno.253 In the
early years of the republic, German parties in Czechoslovakia created their own parliamentary club, as
the Czechs and the Poles had done in the Austrian Reichsrat. However, the German club disbanded
after the German Agrarian Party pursued a policy of engagement with Czechoslovak institutions, a
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policy opposed by the radical German parties, the DNP and DNSAP.254 After 1926, when the German
Christian Socials and the German Agrarians became members of the government, the legitimacy of
Czechoslovakia abroad was enhanced, generating hopes that a peaceful and productive coexistence
between Czechoslovaks and Germans might be possible after all.255 German Social Democratic leader
Ludwig Czech became Minister of Social Welfare in 1929, reaching important results such as the
application of full ethnic justice in unemployment benefits, social welfare as well as labour relations.256
In the 1930's, German Ministers took over the Ministries of Public Work and of Health, and the
participation of moderate German parties in Czechoslovak institutions increased steadily.
Still, the socio-economic pressure growing as a result of the 1930's crisis brought to the fore the
radical elements of Bohemian German society, whose close relation with Hitler's regime forced the
Castle to upgrade the scope of the government's executive powers, and, on the international level, it
gave Czechoslovakia reason to establish official relations with the USSR. It did not matter that
Czechoslovakia was the only European state with minority parties in government: nationalist
radicalism grew as increasingly higher numbers of Bohemian Germans began accepting the idea that
the deep economic crisis had been caused by the Czechoslovaks, with the connivance of German
parties in government. The continued imposition of agricultural tariffs, and ensuing counter-tariffs
targeting especially consumer goods, only exacerbated, consolidated and confirmed these ideas among
Bohemian Germans.257

6.3 Enabling Laws
Udržal's wide coalition was not only targeted by German extremists, but also by Czech radicals.
Some of these came from the party he led, the Agrarian Party: the anti-Castle agrarian right represented
by Rudolf Beran was a growing force, which had even secretly begun subsidising the fascist party
coalition, the National League.258 Seemingly unable to save the economy, and under constant attack
from the agrarian right because of his subservience to Masaryk, Udržal was substituted by Malypetr,
another agrarian, who governed the same coalition from October 1932 to February 1934.259 Malypetr
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had been Minister of the Interior during the first Švehla government. He was a wealthy farmer and an
experienced administrator who began restructuring the economy by trying to make it more autarchic,
and by creating large holdings and cartels.260 He enhanced state regulatory powers, devalued the
currency to stimulate exports, created a Fund to finance banks in difficulty, and established the Grain
Monopoly, an institution with monopoly over export and import on all grain and flour in
Czechoslovakia, whose objective was the stabilisation of grain prices in the country.261 State imposed
cartelisation was pursued throughout the 1930's, and by 1938 there were 1,152 cartels, more than 200
of which were made with the participation of foreign, mostly German, industries.262 The Malypetr era
was characterised by continued economic crisis, political radicalisation, and, in response to these
issues, by the enhancement of executive power through empowering laws. In 1933, a series of enabling
laws gave the government the power to rule by decree: law 95/1933 allowed the government to impose
or change tariffs, to manipulate prices on the market, to create new welfare provisions, to administer
nationalised industries and to take over their debts through public finances. Importantly, it also gave the
government the power to impose penal sanctions and to prohibit demonstrations.263 While the
government gained significant powers, to the point that some observers have claimed that the
empowering acts created an authoritarian element in the Czechoslovak legal system, it is important to
keep in mind that all decrees had to be countersigned by the President of the Republic and had to be
presented to parliament within fourteen days.264 Parliamentary opposition could not counteract any
action pursued by the parties within the governing coalition as long as the coalition itself agreed on the
policies pursued. Strong party discipline and the meetings of party leaders modelled after the original
Pětka ensured that laws would be passed by both chambers without much delay. And yet, the existence
of two legitimate sets of power within the state, the Castle on one hand and the parties on the other,
provided for checks and balances without which the empowered executive could have easily fallen pray
to authoritarianism. The President, through his veto, acted as the opposition, thus maintaining a balance
of power in the absence of a strong opposition in parliament. Indeed, from a normative point of view,
the empowerment of the cabinet was brought into equilibrium by the strengthening of the veto power of
the President: if the presidential veto on regular legislative acts could be overwritten by parliament
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through a qualified majority vote, presidential vetoes on executive decrees were absolute, since a
presidential signature was necessary for the decree to come into force.265
Other enabling laws permitting the government to interfere in the political process and in public
opinion were passed throughout 1933: in July the Assembly allowed the government to suspend or shut
down newspapers deemed to be "dangerous to the state", and in October the government was given
power to suppress political parties that aimed at the destruction of the state or its institutions.266 These
laws were passed as a response to Hitler's rise to power in neighbouring Germany, and on the correct
suspicion that the new German regime would use radical nationalists in Czechoslovakia to its
advantage, as Hungary had done with Hungarian Nationalists in Slovakia and Ruthenia. Hence, in
October 1933 the Malypetr government suspended and a month later dissolved the two radical German
parties, the DNP and DNSAP. Nevertheless, the dissolution of these parties did not solve the problem
of German nationalism, and in October 1933 a new party was founded by Konrad Henlein, the
Sudetendeutsche Heimatsfront, the future Sudetendeutsche Partei (SDP).267 Heinlein's party was never
suppressed, and regardless of its true intentions and objectives, it always declared its loyalty to
Czechoslovakia. When German democrats warned the government that Heinlein was Hitler's puppet in
Czechoslovakia, their warnings were ignored.268 Consequently, the SDP became the safe umbrella
under which previous nationalist and national socialist voters gathered. Within two years, riding the
wave of German nationalism that swept through central Europe after Hitler's ascent, Heinlein's SDP
became the largest single party in the country, absorbing the electorate of both DNSAP and DNP, and
eroding the electorate off all German democratic parties.
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7. A Series of Crucial Elections
7.1 Švehla’s Authoritarian Temptation
While a stable political regime was maintained in the early 30's, as the Castle cooperated with the
cabinet and the wide coalition of moderate governing parties to isolate extremists and secessionists, the
period spanning from 1933 to 1935 was characterised by a power struggle that almost brought to an
end the system of checks and balances that had existed in the Czechoslovak state until then. Apart from
the sabre rattling made by the fascists, the communists, Slovak autonomists as well as Magyar and
German secessionists, new issues were provoked by the party that had been the backbone of
Czechoslovak parliamentarianism in the 1920's, the Czechoslovak Agrarian Party. As previously
discussed, already in 1927 some agrarians wanted to install Švehla as President of the Republic. But
Švehla had refused to substitute Masaryk, and, after his illness, two agrarians, Udržal and Malypetr,
became Prime Ministers with the support of the Castle. Meanwhile, as Švehla's health improved, he
began engaging actively in politics again. Resentful of Masaryk and Beneš, who thought him incapable
of playing anything more than the symbolic role of official leader of the Agrarian Party, Švehla began
plotting against Beneš, and tried at all costs to prevent his appointment in the 1934 presidential
elections. It does not seem like Švehla wanted to attack Masaryk directly, who regardless of his rapidly
declining health, was still an imposing and popular figure in Czechoslovakia.269 At the same time,
Švehla's activity was a significant threat to the pro-western élite represented by Beneš, and of course
Masaryk as well. In fact, Švehla's policy would have led to the creation of a potentially authoritarian
regime. While in 1926 or 1927 this would have been difficult, by the mid 1930's
Even many of Beneš' closest collaborators had become sceptical regarding the possible survival of
democratic liberalism in the post-1929 world order.270 Even Karel Čapek, the writer and journalist who
would go on to write Masaryk's biography, and who always supported the Castle, began sharing some
of Švehla's views, to the great dismay of Masaryk.271 Švehla tried to lure to his side some members of
the Czechoslovak National Socialist Party, with the aim of isolating Beneš, who was deputy chairman
of the party. He proposed the idea of forming a Westminster style regime, made up of the Agrarian
Party on one hand, and the Czechoslovak National Socialists on the other.272 Beneš was informed, and
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was able to prevent such a plan from gaining momentum by isolating the members of his party
involved in the negotiation with the agrarians. But the intentions of moving away from the consensual
multi-party regime mediated by the Hrad did not end so easily, as we can hear from Hubert Ripka,
journalist and long time collaborator of the Castle and of Edvard Beneš, in his letter to president
Masaryk, written on 8 October, 1933: "...clearly the agrarians are on the offensive... it is clear that they
are targeting Beneš, it is a major shift from their policy this spring. It is Švehla's influence, he does not
hide from anyone that Beneš should be excluded from domestic and foreign politics... Beran (leader of
agrarian right) believes that Švehla is not healthy enough to be Prime Minister. At the same time he
knows how much he desires to be active and recognized. For this reason he (Beran) supports the plan
by which a special commission should be formed, a sort of state council, which would have more power
than the government and the president. In this council Švehla would be the leading figure, without
having to bother with all the tiresome little details of daily government. Beran believes that he could
than become Prime Minister...he counts on Švehla's bad health."273 In the same letter, Ripka describes
how several agrarians wanted Švehla to candidate for the presidency, including Beran, who considered
this to be an alternative plan to the changes to the constitutional setup and the introduction of a supreme
state council.274 In that case, with an agrarian as a president, and with the Agrarian Party at the head of
a stable parliamentary coalition with some other Czechoslovak party, authoritarianism would be
inevitable - especially in light of the newly introduced enabling laws, whose full effect necessitated the
consent of government, president and parliament. The fears expressed by Léon Blum to Ripka in a
meeting at the Quai d'Orsay were also shared by the Castle: "The agrarians already have so much
power, that they have a say in central European policies. Then, it would be even worse. For some more
time you need, as head of state, a man that is focused on what happens abroad, and of course, a
guarantee for France. I do not know your personalities, but I do not observe that there is anyone else
apart from Masaryk, to have such a reputation and trust in the world as Beneš does.”275 Blum was
right to be worried about an agrarian led Czechoslovakia, given that Švehla considered France a
decadent power, not able to fulfil the defence needs of Czechoslovakia.276 The talks of an "authoritarian
democracy", led by the Agrarian Party, were to be heard more and more. In this period, freedom of
Hubert Ripka to T.G. Masaryk, 8 October, 1933, in S projevem nejhlubší úcty. Dopisy, zprávy a depeše Huberta Ripky Edvardu
Benešovi (1922–1948), ed. by Ivan Šťovíček and David Hubený (Praha: Masarykův ústav a Archiv AV ČR, 2018), 70.
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speech was also curtailed, and as Ripka noted: "as a journalist there is not much I can do, confiscations
are a daily issue."277 In fact, the Malypetr government began using the enabling law which had been
drafted to prevent Nazi propaganda to seep freely into the country, against potential internal opponents.
Moreover, according to Ripka, the agrarians had used the power to rule by decree to their advantage
even when they were preventing radical German parties to participate in political life: the agrarians
thought that the voters of the prohibited radical German parties would vote the German Agrarian Party,
swelling the agrarian ranks in parliament.278 And yet, as Ripka noted, the rising agrarian right wing
found in Beneš its main obstacle. He, as much as Masaryk, could claim a political legitimacy that was
rooted in his technocratic expertise, in his international standing, as well as in his role in creating the
state. Indeed, as Masaryk wrote Beneš in 1934: "without you, without your collaboration during the
war, the takeover and the peace talks, we would have never achieved what we achieved".279
In point of fact, Beneš was indeed an obstacle to the agrarian right wing on many levels: while
the attacks that they launched against him had ideological and personal motivation, the opposition
against Beneš was also motivated by the domestic repercussions of his economic foreign policy. As
noted earlier, the voters of the Agrarian Party came mostly from the rural areas of Czechoslovakia, and
many of these voters were smallholders who survived economically thanks to tariffs and quotas
introduced by the agrarian led governments since the mid 20's, and then again in the early 30's. In 1933,
as authoritarian regimes opposed to Czechoslovakia began rising throughout central and eastern
Europe, Beneš initiated a new series of missions aimed at the strengthening of Czechoslovakia's
security. His activities centred on the two main Czechoslovak rivals in the region, Hungary and
Germany. To oppose Hitler's Germany, Beneš relied on the French alliance reinforced by the Pact of
Mutual Defence of 1925, and, after 1934, he began to pursue a rapprochement, along with France, with
Soviet Russia. In the south, Beneš relied on the Petite Entente, the organisation comprising
Czechoslovakia, Romania and Jugoslavia. In order to save this crucial alliance in the wake of the
economic crisis and mounting autarchic tendencies within the countries, the three states opted for a
deepening of their alliance, which became an international organisation in 1933.280 It was endowed
with a Permanent Council of Foreign Affairs, composed of the foreign ministers and their delegates, a
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Secretariat for administrative affairs, and an Economic Council charged with the task of supervising
common commercial and economic matters.281 The new setup was to prove fairly effective in some
respects, such as when it helped in preventing the French ratification of the Pact of Four Great Powers
proposed by Mussolini in 1933. While not a customs union, the countries of the Petite Entente were
still supposed to decrease tariffs and quotas between themselves. In Czechoslovakia this policy was
supported by industrial interests and bankers embodied by National Democrat Jaroslav Preiss.282 The
plan was, however, vehemently opposed by the agrarians, who had political interests at stake next to
economic ones: low tariffs would bring into the market cheaper agricultural goods from the Balkans,
and this would be particularly detrimental to smallholders, the main pool of voters for the Agrarian
Party. As Malypetr said in this respect: "we cannot fulfil the treaties with the Petite Entente even if we
try our best, if we do not want to destroy the small Czech farmer."283 Tariffs and competitive
devaluations made economic cooperation between the states of the Petite Entente very difficult, and as
Preiss noted, it served agrarian interests, but was detrimental to industry and the consumers.284
Eventually, it would be detrimental to the relations between these states as well, and fatal to the
organisation they created.

7.2 The Effects on Czechoslovak Foreign Policy of the Rise of Hitler and the SDP
The agrarian revanche of 1933 came abruptly to an end with Švehla's death in December of that
year. Beneš still did not have the support needed to be elected as president of the republic, so Masaryk
accepted to run for the presidency one last time (the constitution did not limit the number of times the
first president could be elected) and was reelected in May 1934 in the Ladislas Hall of Prague Castle,
where the Kings of Bohemia used to be crowned.285 The only other candidate was Klement Gottwald,
from the Communist Party, who got 38 votes against Masaryk's 327, on a total of 418.286 One year after
the presidential election, Czechoslovak citizens voted, for the last time during the First Republic, for
the composition of the parliament. The 1935 political elections brought a major shift in the balance of
power between Czechoslovak and minority parties, due to the rise of Henlein's SDP: with 15.2% of
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total votes (66% of the German electorate), the SDP became the largest party in parliament, with 44
seats in the lower chamber. The other German parties declined significantly: the German Social
Democrats went from having 7% of total votes and 21 seats in 1929, to 3.6% and 11 seats in 1935; the
German Christian Social party gained 2% of the votes and 6 seats, from 4.7% and 14 seats; the German
Agrarian Party suffered the most, it won 1.7% of total votes and 5 seats, from 5.4% and 16 seats in
1929. Hlinka's Slovakian Populists formed an Autonomists Bloc, and were joined by the Slovak
National Party, the Polish Party of Silesia, and Ruthenian autonomists. Together, they won 22 seats
with 6.9% of the votes (30% in Slovakia). Slovakian Germans and Magyars formed a group on their
own, gaining 4 seats ad 3.5% of total votes. The National Union led by Kramář strengthened its
position by winning 17 seats and 5.6% of votes, as did the fascists who doubled their gains, winning 6
seats and 2% of votes. The governing Czechoslovak parties stood their ground, and they lost very few
seats. The Social Democrats had 38 seats, the Agrarian Party 45, the National Socialist Party 28, the
Clericals 22, the Tradesmen 5.4%. The Communist Party was stable, with 10.3% and 30 seats. The
latter’s strategy and stance towards the Czechoslovak state had changed drastically, however.
In 1934, Beneš understood that the international European regime built in Versailles was in
danger. When the Versailles international system was created, Germany was weak and Russia in the
midst of a civil war. In other words, it was an anomalous situation, which was reversed in the 30's with
the return of an aggressive German state, and with the stabilisation of the Bolshevik regime.
Throughout the 1920's, Beneš believed that the Soviet Union could be de-radicalised through
commerce, and was supported in this view by Czechoslovak business interests, embodied by director of
Živnostenska banka, Jaroslav Preiss, also a member of Kramář's National Democracy. A Commercial
Treaty between the Soviets and Czechoslovakia was signed already in 1921. A year later, in 1922,
Litvinov and Beneš signed a Provisional Treaty by which the two countries exchanged diplomatic
representations, and although this was a step below official recognition, the Prague government was
moving towards the official acknowledgment of Soviet legitimacy.287 However, the large size of the
Soviet legation in Prague became an issue when increasing Soviet espionage, infiltration and
propaganda activities were shown to be connected to the legation and its functionaries. The Hillerson
affair, mentioned in correlation to the Polish-Soviet war, was the just the first of many similar
occurrences.288 Nevertheless, Czechoslovakia was on its way to follow Britain, Italy, Germany and
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France in the recognition of the USSR by 1924, when Lenin's death complicated the situation for
Beneš. While before Lenin's death Beneš could have claimed that he was supporting moderate voices
within the Soviet Communist Party, the probable victory of Stalin, Zinoviev and Kameniev over
Trotsky, represented a problem for his argument: as many Czechoslovak observers in Moscow noted,
Stalin's group actually believed in the most radical interpretation of communism.289 Soviet recognition
was also made difficult by the fact that one of the first governments that had recognised
Czechoslovakia was the White Russian Omsk government, at the time aided by Czechoslovak troops in
Siberia. Moreover, Prague was a centre of anti-Soviet Russian emigration: over 20,000 Russians
émigrés lived in Prague, they had formed several organisations, were supported by the Castle, and
could have been a valuable asset if the regime in Russia were to change.290
For these reasons, Beneš began encouraging Czechoslovak-Soviet relations only after Hitler's
rise. He used commerce as an excuse: the Soviets had made it very hard for Czechoslovak firms to
access their market, and stood by the request of official recognition, if business was to take place.291
Hence, Beneš recognised the USSR in June 1934, regardless of some domestic opposition led by
Kramář. Beneš also used his significant influence in the League of Nations to allow the USSR as a
member of the organisation. Moreover, after France and the USSR signed their Treaty of Mutual
Assistance of 1935, Beneš and Litvinov signed another treaty of Mutual Assistance between
Czechoslovakia and the USSR. The activation of this latter treaty depended on initial French
intervention, of which Beneš was sure due to the French guarantee of Czechoslovakia's integrity from
1925.292 Clearly, the main object of these treaties was Germany, and its potential aggression, as all three
states perceived Hitler as a menace.
After the signature of the Soviet-Czechoslovak Treaty, and after the Seventh Comintern
Congress, the attitude of the Czechoslovak Communist Party (KSČ) towards the Czechoslovak state
and its leadership shifted dramatically. The shift in party strategy was performed with some difficulties
by the KSČ leadership, which had attacked Beneš, the Castle, non-marxist socialists and the
centralising tendencies of the state throughout the years of the republic's existence: the new Comintern
line, however, required the communist party alliance with all anti-fascist movements so as to form a
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"popular front", through which Nazism and Fascism could be confronted, before launching a revolution
against the bourgeoisie.293 Gottwald and his party wavered, at first, since such a major reversal of
position was not easy to carry out. He was summoned in Moscow and "advised" to mend his ways,
since for the USSR Czechoslovakia was the first line of defence against Hitler. Gottwald came back
from Russia with a completely new program: support of Beneš, rejection of autonomy for minorities,
total opposition to the radical right.
For Beneš, the support of the Communist Party and of the Soviet Union was both helpful and
damaging, and this was as true in the domestic sphere, as it will be at the international level. While
Soviet power provided some sense of security against Germany, the rapprochement between Prague
and Moscow was interpreted by Britain as a threat and a sign of Bolshevik influence on the Castle.294
Unlike Laval, who had also signed a treaty with the Soviets, Beneš was too openly positive about
Stalin's regime, and his increasingly frequent apologies of some Soviet economic policies increased
suspicions regarding his commitment to a free market economy. Moreover, the Czechoslovak-Soviet
alliance had the unfortunate effect of giving Henlein an argument he could use against the
Czechoslovak regime when pursuing his (German Reich financed) cultural diplomacy in the west,
especially in Britain.295 Indeed, substantially different priorities existed between British and
Czechoslovak policies in Europe: British foreign policy in the 30's was far more concerned by the
USSR than by the threat of Hitler, who was seen as a potential tool that could be used against the
Soviets.296

7.3 The 1935 Presidential Elections
The 1935 presidential elections were another occasion on which the Hrad and the Czechoslovak rightwing parties collided. Masaryk abdicated in November 1935, due to poor health, and in doing so he
publicly suggested that Beneš should succeed him.297 The agrarians, however, were not ready to give
up their ambitions, especially Beran, who once again began manoeuvring in the background, trying to
isolate Beneš by supporting an alternative candidate with the help of Czechoslovak and German
agrarians, the fascists, the Trademen's party, and Kramář's National Union. Aware that Masaryk was
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going to abdicate, Kramář presented his candidature. However, the leader of the historical and liberal
Young-Czech party was now too enmeshed in the radical nationalist camp. During the first republic, he
tried to find a mass following to a conservative-liberal party that had thrived in an age in which mass
politics were at their onset, before the great wave that culminated in the "revolt of the masses". Kramář
had dwelt with too little caution in the realm of militant nationalism, and for onlookers it was difficult
to discern his arguments from those of the radical politicians that often accompanied this respectable
leader. Beran and his close associates thus found a new candidate, Bohumil Němec, a not very well
known university law professor associated with the National Democrats in the 1920's.298 The new
candidate was also more sympathetic than Beneš to the Slovak and German autonomists, Hlinka's and
Henlein's parties. Soon, Beneš found himself in minority, supported only by the Social Democrats, the
Czechoslovak National Socialists, and the Czechoslovak Clericals.299 He thought he would loose the
election, as he confessed privately to Šràmek, the clerical leader. And yet he refused to give up, even in
case of failure: "If we stay united, nothing bad can happen. I will stay in politics, I will not relent, I will
be patient, in 2-3-5-10 years we will win..."300 This attitude, characterised by a refusal to engage in
messy, direct confrontation, but to strategise on the long run and to overcome the adversary in the right
moment, was typical of Beneš, and it is the type of attitude he exhibited during the Munich crisis in
1938, and during WWII.
Beneš had, however, gained many allies throughout his years in power. The first one was, strangely
enough given the nature of their past relationship, the Slovak agrarian Milan Hodža. As the reader
might recall, Hodža had been dismissed from his post as Minister of Education in 1927, following his
involvement with the Croatian Peasant Party. After the dismissal, Hodža's Slovak colleague Vavro
Šrobár tried to command the loyalty of the Slovakian agrarians, who, however, remained loyal to
Hodža.301 Since the beginning of the republic, he had been a controversial politician and a figure hostile
towards the Hrad. However, in dire financial need, in 1932 Hodža approached Masaryk through
intermediaries, and promised to break with the Agrarian line that had been initiated by Švehla in his last
years in power: "I should like to support the president's policies, whatever happens to me, I shall never
do anything against the Castle. It is no problem for me to keep the Agrarian Party in line: I did that
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during Švehla's illness in the years 1925 and 1926. Švehla was a violent man... I shall never be so
rough."302 Hodža had incurred high debts to finance his party in Slovakia, and other agrarian
movements in Bulgaria.303 Convinced that this former adversary could prove helpful in the near future,
in October 1932 Masaryk helped and supported him, and then appointed the obliged Hodža to the post
of Minister of Agriculture.304 After Švehla's death, he rose to the post of leader of the Agrarian Party,
and following the May 1935 elections he became Prime Minister.305 Beran succeeded him as Agrarian
Party leader. By 1935, Beneš and Hodža had reached a modus vivendi, and even if there was a certain
degree of acrimony between the two, enough understanding existed so that Beneš could cable the
embassies abroad that: "In foreign policy the understanding between me and Hodža is absolute, in all
questions, especially regarding Poland, Germany, central Europe and Russia... there is no doubt about
this."306 When Beneš' election for the presidential post was endangered by Beran and his candidate,
Hodža tried to convince those party leaders who were supporting Němec to change their minds.
Nevertheless, he failed to do so, showing that the informal meeting of party leaders, the successor of
the older Pětka, had reached its limits. Throughout December 1935 the parliament was paralysed. On
11 December Hodža went to see Masaryk and offered his demission, which was refused by the
president.307 While Hodža was able to rally all the Slovak agrarians behind Beneš, the Foreign Minister
needed more support to be elected President of the Republic.
Apart from Hodža, the Vatican as well now actively supported the foreign minister: the socialist
freemason who had been so inimical to some Catholic circles was now helped by the Church. The
relations between Church and the Czechoslovak state had been difficult since independence, and were
exacerbated by Masaryk's support for the newly formed Czechoslovak Hussite Church. The differences
of opinion between the Vatican and the Castle became evident in 1925, when Hus's anniversary caused
a great stir among Churchmen. Nevertheless, relations were mended in 1928 by Beneš, through the
Modus Vivendi he negotiated in Rome. It was a very important step that helped to form a relationship of
mutual respect and interest between the Foreign Minister and both Vatican and Slovak Populist leader
Hlinka: in fact, until 1928, the borders of several Slovakian dioceses did not coincide with state
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borders, and some dioceses were shared by Slovakia and Hungary. The Modus Vivendi fixed the
territorial problem, stated that Bishops were chosen by Rome while Prague could veto their
appointment even for political reasons, and moreover Bishops had to swear faithfulness to the state.308
Furthermore, in 1933, while Prime Minister Malypetr along with foreign dignitaries attended the
celebration of the anniversary of the construction of Czechoslovakia's first church at Nitra, Hlinka
made a scenic appearance followed by a crowd that engaged in an anti-government manifestation. The
papal nuncio Ciriaci supported Hlinka, which caused a diplomatic crisis with the Vatican that lasted
until 1935.309 Probably, as Chauffier suggested: "some Churchmen are convinced of the imminent
dissolution of Jugoslavia, and also of Czechoslovakia... Ciriaci has overestimated these moods, and
because of that he dared to attack the Prague government. In Jugoslavia the Vatican supports the
Croats, in Vienna it works next to Mussolini, and now it will be interested in Slovak autonomists."310
However, Beneš mended relations with the Vatican once more, when he organised a Church Congress
in Prague that was attended by Cardinal Verdier, and was much praised by Pope Pius XI.311 As a
consequence of these events, during the 1935 presidential elections the new papal nuncio Saverio
Ritter, as well as the local clergy, considered Beneš a moderate candidate worthy of their support.312
Moreover, as the Vatican archives reveal, Beneš was the preferable candidate since he had been around
enough to be a known figure with predictable traits and behaviours, while Němec represented an
unknown quantity.313 Through the help of Czechoslovak Clerical Jan Jiří Rückl, Beneš was able to gain
the support of the non Czech Catholic parties, such as the Magyar parties led by János Esterházy.314
Rückl's aid was also crucial in gaining the support of Hlinka's Slovakian Populists. Rückl met with the
Slovak priest, and described Němec as an anti-Catholic, and helped to organise a meeting between
Beneš and Hlinka.315 Still wavering on the matter, Hlinka accepted to support Beneš after he agreed to
decentralise the state, and to amnesty Tuka.316 With Hlinka on his side, Beneš' election was guaranteed
and was not dependent on the vote of the agrarians. Still, Beneš tried to repair the strained relations
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with the Agrarian Party by telling Beran that he would be president for all, and that he would follow the
constitution and not give preference to the left or any particular political side. Furthermore, he accepted
to withdraw the candidature for the post of Foreign Minister of his long-time collaborator, the historian
Kamil Krofta, and allowed Hodža to be both Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs.317 With
the additional support of the Agrairan Party, on 18 December, 1935, Beneš was elected with 370 votes
out of 450 electors, more than Masaryk had ever gained.
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8. Munich
8.1 Prelude
After Beneš’ election, many members of the Agrarian Party remained opposed to the domestic
status quo. The situation was summed up by Beneš himself years later in his letter to Ladislav Rašín,
written after the 1938 Munich Conference: "my main preoccupation, as long as the war did not directly
threaten us, was the danger of our nation being spiritually divided into two fronts; in spite of all my
endeavours during the last three years I have not fully succeeded in bridging the antagonism between
the agrarians and the rest of the coalition. I don't know whether there was ever a more difficult problem
to solve in our history".318 The authoritarian elements within the Agrarian Party, coalesced around the
party leader Beran, awaited a more propitious moment to make another bid for absolute power. For the
time being, Prime Minister Hodža, as he himself had told Masaryk, was able to keep the agrarians in
line. Hodža and President Beneš had found an equilibrium, and as they agreed before the presidential
elections: "the workers and the peasants must make common cause in a coalition, and that he would
take the right and I (Beneš) would have the left, and that it could work... I told him that I would
appreciate such a co-operation and agreement and, as I was leaving, I added: "And this should be
forever". He pressed my hand warmly.”319 At the end of the day, the two had in mind the interest of the
unitary state, and thought they had found a way to pursue it by collaborating. Beneš was to represent
the working classes, the left, while Hodža would stand behind the interests of the rural population, and
would act as the conservative right. The left/right cleavage did not materialise in parliament, but in the
separate powers of Castle and government. The two men replicated in the domestic arena what Beneš
and Czechoslovak Ambassador in France, Osuský, had done as Czechoslovak representatives in Paris.
A member of the Parisian Council during WWI, Osuský represented the Czechoslovak state in France
throughout the First Republic, regardless of his notoriously bad relations with foreign minister Beneš.
The Paris legation was Osuský's personal fiefdom, and he entertained very good relations with the
French right.320 At the same time, Beneš had old connections with the French left, contacts which he
had made during the war as well as his years as a student in Paris and Dijon. The two then, regardless
of their opposing views and methods, acted in unison until the end of the republic.
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Hodža, Prime Minister as well as Minister of Foreign Affairs, was given the chance to usher in
a new era in Czechoslovak foreign relations. While the anti-German, French-Soviet orientation did not
change, in 1935 Czechoslovakia's policy in South-eastern Europe shifted along the lines traced by the
Stresa Front.321 Both Hodža and Beneš worked on the creation of a Danubian Pact, and Hodža did his
best to include Poland in it as well.322 But Czechoslovakia's position in central Europe was increasingly
difficult. Poland and Germany signed a treaty of non-aggression in 1934, and thus Czechoslovak and
Polish interests openly collided, following several years of moderate rapprochement.323 The FrenchSoviet-Czechoslovak treaties of 1935 were partially a result of this change, through which Poland left
the French cordon sanitaire in the east. With the defeat of the left in Austria, and the rise of Dollfuss,
Czechoslovakia lost most of its influence on its southern neighbour as well. This was also a result of
the Rome Protocols, by which Italy, Austria and Hungary, declared their common stance in central
European affairs, and through which even a restoration of the Habsburgs, in an anti-Hitler and antiPetite Entente function, was entertained.324 At the same time, the Petite Entente, regardless of the steps
taken towards integration, was falling apart: the tariffs on agricultural products imposed by Malypetr's
government, as well as the growing importance of Germany as an importer of agricultural products
from Jugoslavia and Romania, made these allies unwilling to fight alongside Prague against Berlin.
Moreover, their attention was increasingly diverted by the new Balkan Pact. Hodža tried to end the
isolation of Czechoslovakia by pursuing the so-called Plan Hodža: its intention was to negotiate with
Germany from a position of strength after bringing together in a Danubian Alliance the members of the
French oriented Petite Entente, and those of the Italian oriented Rome Protocols - an alliance that was
the more urgent in light of Dollfuss' assassination in 1934, and the increasing assertiveness of the
Austrian DNSAP.325 However, after Italy's Abyssinian Invasion, the Hodža Plan did not move forth.
Mussolini refused to proceed with the Plan if League sanctions were not lifted, and Beneš, who was
President of the League Assembly at the time, could not, and would not do so.326 Moreover, since the
Danubian alliance would have been clearly anti-German and both Jugoslavia and Romania depended
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on Germany economically, they also withdrew from the Plan. In February 1936, after the failure of his
plan, Hodža was replaced by the historian, Kamil Krofta, as foreign minister, and focused mostly on
domestic affairs as his predecessors in the post of Prime Minister had done before him.
Krofta, Beneš’ long term collaborator and historical member of the Castle intellectual elite,
became minister in a very delicate moment. A month after his appointment Hitler occupied the
Rhineland, breaking the Locarno regime. The lack of a French response to this event, together with an
increased aggressiveness of German National-Socialists in Bohemia and Austria, convinced Beneš that
it was imperative to mend all possible conflicts with Bohemian Germans. In the fall of 1936, Beneš
travelled through Bohemia and met with democratic German representatives, who helped him draft a
plan for reconciliation. While Beneš refused a return to the pre-1927 counties system, fearing that
allowing too much autonomy to German communities would give power to radical nationalist groups,
he accepted to work towards the enhancement of the socio-economic stance of Bohemian Germans.
German firms were to be given precedence in some areas of state procurement, more German officials
were to be recruited in the bureaucracy and German cultural institutions and schools were to be given
more subsidies.327 Unfortunately, time was not on the side of the Czechoslovak state or of the
governing German parties. The effects of such a plan would have taken some years before being
perceivable by the population. Meanwhile, Henlein's SDP kept growing, and changing. Whether
Henlein was a Nazi, or when he became a Nazi if he indeed was one, is still a contentious point. Along
with the British Foreign Office, Masaryk had been convinced that Henlein was not a National Socialist:
the ideology of Henlein's pre-SDP Kameradschaftsbund was closer to Dollfuss' Austro-fascism than to
Hitler's National-Socialism. However, with the dissolution of the DNSAP and DNP, National-Socialist
membership in the SDP grew significantly, and Karl Hermann Frank, who represented this orientation,
became extremely influential in the party.328 As the SDP grew and absorbed members of the DNSAP,
the party began calling for an end of pluralism, and solicited all Bohemian and Moravian Germans to
unite in one political movement. The SDP claimed to be the tool through which social and class
distinctions would be superseded in a Volksgemeinschaft, a national society. At the same time, it did not
fully depart from its original Catholic ideology thereby which made it more palatable to some German
Catholics. In other words, the SDP could be seen as a peculiar synthesis of Austrian Catholic fascism
and German National Socialism. In 1936 or 1937, when Beneš was trying to reconcile Germans and
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Czechoslovaks, Henlein might have been satisfied with the granting of autonomy to German speaking
areas. In this request, the nationalist Polish and Hungarian parties agreed with him. When the demand
for more autonomy was not granted, the positions of the SDP and the Prague government became
irreconcilable. The situation was exacerbated by the 1938 occupation of Austria. Under pressure from
their constituents and from abroad, all Czechoslovak governing German parties apart from the SocialDemocrats disbanded. Moreover, because of the increasing power of the National-Socialists in his
party, Henlein embraced the Hitlerite movement and became a puppet in the hands of the German
dictator. In fact, since March 1938, the SDP was de facto controlled by the German legation in
Prague.329
Both Masaryk and Kramář died in 1937. They had embodied the two souls of political power in
the republic: the technocratic Castle and the parties in parliament. The republic whose creation and
development they had influenced so much was now in dire straits. Some days after the occupation of
Austria, on 28 March, 1938, Prime Minister Milan Hodža officially communicated that a new
minorities statute was on its way. While rejecting foreign interference in domestic affairs, Hodža
declared that the stipulation of the statute had been supported by the British government, whose
backing of the SDP, as became clear in the following months, was part of its larger strategy of
appeasement.330 The statute would have decentralised the state, and offered more autonomy to the nonCzech populations. Britain was involved throughout the drafting of the statute, and asked the
Czechoslovak government to concede all which was needed in order to preserve the peace.331 In fact,
by 1937 politicians in Britain as well as the British legation in Prague became increasingly convinced
that Czechoslovakia had to yield to the SDP.332 And yet, it also became clear that whatever the statute
might have granted, it would not have satisfied Henlein, who by April 1938 was unwilling to negotiate
with Prague. In fact, on 24 April, at the meeting of the SDP in Karlsbad, Henlein dictated conditions for
reconciliation that could not be accepted by a sovereign state: the granting of a legal personality to the
German minority (which was unconstitutional since the 1920 constitution recognised individual but not
group rights), the request that only Germans could work in the public administration in German
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speaking areas, that no Czechoslovak police be allowed in German areas, and that the "German
worldview" (Nazi ideology) be allowed and taught at school.333
A month later, on 20 May, a mobilisation of the Czechoslovak army following a false report of
German troop movement in the north triggered the so-called May Crisis. Czechoslovakia was accused
of threatening the German population of the borderlands by amassing troops in their district, prior to
municipal elections. At these elections, held after it had become clear that the mobilisation had been
caused by a fake report (according to some crafted by the Soviets)334, the SDP gained 90% of the
German electorate, while the only other remaining German party, the Social Democrats, gained 10% of
the votes. While this vote represented in part a protest against the Czechoslovak state and the
mobilisation, and did not necessarily imply that 90% of Bohemian Germans were radical nationalists,
Henlein's position at home and his legitimacy abroad was strengthened enormously by the results of the
election: the vote was interpreted as the fact that 90% of Sudeten Germans wanted independence and/or
to be annexed to Germany.335 By mid June, it became clear that the British conservative cabinet and the
Daladier government in France would be inclined to ask Czechoslovakia to concede all the necessary to
save the peace.336
Franco-British policy towards Czechoslovakia in 1938 was the outcome of several domestic and
structural factors within the two countries. It is not my intention to give a full outline of the Munich
Conference, since this is beyond the scope of this work, but we will outline some main elements of the
international and domestic developments in Czechoslovakia. As far as France, the main ally of
Czechoslovakia, was concerned, its inability to stand against Hitler's requests, even though this resulted
in the weakening of a key French ally in central Europe, was caused by fear of the war by public
opinion, the instability of the Daladier cabinet, the repulsion for war of the WWI veteran Bonnet, and
French dependency on the British air and naval fleets to face an enemy as powerful as Germany
military and technological weakness.337 This situation had not existed when the French-SovietCzechoslovakian military treaties were drafted, but as French Ambassador Daridan said: "À l'aube du 7
mars 1936, quelques battaillons allemands pénétrènt en Rhénanie, la France était une puissance
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indépendante : je veux dire qu'elle pouvait prendre, seule, une décision de politique étrangère
impliquant l'usage de la force, et la mettre en oeuvre par ses propres moyens. Deux jours plus tard,
après le Conseil des ministres du 9 mars, cette indépendance avait disparu."338 France could have
probably stopped Hitler in 1936, but it did not do so, which in hindsight we can easily identify as a
major blunder. As General Christienne noted, France had begun rearming and restructuring its air
forces in 1933, producing hundreds of airplanes between 1933 and 1936 - these were, however,
technologically obsolete by 1938.339 So France depended on British airplanes, while Britain depended
on French ground forces to face Germany. By the time Hitler claimed the Sudetenland, "la France et
l'Angleterre ne pourront désormais se passer l'une de l'autre."340 But while Britain had signed no treaty
binding it to defend Czechoslovakia, France had done so in 1925. The British government was,
however, unbending in its intention of solving the Czechoslovak-German dispute without resorting to
war. An interesting argument is provided by Goddard, who argues that the British government and
public opinion actually believed that Hitler would not cause a major European war: until the Munich
Conference, Hitler's rhetoric was based on ideological paradigms shared by the international
community embodied in the League of Nations, such as the principle of national self-determination.341
Hitler declaring himself protector of all Germans in February 1938, or even the Austrian Anschluss in
March of the same year, could all be justified through notions of ethnic self-determination, or by
evoking the principle of the nation-state on which the international order was built. When, after the
September 1938 Munich Conference and the occupation of the Sudetenland, Hitler's discourse shifted
towards a more openly imperialist tone, and when the actual creation of a German Mitteleuropa
spanning beyond the German ethnic frontier was publicly called for by Hitler, and then pursued
through the occupation of Czecho-Slovakia, Britain's policy towards the Nazi regime changed and
became more openly hostile.342

8.2 The End of the Republic
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Nevertheless, throughout 1938 Britain famously appeased Hitler. During the 1930's, British
foreign policy had grown increasingly isolationist, and Hitler and his central and east European targets
were of little interest to British public opinion and policy makers. If the nature of regimes on
continental Europe was of little interest to Britain in the 1920's, by the late 1930's this attitude had
become even more prominent.343 Indeed, as far as Czechoslovakia was concerned, lord Edward Halifax
had already confessed to Hitler in November 1937 that the newly appointed Chamberlain government
would not resist changes in the territorial status quo of central Europe - as long as these were pursued
in a peaceful manner.344 After the May incident, and following more rumours about violence erupting
in the Czechoslovak borderlands, Britain insisted that a mediator be called to solve the conflicts
between Czechs and Germans. The chosen mediator was Walter Runciman, who was sent to
Czechoslovakia in August 1938, and whose final report was unfavourable to the Czechoslovaks:
according to him the complaints of the Germans were justified, and Prague had to yield to their
requests.345 By then, Beneš had taken the role of main negotiator for Czechoslovkaia, and he proposed
a deal on 7 September, the so-called Fourth Plan, in which he accepted almost all of Henlein's requests
from the April 1938 Karlsbad rally. These demands were so extreme that no one would have expected
any sovereign government to grant them, and thus Beneš' move was surprising. Henlein did not
respond to the Fourth Plan, and after the Czechoslovak police arrested some demonstrators he used this
incident as an excuse to leave the negotiation table.346 Two days later, Hitler made a speech attacking
Beneš, and on 15 September he invited Henlein to Berlin, from where the SDP leader formally asked
the annexation of the Sudetenland.347 On that same day, Chamberlain met Hitler in Berchtesgaden, in
the Bavarian Alps. The outcome of the negotiation, to which neither Beneš nor any other Czechoslovak
representative was invited, called for the annexation by Germany of all areas in Czechoslovakia where
more than 50% of the population was ethnically German. It also requested Czechoslovakia to repudiate
its security treaties with France and the USSR.348 Beneš responded to these requests that he had
received as a joint Anglo-French proposal, with the intention of activating the arbitration procedure
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contained in the 1925 Czechoslovak-German Treaty.349 Nevertheless, France and Britain insisted that
Beneš accept the requests without reserves, which left him at a crossroads. According to the 1935
Treaty of Alliance, the USSR should have intervened only after France’s intervention in favour of
Czechoslovakia. Nevertheless, after Beneš’ pressure, minister Alexandrovskii told him that even a
complaint through the League of Nations would have sufficed to warrant Soviet help. However, this
help would have had to come via Poland or Romania, since Czechoslovakia and the USSR had no
common border. Unfortunately, there was no agreement between the USSR and any of these countries.
At home resistance to Beneš intensified: not only the German, Hungarian and Polish parties
were openly threatening the state, but also Czechoslovak politicians turned against the president. Preiss,
who by 1938 had taken Kramář's place as leader of the nationalist right embodied in the National
League, proposed that Beneš be arrested for treason, and Beran and other agrarians agreed.350 Two
camps formed on the domestic front. The appeasers, who had wanted to have good relations with
Hitler's Germany before the 1938 crisis, comprehended the aforementioned Preiss, Beran and the
agrarian right, as well as the openly fascist groups. The other camp stood behind Beneš, and called for
resistance with the help of France and the USSR, and comprehended the Czechoslovak National
Socialists as well as the Communist Party.351 On 22 September, Hodža offered his demission, and
Beneš accepted it. Subsequently, the parties formed a Consultive Committee: an emergency version of
the Pětka. A technical government was formed and led by General Syrový. The general ordered the
mobilisation of the army, with British and French support: in fact, at the meeting in Bad Godesberg of
23 September, Hitler requested even more territories from Czechoslovakia, to be given to Germany as
well as Poland and Hungary; Chamberlain refused to concede more than he had already done a week
earlier. Once back in London, he sent a special envoy, Horace Wilson, to negotiate with Hitler in the
hope that the dictator would reconsider. From Germany, however, Wilson communicated that Hitler
was unmovable - he did not believe France or Britain would impede his eventual invasion of
Czechoslovakia. As war seemed imminent, Mussolini proposed a conference of the four European great
powers, in the spirit of the Four-Power Pact of 1933. When the representatives of Italy, France, Britain
and Germany met in Munich on 29 September to set the new boundaries of Czechoslovakia, the two
liberal democracies gave Hitler all he wanted. The USSR was not invited, nor was Czechoslovakia for
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that matter. If Prague refused to comply with the Munich Treaty, Czechoslovakia would have had to
fight alone against its neighbours: the treaty was extremely harsh, and through it Czechoslovakia was
going to lose about a third of its territory, some of its most industrialised areas, railways connections
would be cut by borders, strategic mines and all defensive infrastructure would be given away as well.
On 30 September, Beneš met with the Consultive Committee, the cabinet, and the highest ranking
officers of the army. General Syrový described the situation from a military perspective, claiming that
resistance was futile, since the country was surrounded by antagonistic forces. No vote was taken at the
meeting, but Beneš recommended accepting the conditions. Consequently, foreign minister Krofta
communicated to the French and British ambassadors in Prague that Czechoslovakia accepted the
conditions set at Munich. By the first week of October, the Sudetenland was occupied by Germany, and
Beneš abdicated on 5 October, 1938.352
In Prague, the government was accused of having betrayed the country: as the Communist
leader Klement Gottwald argued: "The government did not have the constitutional right, nor the
political right to capitulate. The people wanted to fight. The army wanted to fight. All the nation
wanted to defend its country by all means."353 The government and the parties, on the other hand,
blamed Beneš. Ladislav Rašín, writing to Beneš in November 1938, claimed that a military regime
should have been established, and that Bohemia should have become the Thermopylae of modern
Europe.354 Beneš disagreed, as he thought that to fight a war against a preponderant enemy without the
support of the western powers was worse than suicidal: "Another great danger lay in the fact that
Poland and Hungary would attack along with Germany, whereas Russia would merely send airplanes
and wait, just like the West, while the rest of Europe - certainly Paris and London - would present the
affair as the second Spanish Civil War."355 Beneš believed that German forces would overrun the
country, and that Czechoslovakia would then enter a phase of protracted conflict, which would be as
destructive as the Spanish Civil War. Moreover, he believed that neither France nor Britain could have
been relied upon at that point for support. Still, one of the biggest dangers in Beneš' mind was
unilateral Soviet intervention: "I asked myself the question: was it better to maintain the best possible
size of territory or risk everything, including the loss of the State? Or to choose openly an alliance with
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Russia alone, and thereby accept all the consequences this implied, such as Bolshevik revolutions, etc.
in the entire Central European region, and face the hostility of the West at the same time?" Certainly
this is a very interesting passage if we consider that Beneš supported the alliance with the USSR in
1935, and would do so again during WWII. As Hausner pointed out, Beneš' relationship with Soviet
Russia reveals both traces of the idealistic socialism of his youth, and of the pragmatism he acquired
through experience.356 Because of his pragmatism and realism, he knew that the price for Soviet aid
was very high, and that it could be neutralised only if western democracies got involved as well in the
struggle against Germany on the side of Czechoslovakia.
After Munich, a Commission of Inquiry was created by Senator Matoušek, through which the
parliament was supposed to ascertain Beneš' mistakes and faults that led to the territorial disintegration
of the state. Beneš’ foreign policy strategy was publicly criticised, and he was accused of having failed
the nation in his inability to weave an alliance with Poland and Italy. Beneš was also treated as the sole
responsible for the events that stripped Czechoslovakia of a third of its land. It is interesting to note,
however, that the constitution did not provide him with the power he exerted during the crisis, which in
theory belonged to the government. Still, he himself admitted that: "it was I who had in fact the
greatest influence, and that in the decisive moments and weeks the government wanted to undertake
nothing without my decision or counsel. On the contrary, it was I who had to take several actions
without the preliminary detailed decision, although in principle I had always reached an agreement in
advance, and subsequently, always and about everything, had informed the others and received their
agreement and permission."357 Beneš thus concedes that while the government was legally responsible
for the decisions taken in September 1938, he was making crucial choices and that sometimes he acted
without consulting the government - or the Consultive Committee. Beneš realised what would be the
effects of the Munich settlement on Czechoslovak domestic and foreign policy, and that a more
authoritarian regime would be created in Prague, which would pivot around Germany. And since he did
not see fighting as an option, and since he believed that the Diktat had to be accepted to prevent worse
outcomes for the country, he proceeded to claim full responsibility for Munich and leave the country: "I
knew that for those decisions I alone must bear responsibility... my departure was to the enable new
government and State to initiate a temporary reorientation of its domestic and foreign policy. In
Milan L. Hauner, “‘We Must Push Eastwards!’The Challenges and Dilemmas of President Benes After Munich,” Journal of
Contemporary History 44, no.4 (October 2009): 630.
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Germany and in the world my personality represented the symbol of the republic, of its political course,
of its resistance. I was holding the flag of the struggle over our borders and over democracy, of
resistance to nazism, over the conception of an alternative all-European policy, of either resistance or a
fair settlement. Munich represented a disgusting betrayal of all that."358
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9. Second Republic, Occupation and WWII
9.1 The Second Republic
The period of the Second Czechoslovak Republic, also known as the Czecho-Slovak Republic,
lasted from 1 October 1938 to 15 March 1939. On 4 October, a day before his abdication, Beneš
appointed a new cabinet led again by General Syrový. Foreign minister Kamil Krofta was replaced by
Czechoslovak ambassador in Rome, Chvalkovksý.359 With the departure of the two Castle
representatives, the Masarykian idealist technocracy whose role in the maintenance of liberalism and
democracy in Czechoslovakia had been so crucial during the First Republic, was virtually eliminated.
Under the auspices of the International Commission for the Sudetenland stationed in Berlin, the
German occupation of the Sudetenland proceeded swiftly and was completed during the first ten days
of October 1938. At the same time, Hungary, Poland, and Slovak autonomists made their own demands
on the overwhelmed Prague government. On 2 October, Poland issued an ultimatum requesting the
disputed territory of Silesian Teschen. Hungary gained southern Slovakia and parts of Ruthenia through
Italian and German arbitration in November, which also gave to Poland other territories of northern
Slovakia.360 By November 1938, Czechoslovakia had lost virtually all its German population of 3
million, apart from the 240,000 German inhabitants of Bohemian and Moravian cities, most of its
Polish and Hungarian population, as well as 1,500,000 Czechs, Slovaks and Ruthenians that remained
behind the new frontiers.361 The Sudetenland Anschluss cut through vital infrastructure, such as
railways and roads, leaving behind a state that was weak not only militarily and politically, but also
impoverished from an economic and infrastructural point of view. Czechoslovakia lost 45% of its iron
and steal works, 55% of its coal, 93% of its lignite deposits, and 35% of its coke production.362 At the
same time, Czech and Slovak refugees inundated the cities, only adding to the political and
international crisis.
Between mid-October and the end of November 1938, the remaining Czechoslovak state was
restructured. Institutional changes were driven, from a domestic point of view, by the demands for
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autonomy submitted by the Slovak and Ruthenian parties, as well as by the relative strengthening of the
Czechoslovak right-wing. From an international point of view, the main element that drove the shift in
Czechoslovak foreign policy was the sudden end of French support. As an institution, the Hrad had
also subsisted on its association with the western democratic world, represented in central Europe by
France and its system of alliances. The retreat of France, and the rise of German hegemony in central
Europe, triggered a reorientation towards Berlin that both the Agrarian right and the radical right had
been requesting for years. Such a move seemed commonsensical also to foreign observers such as
George Kennan, stationed in Prague between 1938 and 1940, and who wrote: "Czechoslovakia is, after
all, a central European state. Its fortunes must in the long run lie with - and not against - the dominant
forces in this area."363 It comes as no surprise, then, that the first stop of the first trip abroad of foreign
minister Chvalkovsky was Berlin, where Hitler’s poor welcome made it clear that the relationship
between the rump-republic and the Reich would be one of vassalage.364
A major change brought about by the Second Republic involved the status of Slovakia within
the state. The Slovak autonomist movement gained significant momentum during 1938, and regardless
of Hlinka's death in August 1938, his successors Tuka, Tiso and Sidor were able to achieve their goal of
an autonomous Slovakia. In June 1938, as the Minorities Statute was being drafted by the Hodža
government, the L'udaks proposed a law for Slovak autonomy while coordinating with Henlein's
SDP.365 Promises were made, but the Sudeten issue took precedence in the eyes of the government,
which could not focus on Slovakian demands at the time. However, on 6 October, the Manifesto of the
Slovak Nation, also known as the Zilinska Dohoda, was signed by the representatives of the main
Czechoslovak parties.366 Tiso was appointed Minister of Slovakia's Administration on 6 October, and a
day later he became the Prime Minister of the newly created Slovak autonomous government.367 The
republic had become a federation. The four ministers comprising the new Slovakian provincial
government were also part of the central government in Prague; this system introduced an
asymmetrical structure to the federation, that would be reproduced in the new constitutional setup that
arose from the November 1938 reforms. Emil Hàcha, a judge of the supreme administrative court, was
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elected president on 30 November, accepted the demission of Syrovy, and the following day appointed
a new government led by the agrarian leader Rudolf Beran.368
After Munich, public opinion had grown increasingly critical of the governing coalition, and of
parliamentary democracy altogether, considered co-responsible along with Beneš for the terrible crisis
that the country was going through.369 In this context it was easy to impose a radical departure from
previous practices, and the agrarian party pursued a "simplification" of political life, based on the
notion of “authoritarian democracy”. Following in Švehla's footsteps, and in the spirit of the political
model he tried to introduce through the Gentleman's Coalition between 1926 and 1929, and that he
reproposed in 1933, Czechoslovak parties began to design a bipolar party system, based on the rightleft cleavage. The new system used foreign systems as models: namely Britain, Portugal and fascist
Italy.370 Two new parties were formed in December 1938. One was the Party of National Unity, created
through the fusion of the Agrarian Party, the illiberal and anti-Semitic wing of the Czechoslovak
National Socialists, the Tradesmen Party, and the National League.371 This party represented the
continuation of the Pětka system without the Clerical Party leader Šràmek, who had emigrated in
October. In addition to its anti-Semitic agenda, the party's manifesto called for the protection of private
property and the support of individual economic initiative.372 These economic programs, however,
collided with the actual policies enacted during the Second Republic, during which state intervention in
the market and increased corporatism became the norm, rather than free initiative in a free market.373
The opposition was represented by the National Labour Party. This party tried to emulate the British
Labour Party, and was formed by the Social Democrats led by Hampl and the liberal wing of the
Czechoslovak National Socialists.374 Hampl and Beran continued the tradition of compromise that the
Czechoslovak parties inherited from Austria-Hungary, and Hampl was chosen to act as a loyal
opposition.375 He did not have much choice, however: the Communist Party was disbanded, as were all
opposition parties in the newly formed autonomous regions of Slovakia and Ruthenia.376 These became
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single party provinces: Hlinka's Populist Party became the Slovak Party of National Unity, becoming
the only party in the province after all other were disbanded, and in Ruthenia, the National Ukrainian
Party took over in a similar way.377
Already on 22 November, while the Syrovy government was still in power, parliament had
enacted constitutional laws making both Slovakia and Ruthenia fully autonomous. The republic's name
was changed to Czecho-Slovakia. The central government in Prague kept control over foreign policy,
taxation, the military and infrastructure. Other powers were devolved to the autonomous governments.
Nevertheless, the constitutional court scrutinised the laws enacted by the provincial bodies, and the
President of the Republic appointed the governments of the provinces.378 It has been noted that
strangely enough, the constitutional court was more active during the few months of the second
republic than during the whole first republic.379 Thus, Prague-based institutions had a certain degree of
control over local politics. Local administration, on the other hand, could count on the fact that their
status could not be changed unilaterally by the central government, since a qualified majority of Slovak
or Ruthenian votes was necessary to enact any change related to the autonomous provinces. As hinted
above, while the new regime was federal, the Czecho-Slovak republic was an asymmetric federation:
Slovak and Ruthenian representatives would participate in the federal government, but could not vote
when parliament dealt with Czech or Moravian affairs.380
In December 1938, parliament was suspended for two years - although according to some it
would have been recalled during the summer of 1939.381 This period was to be used by president Hàcha
and by the government, endowed with new legislative powers, to enact several reforms without having
to wait for the opinion of parliament. Enabling law 330/1938 gave the president the power to
promulgate constitutional laws suggested by the government. The same law allowed the central
government to enact legislative decrees, and the autonomous governments enact similar decrees in their
sphere of competence.382 These powers were to last for a maximum of two years, after which
parliament would have to be recalled. As noted by Gebhart, the second republic was authoritarian but
maintained several elements of the previous regime: coalition building was not abandoned, and
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although political life was "simplified", especially after the suspension of parliament, the opposition
was allowed to run its newspapers and could comment on, and be critical of, the laws being passed and
the actions being taken by the government. At the same time, the National Labour Party could act only
within certain limits, and a criticism that challenged the very nature of the regime would not be deemed
acceptable. Thousands of publications were censored, and the 1933 enabling law was used to its limits
when several newspapers from all political orientations were shut down.383 Chief editors had to follow
ministerial guidelines, and stances critical of the government, other states or against reforms were not
permitted.384 Also literature and the arts were controlled, since for years famous Czechoslovak writers
and painters had militated in the ranks of the Hrad. Surrealism, cubism, and other modernist currents
became virtually illegal as the state began to impose a new culture on the citizens.385 Even national
myths changed: the Castle had promoted Czechoslovakism and the idea of Czechs and Slovaks as a
democratic people born out of Hussite reformism, victimised by the Catholic German Habsburgs at the
Battle of the White Mountain in 1621, and vindicated by the creation of the republic in 1918; the
Second Republic, on the other hand, did not promote Hussitism, but the Catholic cult of Saint
Wenceslas, the patron saint of Bohemia, and a king who was known for his good relations with the
Holy Germanic Roman Empire, in the 10th century.386 Moreover, the teaching of religion became
mandatory in school, and atheist teachers were persecuted. Nationalism and Catholicism became the
two cultural pillars on which the state wanted to rest.387 As George Kennan wrote in December 1938,
in a somewhat changed tone when compared to his initial remarks on the new regime: "As for the new
regime itself which prevails in Prague and the historic provinces: to me it bears an ominous
resemblance to the Schuschnigg regime which I knew in Austria in 1935. There is the same disapproval
of democracy, the same Catholic piety, the same moderate and decorous anti-Semitism, the same futile
hope of building up - without resorting to serious intimidation - an enthusiastic national movement in a
section of Europe where the dominant political reactions are incredulity, jealousy and distrust."388
Still, while the state was taking an undisputedly authoritarian turn, Beran and his government
did not have absolute totalitarian powers, although the regime was moving towards an increasingly
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intrusive control of the media and of public intellectual life. There were still some checks and balances
in the state, such as the constitutional court; in theory the president could always disagree with the
government, and local governments had their own sphere of influence. Moreover, Beran tried to
prevent the takeover of the state by extreme radical nationalist groups such as Gajda's Fascist Party,
who might have initiated a more radical turn towards total state control.389 However, in the end, an
element of Czecho-Slovak society that would not have allowed a totalitarian turn was the remaining
German population, represented by the Prague section of the NSDAP. The Nazi party in CzechoSlovakia, led by Ernst Kundt, was formed after Hitler himself requested minister Chvalkovsky to
legalize it in January 1939.390 Two months later, also as a result of the official accusations that Kundt
made against the Prague government regarding the treatment of Germans in Czecho-Slovakia, Hitler
invaded Bohemia and Moravia, on 15 March 1939. Slovakia declared its independence two days
earlier. Fearing Slovak secession, the Czecho-Slovak army had made a coup d'état on 10 March, 1939,
replacing the autonomous government of Slovakia with one loyal to Prague, led by Sidor. However,
Hitler had already initiated talks with representatives of the Slovak Populist Party, and following Tuka's
advice, he invited Jozef Tiso, a Catholic priest from Hlinka's closest circles on 13 March.391 On that
day, Tiso declared Slovak independence. On 14 March, Hungary invaded and annexed Ruthenia. By 15
March, the second republic was over. While Slovakia would be governed by a clerical-fascist German
puppet regime, and Ruthenia become part of Hungary, Bohemia and Moravia would become a
Protectorate, with its own Czech government, but in fact controlled by a German Reichsprotektor.

9.2 The Protectorate and the Government in Exile
The Protectorate began when on 14 March President Emil Hàcha, invited to Berlin, signed
under threat of force a document requesting German protection. Consequently, the country was
occupied by German forces, and the Czecho-Slovak army was disbanded apart from a small force with
police duties. Only one party was allowed to operate in the National Assembly, which was composed of
the members of the National Unity Party, while the National Labour Party was disbanded. The first
government of Alois Eliàš continued its activities with the members of Beran's cabinet. Many elements
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that indicated continuity with the previous regime were kept by the occupiers, and the parliament and
government kept meeting in the same buildings, while right-wing and fascist politicians were allowed
to continue their political activities.392 However, Czech political institutions were a façade that only
allowed the Reichsprotektor to administer the state in a more effective way, due to the know how of
local affairs of Czech politicians. In fact, the Reichsprotektor had absolute control over the government.
Even the president was at the mercy of the occupiers, and as the Declaration instituting the Protectorate
of 16 March, 1939 stated in Article 4: "To execute his functions, the head of the Protectorate needs the
confidence of the Leader and chancellor of the Reich."393 The first Reichsprotektor was Konstantin Von
Neurath, who was replaced in September 1941 by Reinhard Heydrich: Heydrich stripped the Czech
government of its already limited powers, replaced Eliàš with Krejčí, and in early 1942 eliminated the
role of Prime Minister altogether.394 The Ministries kept working, and the Reichsprotektor became also
the central figure in the administration of the Protectorate.
When the news of the German army entering Prague reached Beneš, he was in Chicago, where
he had been teaching at Chicago University since February 1939. After abdicating, he had moved to
London, and from there to the United States. In the months between the Munich conference and the
creation of the Protectorate, Beneš dedicated himself to writing, and tried to avoid interfering in politics
by making public statements that could compromise General Syrovy.395 And yet, his initial restraint
was progressively abandoned, and Beneš began to make predictions on the effects that Munich would
have on European political life. He believed that Poland would be the next country to be attacked by
Hitler, that the USSR would be dragged into the conflict, and that France would be in great difficulty
since Czechoslovakia would not be there to keep German troops occupied on the South-Eastern
border.396 At the same time, Beneš claimed that the war would result in major social changes, and that
international workers would emerge from the conflict as the dominant class.397 He also began revising
the effects of the economic and social policies put in place during the first republic, claiming that
welfare and other social provisions had in fact made Czechoslovakia a semi-socialist state. Throughout
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the war, he became open about nationalisation plans.398 In his 1939 treatise on democracy, Democracie
dnes a zitra (Democracy Today and Tomorrow), his distrust of parliamentary practices, already visible
in the thesis from his work on political parties, had increased as a result of his experience as a
statesman. Beneš still did not focus on the constitutional or structural aspects of the state, but on
individuals and their moral characteristics: to him, a democratic regime was not the outcome of fair
institutions, but the result of the activity of just leaders.399 Moreover, as argued by Orzoff, after Munich
Beneš claimed that: "It would be the postwar state's obligation to re-create the citizenry, rather than
the electorate's duty to craft a postwar state."400
In May 1939, Beneš met with F.D. Roosevelt in Hyde Park, in the State of New York. On that
occasion, the American president made it clear that he would recognise a Czechoslovak government in
exile led by Beneš, whom he referred to as President, even though Beneš had abdicated after in October
1938. Reinvigorated by the support of the US President, and comforted after meeting the USSR
ambassador in Washington, Beneš began to think about how to organise a new resistance movement.401
In this period he started to outline his theory of the legal continuity of the Czechoslovak Republic,
according to which Munich was null and invalid, with the consequence that he was still the President of
the Republic, and that the laws and regulations promulgated after October 1938 where invalid as well.
Moreover, all territorial changes that occurred since the Munich Conference were illegal as well, since
Czechoslovakia remained an international legal personality, represented by its president, that is to say,
Beneš himself.402
In October 1939, Beneš formed the Czechoslovak National Committee in Paris. As during
WWI, the formation of a government in exile was not easy: however, this time Beneš faced the
opposition of Czechoslovak representatives, as well as of the governments of Britain and France. Many
moderate Czechoslovak politicians, as well as members of the Hrad, who did not or could not stay in
Czechoslovakia after Munich or after the occupation, met him in Paris. Hodža, Clerical leader Šràmek
and others, all used Paris as their base, while the Communists and several Social Democrats moved to
Moscow.403 In October 1939, Czechoslovak ambassador Osusky and ex-Prime Minister Hodža formed
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a Czechoslovak Army in France. This development, however, did not trigger the automatic diplomatic
recognition of the Czechoslovak National Committee in Paris by the Daladier government. In fact,
Daladier recognised Ambassador Osusky, and not Beneš, as the legal representative of Czechoslovakia
in France. The Committee was willing to hand over full control of the Czechoslovak Army to France,
on the condition that Benes be recognised as the rightful representative of the Czechoslovak state.
However, this proposal was refused by Daladier.404 While Beneš’ position had improved significantly
since Munich, since after becoming a symbol of resistance against occupation he could count on
growing domestic support, he was still deeply resented by the leaders of France and Britain.405 At the
same time, Hodža and Osusky, critical of Beneš' persistent Czechoslovakism, and his refusal a priori of
any form of autonomy for Slovakia, formed a Slovak National Council in November 1939.406 In
January 1940, the Slovak National Council merged with the Czech National Council created by
František Schwarz: the resulting Czecho-Slovak Council proved unsuccessful, and Hodža himself was
eventually invited to join Beneš' government in exile. One idea born out of this experience was,
however, rather influential, and that was the idea of a Polish-Czechoslovak federation.407 Writing in
1942 for Foreign Affairs magazine, Beneš still wrote: "Any attempt to work out the proper European
organization in detail must take into account the following factors and consideration: ... 4. Reorganized
Central Europe. Its core will be a Czechoslovak-Polish confederation. The creation of this new political
unit can already be considered an accomplished fact. It might be joined by Austria and Hungary, and
possibly by Rumania, but as to this it is still too early to pass definite judgement;"408 Throughout the
war, negotiations between the London based Polish government in exile and the Czechoslovak one
went on. They were, however, not meant to lead to any confederation, due to the veto of the Soviet
Union, and of the ill-fated attempt of the London Polish leaders to take over their country after the war.
The problem of Daladier's opposition to a Czechoslovak government in exile led by Beneš, was
resolved by Šràmek, who suggested that for the time being only limited jurisdiction should be sought. A
Czechoslovak National Council was formed, but was not considered a government in exile, and its
recognition by France and eventually Britain and its Dominions was only partial: the Council was seen
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as a private association, with no diplomatic status.409 Moreover, while de facto controlled by Beneš, the
Council was nominally in the hands of Šràmek.410 The creation of a domestic resistance movement had
a major impact on the status of the National Council: before leaving Czechoslovakia, Beneš had
organised a resistance movement, similar to the WWI Maffie, a domestic organisation that could be
activated upon necessity.411 As it had been with the Maffie, after the German occupation the role of the
resistance was to send information from the Protectorate to the government in exile. However, Nazi
Germany's intelligence was far more effective than the Austro-Hungary’s had been during World War I.
Because of Heydrich's counterespionage and repression, most of the resistance units were virtually
dissolved by the first half of 1940.412 By then, the Czechoslovak National Council had moved from
Paris to London, following the German invasion of France in May 1940. The creation of a war cabinet
led by Churchill, comprehending both Conservative as well as Labour Party members, helped Beneš in
his task of gaining full recognition of the Council and the recognition of the invalidity of the Munich
settlement. In July 1940, the British government provisionally recognised the Czechoslovak Council as
a government in exile, but this still fell short of Beneš' aspirations.413 He used all the leverage he had
with Anthony Eden, his colleague from the Geneva League of Nations and Secretary of State for
Foreign Affairs in the Churchill government. Eden was sympathetic to Beneš' struggle, but admitted
that Britain could not recognise the Czechoslovak government in exile easily: Hàcha's government in
Prague was still considered the legal representative of the Czech state, while the Slovak state had been
de facto recognised before the war.414 Moreover, Beneš' theory of legal continuity of the Czechoslovak
state entailed that the Sudetenland was still to be considered part of the Czechoslovak state - could
Beneš claim to represent the Bohemian Germans as well as the other nationalities? Many conservatives
such as Halifax, as well as some representatives of the Dominion of South Africa strongly rejected this
idea.415 All these arguments were eventually dismissed by Churchill himself, who agreed with Anthony
Eden and granted full recognition to the Czechoslovak government in exile led by Beneš in July 1941,
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a recognition that was to be given in the following months by the United States, the Soviet Union and
France.416
In May 1942, Czechoslovak parachutists assassinated Reichsprotektor Heydrich, one of the
highest-ranking Nazi officials. After the German reprisals on the civil population, the allied
governments were ready to accept the last request of the Czechoslovak government in exile, and to
align themselves completely with its cause by repudiating Munich. Indeed, the French National
Council of De Gaulle and the British government repudiated Munich and its consequences by 29
September 1942, exactly four years after the conference: Beneš' notion of legal continuity of the
Czechoslovak state was accepted, and every change to territory or to the constitution that had occurred
after October 1938 was declared null and ineffective because of the threat of violence used to force the
Prague government into accepting the Munich diktat.417 Beneš stood at the head of the government in
exile of an occupied country, with troops and pilots that had taken part in the Battle of Britain,
recognised by all the allies including the Soviet Union, and with no competing organisation claiming
sovereignty over Czechoslovakia recognised by the allied forces.

9.3 Planning the Future State
While the conflict continued, Beneš and his government organised their activities following the
constitutional setup in which they had operated during the First Republic, with some important
changes. Indeed, in some ways, the Czechoslovak government in exile acted similarly to the
government and president of the Second Czecho-Slovak republic. Since parliament could not be called,
the president had the power to issue constitutional and legislative decrees. The government, which had
been nominated by Beneš, held the power of legal initiative. All the decrees enacted during the war
were to be scrutinised by parliament, and eventually ratified by it, within six months of its formation.418
Beneš was critiqued by some of his countrymen in exile for the extreme concentration of power that he
held as president in exile, which was almost dictatorial.419 Indeed, even Beneš' secretary during exile,
Taborsky, claimed that the government in exile was an absolutist body, where the president appointed
all members of the cabinet, and of the councils. Moreover, the president acted as premier, foreign
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minister, ambassador and as the main link with the resistance at home, all at once, and no decision
could be made without his consent.420 The amount of work that Beneš, a "machine for thought and
work, without human feeling, but with human failings" must have endured during the years as president
in exile was enormous. As per usual he did not believe others to be capable of the doing the work that
he imagined only he himself was able to complete successfully. 421
In 1942, Beneš began to argue publicly that the Germans of Bohemia should be expelled: in
international law there was a precedent in the Lausanne Convention of 1923, through which Greece and
Turkey exchanged their Muslim and Christian populations. The British government accepted the idea in
late 1942, by June 1943 Roosevelt also approved the transfer of Germans from the future Czechoslovak
state, as did Stalin.422 The expulsion of Germans was not to include anti-fascists, and around a million
Germans were to remain in the state. While Beneš feared the outcome of Soviet hegemony in central
and eastern Europe, he thought that neither Britain or the US would be able to back his plan of a
Czechoslovak nation-state with no minorities. As his collaborators wrote years later, Beneš did not
want Russia to be considered the great victor over Germany, for such a major success against Hitler
would have made the appeal and influence of Communist ideology "unbearable".423 At the same time,
Beneš' planned “socialisation” of German property, which was to be only the first step in a series of
nationalisations, found well-disposed interlocutors in Moscow.424 In fact, in December 1943, the USSR
and the Czechoslovak government in exile signed a Treaty of Friendship and Alliance in Moscow. The
Soviets guaranteed non-interference in domestic affairs, and approved without reservations the
expulsion of Bohemian Germans.425 In turn, Beneš had to support the USSR diplomatically in the west:
he would act as a "bridge between east and west". The first result of Beneš' openly pro-Soviet policy
was the alienation of the Polish government in London: although it seems like Beneš knew about the
Katyn massacre, where thousands of imprisoned Polish officers were assassinated by Soviet troops, he
denied its existence in public so as not to loose Stalin's support.426 When Germany revealed the
discovery of the remains of some of these officials in mass graves, and the London Poles asked Stalin
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to allow an international commission to investigate the matter, the USSR broke all relations with the
Polish government in the Britain. The possibility of the creation of a Polish-Czechoslovak
confederation was practically out of the question, for without Soviet support Beneš was unwilling to
move forth with the plan.427 Moreover, even though De Gaulle, whom Beneš met in Algiers after
leaving Moscow, approved of the Soviet-Czechoslovak Treaty, the Anglo-Americans were worried by
the fact that Czechoslovakia had wilfully entered the Soviet sphere of influence.428 As Taborsky recalls,
Beneš believed that by keeping the Soviets close enough, he would manage to outmanoeuvre the
Czechoslovak Communists, and thus avoid a revolution at home. He believed that through a close
alliance with the USSR, and by pursuing those social policies that both socialists and communists
called for, he would be able to rule over a democratic Czechoslovakia in which no force would be
hegemonic.429 The new Czechoslovak political class was to be formed by people supported by
Moscow, such as Gottwald and his Communist Party, and by those supported by the West, such as Jan
Masaryk (President Masaryk’s son) and Ripka. Beneš would continue to be the middleman, acting as a
bridge between the two worlds of East and West. Even though Beneš knew the risks posed by Soviet
influence, he believed that there was no other possible action he could have implemented at that given
time in order to achieve what he thought were the priorities for the Czechoslovak state. As Charles De
Gaulle recalls in his Memoires de Guerre, when describing the conversation the two leaders from exile
had in Algiers after the Czechoslovak-Soviet Treaty: "Bénès informed me about the discussions in
Moscow... He explained his policy: "Look at the map. The Russians are arriving at the Carpathians,
while the western states are not even ready to invade France yet. My country will, then, be liberated by
the Red Army. In order to form my government there, I must find an agreement with Stalin. This is what
I just did, and with conditions that do not jeopardise the independence of Czechoslovakia, because as
we agreed, the Russian leadership will not be involved in any of our political affairs." When the
president moved to explain European affairs, he told me, as he had done on other occasions, that the
Czechoslovak state could be recreated only through an alliance with Moscow. He indicated the map
with his finger and said: "Here is the Sudetenland, which we must get back, here is Teschen, wanted by
the Poles, here is Slovakia, whose conquest is the dream of the Hungarians and in which Monsignor
Tiso, with the help of the Germans, has created a secessionist government. But tomorrow the Soviets
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will control Eastern Germany, Poland and Hungary. If the USSR will stand by the requests of these
countries, our state will be dismembered. So you see, for us the alliance with Russia is the categorical
imperative."430
Soon enough, Beneš was to be given proof that Stalin's actions were unpredictable: in late 1944,
rumours of Soviet support of Ruthenian independence reached Beneš in London.431 Indeed, after the
Red Army occupied Ruthenia in October 1944, locals were drafted forcefully and required to vote in
newly created local committees.432 Opponents were interned or sent to Gulags, and the recently arrived
Czechoslovak delegate in Ruthenia was isolated and his administrative powers virtually eliminated.433
Given the situation in Ruthenia, and after a meeting between Molotov, Gottwald and Czechoslovak
Social Democrat Fierlinger, Beneš was advised to give up the province. While Beneš himself, in order
to gain a common border with the Soviet Union, had been willing to give Ruthenia away as early as
1939, the events of late 1944 left him with the impression that Soviet non-interference could not be
taken for granted.434 Indeed, it was not the loss of Ruthenia as such, but the extra-legal way in which
the Soviets were taking possession of the province that worried Beneš. Consequently, he feared
Slovakia might be annexed by the USSR in the same forceful way. Events were to develop differently,
however. Tiso's Slovak Republic was occupied by German troops on 29 August 1944, as a response to
Romania's defection from the German to the Soviet side.435 The Tiso government ordered the
republican army to surrender. Consequently, the Slovak National Resistance declared the restoration of
Czechoslovak sovereignty over Slovakia on 1 September.436 This organisation , created in August 1943,
was formed by both communist, catholic, agrarian and democratic members, and was faithful to the
Czechoslovak government in London. The new government was based in Banska Bystrica, and the
Slovak army responded to its call to resist the German troops. The Slovak army officially became the
"First Czechoslovak Army", and was led by General Rudolf Viest after his arrival from London.437
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Still, there was not much Viest could do in order to resist the powerful German counterattack. By midSeptember, central and eastern Slovakia were occupied by German troops, and the Slovak army was
separated from the Soviet army by mountainous land held by the German military. The delegation of
the government in exile escaped to Ruthenia from Banska Bystrica on 21 October, only to find itself in
a difficult position: in November the Ruthenian congress of national committees asked to join the
Soviet Union, and the Czechoslovak delegation was given three days to leave the province.438
The Czechoslovak government in London met with the Czechoslovak communists in Moscow
on 22 March, 1945. The meetings between the Moscow based resistance and the London government
were initiated in order to negotiate the composition of the post-war government, as well as crucial
reforms. While Beneš could not participate in the negotiations, since he was the president and thus
super partes, he still managed to influence its outcomes.439 Negotiations dealt with the structure of the
army, national committees (Soviet inspired), the simplification of the political system, foreign policy
and Slovakia's standing. As a punishment for collaborating with the Germans, several parties were to be
disbanded.440 The Communist Party, the Social Democratic Party, the Czechoslovak National Socialist
Party and the Clerical Party were permitted in Czech lands, while the Agrarian Party, Tradesmen Party,
National League and other smaller right wing groups were banned from political life. In Slovakia, only
two parties could operate: the Slovak Communist Party, and the newly formed Democratic Party.441
The negotiation ended with the parties agreeing on the expulsion of German civilians, the recognition
of Slovak autonomy and Soviet oriented foreign policy. The new cabinet was to be divided equally
between the London and Moscow groups. Domestic resistance, would not be given representation in
the government.442 The premiership was given to former ambassador to the USSR, Social Democrat
Fierlinger. While in Moscow, the new Czechoslovak government composed of president Beneš, foreign
minister Jan Masaryk, and premier Fierlinger, met with Soviet foreign commissioner Molotov, and
agreed once more and officially on the expulsion of the Bohemian Germans, the exchange of Magyar
citizens, and on the new borders including Czechoslovakia's surrender of Ruthenia.443 Only then did the
newly formed Czechoslovak government move to Slovakia.
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10. The Third Republic and February 1948
10.1 Early Developments
By April 1945 Slovakia was liberated from German occupation, when the Czechoslovak
government in exile flew from Moscow to the Slovak city of Košice, which became the temporary seat
of government. The first cabinet meeting in Košice on 5 April 1945, is generally considered the
beginning of the Third Czechoslovak Republic. The cabinet was composed of 25 total members, 18 of
which were representatives of the 6 Czechoslovak resistance parties: the Czechoslovak Communist
Party, the Slovak Communist Party, the Social Democratic Party, the National Socialist Party, the
Clerical Party and the Slovak Democratic Party. Each party was represented by three members in the
cabinet, and each party had one deputy Prime Minister - apart from the Social Democrats whose leader,
Fierlinger, was Prime Minister. Moreover, there were three non-partisan experts, one of which was the
war-time foreign minister, Jan Masaryk. Four more members of the cabinet were state-secretaries.444
During the first meeting of the cabinet, the future program of the government was spelled out, on the
lines decided upon during the late March meetings in Moscow. 445 The main points of the so-called
Košice program settled the guidelines that the Czechoslovak government would follow over the course
of the next years: for instance, Art. 3 of the program praised the Red Army for the liberation of the
country, and stated that the future Czechoslovak army was to be organised in the same way, with local
committees and tribunals ascertaining the anti-fascists ideology of army members; Art. 4 praised the
Soviet Union, and declared that the Czechoslovak-Soviet alliance was to become the cornerstone of
Prague's foreign policy; Art. 5 allowed the creation of a hierarchy of local and provincial committees,
which would allow organised and effective grass roots political participation.446 These committees,
known as Národní výbory, had a tradition in Czech history, appearing for first time in revolutionary
1848. After long negotiations with the communist and social democratic delegations, Beneš had
formally allowed the formation of national committees already in December 1944, through his
Presidential Decree on Committees and the Temporary National Assembly, in which he spelled out the
mechanism of indirect elections by which committees would vote for the new Temporary National
Assembly.447 The early activity of these committees, often bordering on illegality or acting beyond the
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scope of the law, showed immediately the deep ideological divide between the Communist Party and
the other parties of the National Front. The dichotomy between rule of law and unhinged direct
democracy was evident: the KSČ claimed that the committees served popular democracy by allowing
direct local action, superseding the division between executive, legislative and judicial powers; other
parties, especially the Populist Party (Clericals) and the National Socialists, wanted local committees to
be administrative bodies without executive or legislative autonomy, which for them belonged only to
parliament, the government and the president.448 Non-communist parties, regardless of the fact that
party membership in the committees was equally divided between the forces of the National Front,
feared that the KSČ would use local councils to strengthen its hold on the territory. The committees
would thus become a tool for centralisation in the hands of the Communist Party, rather than bodies for
decentralised local administration.449 Communist Minister of the Interior Nosek, a staunch defender of
the idea by which committees would be given the widest powers, was very lenient towards them when
some of them breached the law or acted in ways that transcended their competencies. This was
especially common in the early months after the war, when the National Assembly was not yet active.
Following the party line, Nosek saw the committees as the bodies through which the new regime was
consolidating itself and through which "bourgeois democracy" would be transcended; action outside
the law was inevitable, he thought, because the rule of law in the country had been corrupted by the
misuse of First Republic laws by the Protectorate.450 Moreover, unlike in 1918, when the Prague
National Committee declared all Habsburg laws valid, the whole legal structure on which Beneš and
the returning government in exile had constructed their legitimacy rested on the assumption that all
legal acts promulgated by Czech or Slovak institutions after the forced acceptance of the Munich Diktat
were invalid. In short, after WWII, weak rule of law and legal uncertainty were exploited by
unmanageable and militant committees.
One of the main official roles given to the municipal committees was the selection of electors
tasked with choosing the members of the Temporary National Assembly. This assembly was elected
indirectly in August 1945, through a three stage process: municipal committees (mistny vybory) picked
electors who went to provincial assemblies (zemské sjezdy) where they elected the parliament.451 The
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temporary assembly had 300 members, of which 200 from Bohemia and Moravia, and 100 from
Slovakia. Party membership in the municipal assemblies was based on the principle of parity between
the parties of the National Front, and there was no direct election in the 1945-1948 period (although
they were reconstructed in 1946, proportionally to the results of the parliamentary elections).452 In other
words, until 1946 all parties had the same amount of members in the local committees as well as the
same amount of members in the Temporary National Assembly. The assembly's role and scope of
action was limited: it had to confirm Beneš as president, ratify the decrees he enacted until October
1945, and could not make any changes to the 1920 constitution, unless in the case of absolute
necessity.453 This parliament was a passive assembly: all decisions were made at the cabinet level, an
element of continuity with the previous practice of the Pětka.454 However, the main difference between
the National Front and the Pětka consisted in the fact that the National Front had a leader level decision
making council that coincided entirely with all political forces, since there was no opposition in
parliament. In fact, this principle of "oneness" and the lack of substantial differentiation between
opposition and government recalls the Second Republic, where the Labour Party could not really
oppose decisions made by the cabinet, as Balik has accurately noted.455
All governing parties, with the notable exception of Slovak parties, that is to say, the
Democratic Party, the Slovak Communist Party, the newly formed Slovak Freedom Party and the
Slovak Workers Party, existed during the First Republic. If the Second Republic was dominated by the
parties of the right wing, the Third Republic saw the hegemony of the left: among Czech parties, the
only non-socialist party was the Populist Party. Between the socialist and communist camp, the main
division was represented by the separation between Marxist and non-Marxists socialists. The Social
Democratic Party led by ex-Czechoslovak ambassador in Moscow, Fierlinger, was divided itself into a
wing that envisioned a possible reunification with the Communist Party, and a group led by Majer that
was critical of the Communist Party.456 The Communist Party had seen its popularity grow
exponentially as a result of its resistance to Nazi occupation, it was very influential among intellectuals,
and immediately after the war it began infiltrating and organising trade unions and occupying key
positions in factory councils, through which it expanded its influence on the process of
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nationalisation.457 The Czechoslovak National Socialist Party, considered a “bourgeois party” by 1945,
was now led by Petr Zenkl. After the war, this party attracted people who considered themselves
liberals, intellectuals, and had in its ranks leading First Republic figures, such as historian and
journalist Peroutka, Milada Horakovà, Hubert Ripka, and was of course the party to which Beneš
belonged before being elected president in 1935. Many were former members of the now disbanded
National Democratic Party, such as Ripka. In some respects, the National Socialists had a very similar
program to that of the Communist Party: nationalisation of large industry, banks and mines, the
expulsion of Germans, expanded welfare, public education for the masses and other socially
progressive policies were in the programs of both parties.458 The National Socialist Party was, in any
event, traditionally anti-Marxist and was not internationalist. Another important party in the National
Front was the Populist Party led by Šrámek. This party continued to play an important role during the
Third Republic, as it took over much of the Agrarian Party's electorate, and was a rallying point for
non-socialists. Moreover, as it lost its strictly Catholic identity, it became a pan-Christian party,
including Protestants in its electorate. Nevertheless, its propensity to compromise, an inheritance of the
First Republic, and the nature of the National Front, did not allow it to become the opposition it might
have been.459

10.2 The Beneš Decrees
Of the 143 decrees that Beneš enacted before the Temporary National Assembly met in October
1945, some decrees changed Czechoslovak society in a radical way: the decrees of May, June and
October 1945 confiscated the property of Germans and Hungarians, the decree of August 1945 declared
all Germans Reich citizens, thus stripping them of their Czechoslovak citizenship.460 Moreover, the
Beneš decree of 24 October 1945 nationalised mines, banks, large industries (behind compensation),
and the confiscated property of Germans and Hungarians (who did not receive any compensation from
the state at the time); only businesses with less than 500 employees were not nationalised.461 The two
policies, de-Germanisation and socialisation of property coincided, in public political discourse.
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Republic 1918-1948, ed. by Victor S.

Moreover, the Masarykian Castle Myth described by Orzoff was appropriated by the Communist Party,
and was radicalised by the circumstances of the post-war world: the struggle between democracy and
absolutism, embodied by the struggle between democratic Slavs and fascist Germans, was now seen
portrayed as the struggle between the capitalist, bourgeois Germans, and the Czech proletarians and
farmers.462 Still, the violence that was unleashed against the German civil population, with the
connivance of the government, would be sufficient to obliterate the myth of Czech democratic
pacifism. In the few moths preceding the Potsdam Conference of August 1945, when an "orderly and
humane" expulsion was requested by the Allies from Poland and Czechoslovakia, over 500,000
Bohemian Germans fled the country or were violently expelled or killed: as described by Douglas, such
expulsions were organised by the military and political apparatuses in both Poland and Czechoslovakia,
and were often methodical, rather than spontaneous acts of radicalised and resentful civilians. In some
instances, civilians were killed by military units or militias, such as in the Postoloprty incident of June
5, 1945, when about 2,000 people were killed in a pheasant farm converted into a prison camp.463
Torture and shooting of women and children occurred as well, and Czech Revolutionary Guards
controlled by local committees became notorious for their raping and murdering sprees. Some
Czechoslovak leaders were appalled by the events in the borderlands, and Fierlinger's call for a stop to
the violence was not an isolated case: unfortunately, these were minority voices, and violence and
retribution continued for weeks, unhinged.464 After Potsdam, the Allies requested a temporary stop to
the expulsions, since Germany could not sustain the arrival of millions of refugees from the east at that
point in time. The second phase of expulsions thus began in early 1946, and was somewhat orderly,
although violence and wrongs still took place.465 In October 1946, only 200,000 out of 3 million
Germans remained in Czechoslovakia. These were for the most part specialised workers needed for
industrial and economic recovery. The initial expulsion plans proposed by Beneš to the Allies, allowed
German anti-fascists to stay in the country. Yet, anti-fascism was difficult to prove: only those who
could demonstrate their affiliation with a resistance organisation were restituted their Czechoslovak
citizenship. Even German anti-fascists coming back from forced labour camps did not necessarily
comply with the strict parameters according to which one could regain Czechoslovak citizenship, and
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due to long and ineffective procedures candidates who could have remained in Czechoslovakia were
expelled before they could regain their papers.466 Czechoslovak Jews were in a difficult position as
well. In the 1921 and 1930 census they had to declare whether they were German, Czech or Slovak
citizens based on their main language. However, it was not mandatory to declare one’s religion. After
WWII, surviving Jews who had signed as Germans in the census were interned and expelled,
irrespective of whether they had just come back from a concentration camp or not.467 Anti-semitism,
strengthened by Czech fascist, Nazi and L'udak propaganda, was given a revolutionary spin, and was
supported by prominent leaders such as communist Interior Minister Nosek: according to him, Jews
were part of the bourgeois German capitalist culture, which had to be eradicated altogether if the
revolution was to succeed.468 Like anti-Germanism, anti-Semitism triggered a wave of lawlessness, as
local committees refused to move forth with restitutions of Jewish property that had been confiscated
during the Protectorate.469 At the same time, the Slovak Communist Party made strong calls for the
expulsion of Magyars from Slovakia. Following a bilateral agreement between Czechoslovakia and
Hungary, some Hungarian nationals were exchanged for Hungarian Slovaks.470 In short, after WWII,
the Czechoslovak Republic was striving to become a nation-state by discriminating non-Slav
ethnicities, and thus moving towards an increasingly homogeneous society.

10.3 New Equilibria
The Temporary National Assembly was dissolved in May 1946, after the elections of 26 May
for the Constituent National Assembly. This second assembly was also composed of 300 members. All
citizens over 18 were obliged to vote: the Czechoslovak Communist Party became the strongest party,
winning 93 seats (40% of votes in Bohemia and Moravia, 30% total), the National Socialists won 55
seats (18% of votes), the Social Democratic Party gained 37 seats (12%), the Populist Party gained 46
seats (16%), the Slovak Democratic Party 43 seats (14%), the two small Slovak parties, Freedom Party
and Workers Party gained 5 seats (2% together), and the Slovak Communist Party gained 21 seats (7%
total, 30% in Slovakia).471 The most important results of this election were the rise of the Communist
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Party, and the victory of the Slovak Democratic Party in Slovakia: with almost 70% of Slovak votes,
this party was dominant in its province.
The new government was appointed by president Beneš on 2 July 1946. Communist Party
secretary, Clement Gottwald , was nominated Prime Minister, and his party held 7 positions in the
cabinet out of a total of 27. Communists held the important ministries of Interior, Information,
Domestic Trade and Finance. The Slovak Communist Party, a de facto subsidiary of Gottwald's party,
held two more positions in the cabinet, including the Ministry of Agriculture. As we will see, due to
land redistribution, this ministry was a strategic institution that allowed the party to expand its
consensus. While all parties participated in the government, two non-partisan politicians were
appointed at the head of the ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defence, respectively controlled by Jan
Masaryk and Ludvik Svoboda.472 The elections also clearly indicated that the Communist Party had
become hegemonic in the border regions that used to be inhabited mostly by Germans: in fact, in these
areas the KSČ gained 53% of the votes. The Communist Party had taken power in the institutions
responsible for the redistribution of confiscated property already in the first months following the end
of the war. The most important redistributive body was the Reallocation Office, under Nosek's Ministry
of the Interior, which controlled the redistribution of confiscated property.473 Moreover, Communist
Party officials from local committees supervised the colonisation of the Sudetenland by Czech and
Slovak newcomers.474 From 1945 to 1947, the borderlands were a true frontier land, with free land and
property to be gained by those who knew how to get it: in many cases this simply meant becoming a
member or supporter of the Communist Party. Unsure property rights, and a general sense of
lawlessness and criminality shocked the Czechs who were native to the area, with many denouncing the
situation through newspapers, and even bringing cases to court.475 After the war, however, state
institutions tended to ignore legal irregularities in the borderlands, because the need to resettle the area
quickly following the expulsion of Bohemian Germans was considered a primary strategic objective.
Nevertheless, the massive resettlement would never result in the reestablishment of a thriving economy
in the new-Sudetenland: Bohemian Germans took with them their significant know-how, which could
not be replaced through simple internal migration, nor by the maintenance of few skilled workers.476
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The Slovak Communist Party, on the other hand, did not have the same success as its Czech
counterpart, and was overtaken in the Slovak National Council by the Democratic Party. The latter had
gained prestige through its participation in the 1944 Slovak Uprising, and had in its ranks the younger
generation of Hodža's Slovak wing of the Agrarian Party as well as moderate Catholics. Notably, the
party supported the Czechoslovak state, while rejecting the idea of a Czechoslovak nation.477 The
relationship between the central government and the Slovak National Council controlled by the
Democratic Party had been regulated by the Prague Accords of July 1945 and April 1946. These
Accords recreated the asymmetric model of the Second Republic, in which national affairs were
decided in Prague by the National Assembly comprehending both Czech and Slovak representatives,
and Slovak affairs were administered by the Slovak National Council. The Accord also spelled out
exclusive and shared competences. Czech and Moravian affairs were decided in Prague by the National
Assembly, without the participation of Slovak representatives. The asymmetric administrative model
was progressively supplanted through the second Prague Accord, which made clear that Slovakia's
legal system had to be harmonised with the Czech one. The third Accord of July 1946 sped up even
more the legal harmonisation envisioned in the second Accord, while the scope of the Slovak National
Council's powers was curtailed even further.478 The dominance of the Democratic Party in the Slovak
National Council is generally indicated as the reason why the third Accord was pursued by Prague.
Fearing Slovak autonomist tendencies, President Beneš accepted the proposal of the Communist Party,
effectively weakening a force that could have supported his idea of Czechoslovakia, rather than
Moscow’s.479
The Constituent Assembly elected in 1946 had two main tasks: drafting a new constitution and
preparing the two-year economic plan for 1947-1948. According to the plan that was drafted, the living
standards of 1937 were to be regained by 1948, and industrial production was to increase by 10%.480
Industrialisation in Slovakia was to speed up, and a third of total investments prepared by the plan were
directed towards this objective.481 Drafting the constitution was more difficult. De jure, the 1920
Czechoslovak Constitution was still in place. However, the effects of legislative decrees put in place
after Munich, including de Beneš decrees, had de facto created a legal environment that transcended
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the constitutional regime put in place in 1920. The new internal conditions of post war Czechoslovakia,
as well as the changed international environment, called for a new constitutional order to be
established. Thus, in October 1946, a Constituent Committee of 36 members was created. While all
parties brought some proposals, the main contribution to Third Republic constitutionalism came from
Vladimir Kubeš, member of the Czechoslovak National Socialist Party. Kubeš' constitutional draft
represents the last step in the evolution of his party, which went from being a militant anti-system
nationalist force in Austria-Hungary, to an increasingly "civilised" systemic force in Czechoslovakia.
Kubeš' proposal for a new constitution was based on the assumption that no legal document could
survive more than a couple generations without being grounded in universal philosophical notions.
Consequently, his constitutional draft was based on the paradigms of a single Czechoslovak state, of
two forming nations, on democracy, socialism and the respect of civil rights.482 Crucially, his draft gave
the utmost attention to the notion of rule of law, and continued in the tradition of the 1920 Constitution,
in which the state was not allowed to suspend the rights of citizens, unless in those specific
circumstances justified by the law (Art.5). Kubeš wanted the National Committees to be subordinated
to the juridical power of the state, unlike the Communists who wanted them to possess all three state
powers. Kubeš' constitution refused Slovak autonomy, but allowed the formation of Provincial
Councils: in fact, Kubeš considered autonomy dangerous, since it allowed more than one source of law
to exist in the state. The application of a qualified majority voting for Slovak representatives (to
prevent the tyranny of the Czech majority), to be applied when the assembly was deciding on Slovak
affairs, was to serve as a guarantee for the interests of Slovaks. Moreover, Kubeš wanted the state to
promote socialism, although in a progressive way. Socialism could not be radical, and the
implementation of social progress could not be in dissonance with democracy - which, in Kubeš' school
of thought, coincided with the notion of rule of law. Interestingly, Kubeš also wanted to set
constitutionally what decision making practices could be acceptable within parties, making plain that
parliamentarian mandates were individual: this point would have prevented the type of party discipline
that allowed the functioning of the Pětka during the first republic, as it could have weakened the
discipline of the Communist Party.483
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10.4 The Communist Takeover
By mid-1947, while Kubeš' draft was being finalised, the Communist Party had already
infiltrated the strategic positions in the state that would allow it to take power in early 1948, and
impose its own constitutional draft. While only 25% of Army officials were affiliated with the KSČ,
communists held most positions in the security services (SNB) and in the military information and
communication services.484 Through the SNB, the Ministry of the Interior began spying systematically
on non-communist politicians. Moreover, collaboration between the Czechoslovak services and Soviet
intelligence was normalised. The Czechoslovak state was moving eastwards, regardless of Beneš' hope
that the country could become a bridge between East and West. American intelligence was aware of
this situation, at least since the Soviets had begun exploiting the Jachymov uranium mines, in late
1945.485 One of the largest reserves of the radioactive mineral to be known at that time, Jachymov
provided an estimated 30 tons out of the 36 used by the Soviets in their first nuclear experiment in late
1946.486 Moreover, while Beneš was convinced that Czechoslovakia's pursuit of extensive
nationalisations was in line with similar policies in Britain and France, the expropriation of western
owned companies such as those controlled by Unilever, Lever Brothers, Imperial Chemical Industries
and more, did not help Prague's relations with the West.487 At the same time, in 1947, 86% of total
Czechoslovak trade was with western Europe and the United States, not the Soviet Union. Pro-western
parties and individuals such as Jan Masaryk and Hubert Ripka were still active, but increasingly
powerless. In June 1947, Beneš promoted Czechoslovak participation in the Marshall Plan. By then, the
president had understood that the position of non-communist parties was increasingly difficult. At the
same time, he was convinced that once the West would show its strength, communist expansion would
be curtailed in his country as well as in the world at large.488 His hopes did not materialise, however, at
least not in Czechoslovakia. Forbidden from participating in the Marshall Plan by Stalin, in August
1947 Czechoslovakia had to accept a Soviet loan instead.489
A month later, the creation of the Cominform represented another turning point in the history of
the republic: the previous strategy of "national roads to socialism" and collaboration with anti-fascist
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forces was swapped for a more radical approach.490 The Czechoslovak Communist Party, the largest in
the country with 1.5 million members by 1948, thus began its bid for absolute power. Communist Party
controlled security forces claimed to have evidence that the Slovak Democratic Party had maintained
relations with members of Tiso's Populist Party. Members of the Slovak government, such as deputy
Prime Minister Jan Ursiny, were accused of being involved with affiliates of the Slovak puppet
regime.491 The Slovak Communist Party mobilised its associations and worker's organisations, flooding
the streets of Bratislava with protesters. Under pressure, Beneš allowed Ursiny to leave his post, but
appointed another Democrat in his place, to the dismay of the communists. The militant strategy used
by the communists in Slovakia was worrisome and dangerous: foreign minister Jan Masaryk went to
the United States, to look for support there, but was told by president Truman that Czechoslovakia was
in the Soviet sphere, and therefore the US could only support the country morally. Beneš and foreign
trade minister Ripka thus opted for a "finlandisation" of Czechoslovakia, so as to maintain at least
some its main democratic institutions.492 But it was too late for such a plan to succeed.
In January 1948 the Constituent National Assembly found itself paralysed over the question of
nationalisations of businesses with less than 50 employees. As a response the Communist Party rallied
its associations and began organising protests to pressure the government into passing the law. Workers’
councils organised a meeting in Prague, which alarmed non-communists.493 After continued encroaches
by interior minister Nosek, and increased appointing of communist members in key police and security
positions, the non-communist members of government vetoed Nosek's selections. Premier Gottwald,
however, ignored the decision of the cabinet, which led to several members of the government leaving
their seats in protest. On 20 February, Gottwald had not yet implemented the cabinet's decision.
Consequently, twelve non-communist ministers out of a total of twenty-seven officially gave their
demission as an act of protest.494 The letter by which the National Socialist members of government
justified their action to Beneš, focuses on the lawlessness that had taken hold of the cabinet, as it states
that: "on 13 February 1948 the government commanded the minister of the interior to stop the order
given to the provincial commander of the SNB in Bohemia, until the final decision of the cabinet... the
above mentioned decision was taken by the government with our votes, as well as those of the Populist
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Party, Social Democrats and Slovak Democratic Party. Still, nothing has been done. As far as we know,
the order of the provincial commander is being executed, or has already been executed."495 The letter
did not only point out that the interior minister was taking over the security apparatus with party
members, but hinted also at the totalitarian attitude of Prime Minister Gottwald, who ignored the
decisions made by the majority of the cabinet. Still, the demissionary ministers constituted a minority
of the members of government, since they had not consulted with potential allies such as Jan Masaryk,
and counted on Beneš not to accept their demission and to call for new elections.496 Things went
differently, however. Beneš, by then already very ill, found himself under domestic and international
pressure. Mobilised masses and communist led associations protested under the windows of the Castle,
and counter-protests organised by students were dispersed by communist controlled police forces.
Action committees and worker's militias were formed, and their members prevented non-communist
ministers from entering their ministries. Soviet envoy Zorin, ex-ambassador in Prague, arrived to lend
Soviet support to Gottwald and the Czechoslovak Communist Party. The West did not react in any
meaningful way, although the US ambassador did say that the Marshall Plan was still available to
Czechoslovakia. By itself, however, this invitation fell short of the support needed to balance what was
effectively Soviet hegemony in the area. Gottwald proposed to fill the vacant spots in the cabinet by
appointing progressive members from the parties of the demissionary ministers - in other words, to
appoint the kryptocommunists in the other parties.497 Meanwhile, communist led crowds took over
railway and radio stations, post offices and other public buildings. At the same time, Slovak
communists in the provincial government in Bratislava instigated the ousting of Democratic Party
members. They justified this expulsion, by arguing that the demission of Democratic Party members in
the national government also applied to Democratic Party members in the Slovak Council. By 21
February, the Slovak government was controlled by the Communist Party.498 In Prague, Beneš resisted
until February 25. On that day, after appointing a new government led by Gottwald, he left for his
country residence, and did not intervene in state affairs from then on. In June he abdicated, and three
months later he died. The sole remaining member of government who was connected to the first
republican Castle, was foreign minister Jan Masaryk, son of the founder of the republic. On 10 March,
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1948, he was found dead under a window of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Černínský palác. On 9
May, a new constitution was approved by parliament, and, needless to say, it was not Kubeš' draft.
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Conclusion
Czechoslovakia inherited a developed party system as well as a tradition of octroyée
constitutionalism from Austria-Hungary. Even before Czechoslovakia attained independence, the
imperial political system was already characterised by a certain degree of liberalism and demonstrated
a progressive advancement towards representative democracy. In fact, in times of peace, the emperor
was not an absolute ruler, as his power was curtailed by parliaments and constitutions. In Cisleithania,
his subjects could choose their representatives through elections, although due to the design of the
electoral districts and gerrymandering, Germans were overrepresented. Issues of identity and of
political representation lead to the downfall of the Habsburg empire, at a moment in which the empire
was at a crossroads: on one hand it could have become a more federal and decentralised political
system, thus giving in to the requests of the various non German ethnic groups, on the other hand it
could have joined Germany and the Mitteleuropa project.
Among the elites of northern Austrian Slavic people, the search for a common national identity
began in the early XIX century. While the idea of Czechoslovakism appealed to some Czechs and
Slovaks, it was never accepted by the population as a whole nor by all elites. According to Miroslav
Hroch, the nation building process has three main requirements: the creation or recognition of a
common myth, the presence of a common language and equality among group members.499 While
these three passages were taking place among northern Austrian Slavs, and a Czechoslovak identity
with a common myth and language was being forged, it was nevertheless never completed. In fact,
linguistic unity was never achieved, and despite their similar languages, Czechs and Slovaks began to
construct two distinct national cultures, each with its own literature and identity.
When the first World War broke out, Masaryk and his collaborators internationalised the
Czechoslovak question, and were able to gain western support for the creation of a Czechoslovak
Legion, a Czechoslovak government in exile, and, eventually, a Czechoslovak independent state. The
First Czechoslovak Republic was a liberal democratic regime, with some notable particularities. It was
liberal, because its institutions worked according to a separation of powers, and the state respected rule
of law. Moreover, an intra-institutional balance of power emerged right after WWI, when the Czech
parties organised in the Prague Committee, and the National Council (the government in exile) of
Masaryk and Beneš, gained control over different policy areas. From their respective spheres of
Miroslav Hroch, "From National Movement to the Fully-formed Nation: The Nation-building Process in Europe," in Mapping the
Nation, ed. Gopal Balakrishnan (New York: Verso, 1996): 79.
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influence within the state, the two groups initiated an extra-constitutional regime of checks and
balances. Having created a web of international relations that allowed the creation of Czechoslovakia,
foreign policy remained essentially the domaine réservé of the Castle, the informal institution created
by the members of the former government in exile. On the other hand, the parties in parliament were
dominant in other policy areas, such as land distribution, industrial policy, and domestic policy in
general. While the Castle was legitimated by its role in the international recognition of Czechoslovakia,
the parties claimed legitimacy from the popular vote of 1911. Party leaders controlled extremely
disciplined parties, claiming party ownership of seats in parliament due to the fact that in parliamentary
elections citizens chose a party and not individual candidates. For this reason, secessions and voting by
individual conscience were rare in the First Republic’s parliament. In order to obtain the maximum
efficiency from these circumstances, government party leaders met informally in a Council of Five, an
extra-constitutional body known as Pětka. At Pětka meetings, leaders could negotiate and discuss
legislation before proposing laws to the cabinet or in parliament, where only details would be defined.
The Pětka was an organ where strategy and the main contours of laws could be agreed upon, and thus it
expedited the legislative process by allowing parties to set their red lines immediately, to negotiate their
main stances, and permitted mediation more easily than the formal context of cabinet meetings and of
parliament. Moreover, compact blocs of parties could contrast the power of the president: who, through
his veto powers, his ability to participate in cabinet meetings, nominate ministers, and dissolve
parliament, was at the core of the Castle and its powers. Furthermore, Czechoslovakia was a liberal
democracy because it upheld rule of law, in part due to the existing separation of powers: some parties
would have been much more aggressive against minorities in their policies, but the Castle acted as a
break against ethnic nationalisms. While only some group ethnic rights were respected, such as the
right to run schools where minority languages were taught, all Czechoslovak citizens, irrespective of
their language or religion, had the same civil and political rights. Furthermore, Czechoslovakia’s liberal
political system was representative and democratic, and elections radically changed the balance of
powers between the parties themselves, as well as between the Castle and the parties. Indeed,
proportional elections advantaged Czechoslovak parties, who received more seats in parliament due to
the fact that together Czechs and Slovaks outnumbered both Germans and Magyars. Democratic
elections brought a certain degree of stability to the state, by keeping power in the hands of the
dominant ethnic group, the Czechs and the Slovaks. The Castle itself was subject to forms of popular
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accountability, both through the results of indirect presidential elections, which were be influenced by
the balance of power and the relations between democratically elected parties, as well as through the
effects of Castle policies on the results of the National Socialist Party, to which Beneš belonged. In
fact, the pro-Castle National-Socialist Party acted as a thermometer reflecting popular support for
Masaryk and Beneš’ policies.
The Czechoslovak National Socialist Party is probably one of the most interesting elements of
the pre-1948 Czechoslovak political landscape: from a militant party opposed to Austria, it went on to
become a pillar of the Czechoslovak regime, and in twenty years’ time, the main constitutionalist of the
post WWII period, Kubeš, emerged from its ranks. The civilising effect of participating in a liberal and
consensual political order allowed the radical Czechoslovak National Socialists to become not only a
systemic party, but one that promoted several liberal policies. While beyond the scope of this work, it
would be interesting to compare in greater detail the history and ideology of the Czech National
Socialists with that of its German and Austrian counterparts: as Kelly, Garver and Leddihn point out,
before WWI not many in Bohemia and Austria considered the German and Czech National Socialists
too dissimilar. As in the case of the Agrarian, Social Democratic or Clerical Parties, also the National
Socialist Parties were thought to be two faces of the same coin. If Leddihn is correct in saying that the
intellectual genealogy of these parties is the same - following a line starting from hussitism,
reformation, French revolution, romantic nationalism and egalitarianism - why did the Czech party
deradicalise, unlike its German counterpart? Was it due to the balance of power in the state and within
the party, which did not allow the Czech National Socialists to take over even after Beneš became
president, or was it due to the personalities of the respective leaders, Hitler and Klofac/Beneš? Was it
German irredentism, and Czech lack of it? Or was there a fundament structural difference in German
and Czech cultures, as was claimed by Masaryk? Probably, all the elements above might have had an
impact on the transformation of the Czech National Socialists into a systemic party. At the same time
the concept of trasformismo can guide us in identifying the phenomenon from its institutional and
structural side. Once Czechoslovakia was formed, the Czechoslovak National Socialists found
themselves holding some very strategic positions in the state. In order to maintain such a position of
power, the party began moderating its views, beginning with anti-semitism. With the entrance of
Edvard Beneš, and the persisting presence of National Socialist members in key state institutions, the
party absorbed the liberal and democratic culture of state institutions, and left behind its militant side.
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In other words, a social transformation took place within the party: and indeed, the change was opposed
and resented by some of the members, who left the party in 1926. A similar process of inclusion in state
institutions affected moderate German parties, such as the Clerical, Social Democratic, and Agrarian,
who were invited to government coalitions since 1926, and who would support the Castle and its
reformist efforts until 1938. Nevertheless, while Czechoslovak parties did not suffer from being
identified with the state, German parties did, as one can see from the rise of the SDP in 1935. At the
same time, radical parties from the extreme left and right, as well as non-Czechoslovak nationalist
parties were systematically excluded from government, a process that the Castle oversaw and
controlled - with the notable exception of Hlinka’s participation in the Gentleman’s Coalition between
1926-1929. Indeed, while the Castle pursued a centrist trasformismo, its action had to take into account
the opposite activity pursued by the Czechoslovak centre-right, eager to open to the extreme right, in
order to create a bipolar regime: the right would have had a clear advantage, since the centre-left was
not ready to open to the Communist Party during the First Republic. Finally, according to Valbruzzi,
transformism can either be molecular (individuals are attracted) or group based (whole parties, or
sections are transformed).500 Both kinds can be identified during the First Republic, although the Castle
tended to direct explicit avances to individuals in strategic positions of power, such as the agrarians
members Hodža, Udržal and Malypetr. In fact, attracting non-strategic politicians just to gain a
majority in parliament was futile, due to party monopoly over parliamentary seats.
With the Munich Conference, the creation of the Second Republic, and the subsequent shift in
Czecho-Slovak foreign policy, the state lost its internal checks and balances: discredited and without
the previous support from France, Beneš and his supporters left the country, leaving the parties as the
sole remaining legitimate holders of power in the rump state. Based on a competitive parliamentary
model, with the right wing’s dominion over its weak left-wing opposition, the state acquired what
Leddihn would call continental democratic traits: by losing the separation of powers between Castle
and parties, the country quickly became an authoritarian, illiberal democracy, which stopped being
democratic when parliament was suspended in late 1938. Since western liberal democracy was seen as
co-responsible for Munich in both its international as well as in its domestic aspects, as both France,
Britain and the pro-western Castle were considered liable for the tragedy, all liberal democratic
institutions found themselves under attack by conservative and authoritarian forces during the Second
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Republic. Civil and political rights became more and more dependant on nationality and religion, and
anti-semitism became rampant. Nevertheless, and regardless of the theory according to which all legal
acts after Munich were invalid, many of the Second Republic’s practices, such as complete reliance on
rule by executive decree, were reproduced with only some differences by Beneš’ government in exile,
and then again during the earlier phases of the Third Republic, with significant consequences on its
later phase. The Second Republic’s asymmetric federal model was to be kept after the war, although the
Prague government strived for more centralisation through the Prague accords in 1945-1946. During
the early months of the Third Republic, while Beneš was still invested with quasi-absolute decree
powers, he rejected the individual rights of the German speaking population in order to punish them as
an ethnic group. Clearly, some of the most important elements of a liberal political regime were not in
place in the Third Republic: civil rights of minorities were not respected, rule of law was uncertain due
to the encroachments of the National Committees and to the legal uncertainty created by the nonrecognition of post-Munich laws. In order to pursue the goal of German expulsions, and to set in
motion the nationalisation of the economy, Beneš dangerously abandoned a system of checks and
balances, even if he thought such a move would only be temporary. When Beneš’ decree powers
expired, the separation of powers that had existed during the First Republic could not be recreated: no
real opposition existed in parliament or in the cabinet, since right-wing and conservatives parties such
as the Agrarian, Tradesmen and National Democratic parties were disbanded since the party they had
formed together during the Second Republic, the Party of National Unity, had collaborated with the
Protectorate. The absence of conservatives from political power resulted in the easy acceptance by the
government of National Unity of socialist policies which advantaged the Communist Party. The
clericals, while offering a different outlook on many policies, did not oppose the other parties as a real
opposition would have done.
Moreover, the Castle did not have the same support from the West as it had had before the war.
External support was, instead, enjoyed by the strongest party in the country, the Communist Party,
supported by Moscow. By allowing violent expulsions based on group identity, and by pursuing the
idea of a Czechoslovak nation-state, Beneš unintentionally gave more power to the Communist Party:
through the significant influence over the recolonisation process in the Sudetenland, and by distributing
land as the Agrarians could do only more moderately during the First Republic, the communists gained
significant power during the 1946 elections. Beneš was convinced that by eliminating the “minority
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question”, the state would be less reliant on foreign powers for its defence: without fifth columns in the
state claiming local autonomies, it would have been difficult for other states to justify an attack on
Czechoslovakia. Thus, there would have been less need to focus on external security, as had been the
case during the First Republic.
Still, since Beneš had tied Czechoslovakia to the USSR, without being able to create similarly
strong bonds with the west, he himself as well as other pro-western politicians, had far less leverage at
home and abroad than they enjoyed before WWII. Beneš also weakened Czechoslovak democracy by
allowing the weakening of the Slovak autonomous government. Fearing renewed Slovak autonomism,
he preferred Czechoslovakia to be governed through a centralised system, rather than one based on
local autonomies. However, the Slovak government was one controlled by a non-marxist party, the
Democratic Party. By weakening the provincial institutions, Beneš actually tilted even more the
balance of power towards the communists. When Ripka and Beneš noticed that the communists were
becoming too influential, and that Soviet hegemony in the area was growing, they opted for a policy of
finlandisation. In other words, they wanted to make Czechoslovakia a neutral state, while keeping close
to the USSR, and applying some socialist policies. However, it was too late to apply such a policy,
since Prime Minister Gottwald felt secure enough to ignore cabinet decisions, a behaviour that resulted
in the February 1948 crisis. When the Communist Party took over strategic positions in the state’s
security apparatus, President Beneš did not have the moral power to oppose it. No opposition existed in
the Prague government, and the Slovak provincial government could not have a significant say in the
matter. In short, the state was taken over by communists because: 1) rule of law had been weakened
after the war, since National Committees breached the division between judiciary and executive
powers; 2) the bureaucracy was infiltrated by communists; 3) Beneš played into communist plans by
allowing policies that strengthened them, such as the expulsion of Germans, and the weakening the
Slovak government; 4) a policy of neutrality and finlandisation was decided upon too late; 5) no
opposition existed in the government after conservative parties were disbanded. Finally, while the new
constitution represented a promise of a possible return of liberal democracy in post WWII
Czechoslovakia, the promise never materialised.
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Summary
This thesis seeks to answer whether the interwar and post WWII Czechoslovak Republics could
be defined as liberal democratic regimes, according to parameters such as institutional separation of
powers, rule of law, civil and political rights, as well as democratic accountability. It is argued in this
study that the 1918-1938 Republic was indeed a liberal democracy, although a peculiar one from the
point of view of its intra-institutional balance of power. This balance was maintained by two different,
yet equally legitimate, political groups who coexisted after WWI. The first one was composed of the
Czech parties elected in 1911, while the second one consisted in the wartime government in exile led
by Masaryk. Neither could completely overpower the other, thus creating a de facto, extraconstitutional system of checks and balances. Later in the thesis, the First Republic is compared to the
Second Republic, the authoritarian regime born after the Munich Conference of September 1938,
which lasted until March 1939. A further comparison will focus on the post WWII Third Republic,
which lasted from April 1945 to February 1948. While the Third Republic claimed to be a more
democratic continuation of the First Republic, the post WWII regime could not be considered a liberal
democracy, due, in the first place, to the lack of a functioning separation of powers. Not only was the
separation between the executive and juridical powers breached by the newly created popular
Committees, but moreover, the intra-institutional balance of power that had existed during the First
Republic was never recreated. At the same time, there were forces within the 1945-1948 state that
fought for the installation of a liberal democratic regime through the drafting of a new constitution
which would have allowed rule of law, separation of powers and civil and political rights, alongside
free elections. Their efforts were, however, thwarted by the communist takeover of the security
apparatus, and then of the state as a whole, which initiated a turn towards Stalinist totalitarianism.
Before describing the events that paved the way for the foundation of the Czechoslovak state,
this thesis outlines some of the continuities between late Austrian politics and Czechoslovak ones, as
well as the roots of Czechoslovak nationalism. The ideological origins of the political movement that
led to the creation of the Czechoslovak state in 1918 can be found in the ideas of XIX century Slovak
protestants, who traced their roots back to the Hussite reformation which had occurred in Bohemia four
centuries earlier. The notion that Czechs and Slovaks formed one nation was reinforced by the use of
Czech for liturgical purposes in Slovak reformed Churches. The 1867 Ausgleich, and the formation of
the Dual Monarchy and the ensuing policies of Magyarisation broke the bond based on the common
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usage of Czech as a literary language. Throughout the last half of the XIX century, Slovak Protestants
drew closer to their Catholic neighbours, and began using Slovakian instead of Czech. Nevertheless,
while separate Czech and Slovak national identities were being consolidated in the last decades of the
XIX century and the early XX century, the idea of Czechoslovakism remained popular among several
leading intellectuals, such as T.G. Masaryk. As leader of the Czechoslovak National Council in Paris
during WWI, Masaryk managed to influence, with the aid of his collaborators, the opinion of Entente
leaders as well as that of the public opinion in the West. According to Masaryk, the war that liberal
democracies were waging against the central empires was parallel to the historical Czech and Slovak
struggle for freedom against what he called “theocratic absolutism”. Moreover, Masaryk was leading a
revolution in Czech nationalist thought, which had until then rested on the assumption that existence in
Habsburg Austria was more favourable to Austrian Slavs and their cultures, than independence. The
expansion of pan-German nationalism in Austria, and increasing Habsburg dependance on Germany,
caused a shift in Masaryk’s thought, who then embraced the idea of Czechoslovak independence as an
antidote to a Germanic Mitteleuropa. Through successful public relations, its influence on French,
British and American academia, and sheer luck, the Czechoslovak group in Paris was recognised as the
government in exile by the Entente, and allowed to form military units composed of Czech and Slovak
immigrants, prisoners of war and deserters. Invited to participate in the Paris Peace Conference before
any other Successor State representative, foreign minister Edvard Beneš gained very favourable
conditions for the Czechoslovak state to the detriment of its neighbours, especially Hungary, while
consolidating his prestige as top Czechoslovak diplomat. In the years following the war Beneš would
extend his quasi-monopoly over Czechoslovak foreign policy, which lasted for almost the entire
duration of the First Republic. Since the government in exile was the Czechoslovak organ with which
foreign powers and states negotiated during the war, Masaryk and Beneš kept this sphere of the state’s
power firmly in their hands, at the expense of the parties in government. To this end, Masaryk used the
presidential power which allowed him to appoint ministers to keep Beneš in his post of foreign minister
until 1935, at which point Beneš himself became President.
While the members of the Czechoslovak National Council in Paris enabled the formation of the
Czechoslovak state, legal continuity with the Austro-Hungarian regime was embodied by the Czech
parties assembled in the Prague Czechoslovak National Committee: composed of parties elected by
universal male suffrage in 1911, through its formal declaration of independence, and its first act
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declaring Austrian laws provisionally valid, the Committee gained its own sphere of legitimate power,
which was consequently passed on

to the National Assembly, the Czechoslovak parliament.

Czechoslovakia thus began its existence containing two different sources of legitimate power: the
government in exile recognised by foreign powers, and the parties that had been elected by the
population before the war. Composed, like the Czechoslovak Committee, of the members of Czech
parties in the same proportions deriving from the 1911 Cisleithanian elections, the National Assembly
drafted a Provisional Constitution that tried to curtail president Masaryk’s constitutional powers.
Nevertheless, this setup was revised after the May 1919 constitutional amendments, according to which
the president was given more substantial executive powers, which were confirmed by the 1920
Constitution of Czechoslovakia. Still, Masaryk’s main source of legitimacy consisted in his domestic
and international prestige, which derived from his success as a leader in exile. It was this same prestige
that allowed him to pressure the parties into recognising a substantial role for the office of President of
the Republic and amend the Provisional Constitution: while Prime Minister Kramář hoped the
Czechoslovak president would be a figure similar to the president of the French Third Republic, with
representative rather than executive powers, Masaryk advocated for a stronger presidential role, one
closer to the American model. Nevertheless, while the Constitution defined the legislative and
executive roles and powers of President, parliament and government, most of the division of powers
between Czech parties and the members of the ex-National Council in Paris occurred in an extraconstitutional way: in order to counterbalance the political effects of Masaryk’s prestige, after 1920, the
government improved its efficiency through an-extra constitutional Council of Five, known as Pětka, in
which the five leaders of governing Czechoslovak parties gathered together informally to negotiate
policies and government strategy. While the so-called “all national coalition”, consisting in an alliance
of the five main Czechoslovak parties, ended in 1926, the tradition of informal meetings would
continue for the entire duration of the First Republic. Masaryk and Beneš, on the other hand, controlled
the set of offices and institutions known as the Castle, named after the location of the Presidential
Chancery and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Apart from its dominance over foreign policy through
the permanent tenure of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by Edvard Beneš, through extensive
connections in civil society as well as through presidential executive privileges, the Castle played a
crucial role in domestic policy. Furthermore, the Castle could influence domestic politics through allied
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pro-Castle parties, such as the Czechoslovak National Socialists, of which Beneš became a member in
1923.
While most political actors in Czechoslovakia called themselves democrats, the very definition
of democracy was a contentious issue among Czechoslovak actors during the period spanning from
1918 to 1948. President Masaryk and Foreign Minister Beneš thought that since the country was not
developed enough to sustain a democratic regime, an enlightened elite had to ensure the survival of
democratic institutions and promote education, so as to achieve the progress needed to sustain and
preserve a truly democratic society at some point in the future. For the two men, democracy did not
necessarily coincide with parliamentarianism, and Masaryk even considered the formation of a populist
dictatorship at certain critical points during his office. The parties themselves also differed widely in
their ideas about democracy: from agrarian democracy to direct democracy, the various notions
represented by the Czechoslovak parties were extremely diverse, while they tended to agree on the
crucial role of parties and parliament. Nevertheless, left to their own devices the parties might have
resorted to some more or less authoritarian political system, as can be seen by the policies of the
Agrarian Party and other conservative parties throughout the 1930’s. It was the coexistence of Castle
and parties, which at times was indeed quite difficult, that allowed freedom and democracy to thrive in
interwar Czechoslovakia. In other words, contrary to expectation, Czechoslovakia was not democratic
because it had a constitution, well functioning institutions, or because its head of state was a famous
democrat. In fact, if the country did not slip into an illiberal democratic regime, or into a liberal
undemocratic one, it was due to a balance of power between two sets of legitimate authority, and to the
centrist transformism promoted by the Castle. Moreover, due to a culture of political compromise
acquired during political activity in late Austria-Hungary, coexistence between political forces was
smoother than it might have been in a different context.
After 1926, the cleavage between pro-Castle factions and anti-Castle factions became more
evident. Following the failure of the all-national coalition comprising both moderate left and right wing
Czechoslovak parties, the powerful Agrarian Party pursued and promoted a shift towards a bipolar
parliamentary model, while maintaining the proportional voting system that maintained Czech(oslovak)
hegemony in the state, given the higher proportion of Czech citizens when compared to Germans and
Magyars. In 1926 the Agrarian Party and its allies had the upper hand over Masaryk, threatening to
elect a different president in the upcoming 1927 presidential elections. Masaryk thus had to accept the
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new parliamentary alliance between conservative Czechoslovak parties, German conservatives, and
Slovak autonomists. The president looked with favour on the inclusion of German parties in
government, since he believed they could be transformed into pro-system parties, as had been the case
with militant radicals such as the National Socialists or conservatives such as the Clericals, who by the
mid 1920’s were fully integrated in the state’s institutions. At the same time, Masaryk opposed
bipolarism, and favoured centrist governments that could isolate extremism on both the right and left
spectrum. He feared the trend which saw conservatives and liberal nationalists opening increasingly
towards the radical right, a phenomenon of transformism on the right which paralleled and threatened
his focus on centrist transformism. Nevertheless, after the parenthesis of 1926-1929, the state was ruled
until its end by a wide coalition composed of moderate German and Czechoslovak parties, such as the
agrarian, social democratic, liberal-nationalist, clerical and national socialist parties, all of whom
became increasingly identified with the state, and socialised by its institutions. The consensus of many
parties was necessary during the interwar republic, also because individual transformism could not be
pursued during the First Republic: seats in parliaments were considered to be held by the party and not
by individuals, who could be disposed of if they transgressed party policies. At the same time, the
Castle helped individuals to reach prominent positions in their party, as in the case of the Agrarian
Party, whose leaders after 1929 were all supported by the Castle. Still, while creating a stable regime,
transformism created resentment within some party currents, notably among the Agrarian right-wing,
among some Czechoslovak national-socialists in 1926, and especially among members of dissatisfied
minorities, who on several occasions rejected governing minority parties.
Extremism and radical nationalism grew in the 30’s, partly as a result of the international
economic crisis. Magyar autonomism was strong in both Slovakia and Ruthenia, but was kept in check
by Beneš’ diplomacy in Geneva through his work at the Minority Commission. At the same time, both
Catholic and Protestant Slovak autonomist parties consolidated their electorates by 1930. Their
requests for autonomy and national recognition resulted in a relevant delegitimisation of the
Czechoslovak state, since they contradicted the existence of the Czechoslovak nation, on which the
state had been formed through the principle of self-determination. While Czech fascism was not a
particularly relevant political force, radical right wing movements became more and more prominent
among Bohemian Germans. The export oriented consumer industry located mostly in German speaking
areas was severely hit by the crisis. Consequently, the social-economic crisis exacerbated the endemic
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political tensions between Germans and the Czechoslovak state, resulting in a strengthening of
Bohemian German political extremism. Indeed, even though the National Socialist DNSAP, and the
Nationalist DNP were disbanded in 1933 as a consequence of new enabling laws enacted by the
government, a new force emerged in the following months, the Sudeten German Party (SDP). From an
ideological point of view, the SDP reflected the ideas of two movements that had coalesced into it, one
of which was of a clerical authoritarian strand, while the other came from the national socialist
tradition. In fact, many ex-DNSAP members entered the SDP in 1933-1934. After the 1935
parliamentary elections, the SDP became the single largest party in Czechoslovakia, gaining 15% of the
total electorate.
In 1935 Beneš was elected President of the Republic, and while in office he tried to support
Czechoslovakia’s security by building on the Czechoslovak-French-Soviet security treaties, as well as
by trying to conserve internal unity by continuing a policy of inclusive centrism aimed at the exclusion
of the radical fringes of the political spectrum. Nevertheless, the situation in central Europe was
becoming increasingly difficult for Czechoslovakia, which was, by the mid 1930’s, the only democracy
in the area and therefore increasingly politically isolated. The increase in tariffs and the imposition of
quotas on farm products by Agrarian governments striving to protect their smallholding electorate was
detrimental to the relations between Czechoslovakia, Jugoslavia and Rumania, since these two Balkan
countries depended on agricultural exports, absorbed mostly by Germany. The international
organisation created by these three states, the Petite Entente, had an economic as well as a military
component. However, in 1938 when Czechoslovakia found itself in dire need of support, the Petite
Entente was both unwilling and unable to come to its aid.
After calls for increased autonomy, in 1938 the SDP began requesting the annexation of
German inhabited areas of Bohemia and Moravia by Hitler’s Germany. As a consequence of Hitler’s
pressure on Britain and France, Czechoslovakia was forced by its western partners to accept its
dismemberment as dictated by the Munich Conference. France’s breach of its 1925 Treaty of Mutual
Assistance with Czechoslovakia allowed the Soviet Union to remain neutral during the crisis, since its
own Treaty of Mutual Assistance with Czechoslovakia stipulated that the USSR would aid
Czechoslovakia only after initial French intervention. Furthermore, France’s abandonment of its eastern
cordon sanitaire, had as its consequence an existential shift in Czechoslovak foreign policy, which
became German oriented after 1938, and Soviet oriented after 1945, with repercussions on
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Czechoslovakia’s domestic politics. In fact, since the legitimacy of the Castle at home was partially
based on its connections with liberal democracies abroad, and with France in particular, without
western support an institution like the interwar Castle could not be recreated after the war.
With Beneš’ departure from Czechoslovakia in mid October 1938, a new regime was formed,
which came to be known as the Second Republic or Czecho-Slovakia. While very short lived, the
continuities between this authoritarian regime and the 1945-1948 Third Republic make it relevant for
the purpose of this study. The now dominant conservative parties instituted a Westminster type
parliamentary regime, yet one in which the opposition had a subaltern role. Most Czechoslovak parties
merged into either the right-wing Party of National Unity, or the left-wing Labour Party. Slovakia
gained autonomy, and the state became an asymmetric federal republic, in which members of the
autonomous Slovak and Ruthenian provincial governments participated in the National Assembly in
Prague, which ruled over federal matters as well as Bohemian and Moravian policies. Civil and
political rights were severely compromised during the period of 1938-1939, with widespread antiSemitism present even before the German invasion of March 1939. After German occupation, the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia was instituted. Its internal administration reflected continuities
with the Second Republic, namely the participation of several right-wing agrarians and other Czech
nationalists. Slovakia, on the other hand became a nominally independent state led by Tiso, a member
of the Slovak Populist Party.
Meanwhile, Beneš recreated a government in exile in Paris, and then in London. With notable
difficulties due to Chamberlain’s and Daladier’s opposition, he was recognised as the leader of the
Czechoslovak government in exile by the Allies in 1941. After significant efforts from the
Czechoslovak exiles, the legal effects of the Munich conference were declared null by the Allies, due to
the threat of violence used by Germany in order to gain the Sudetenland. Furthermore, as was the case
during WWI, two Czechoslovak political bodies existed during WWII: the London based government
in exile, recognised by all Allies including the USSR on one hand, and the Czechoslovak Communist
Party (supported by Moscow) on the other. Moreover, each group led domestic organised resistance
movements, which cooperated in several instances, such as the 1944 Slovak Uprising. Since
Czechoslovakia stood in what was going to become the Soviet sphere of influence, Beneš was forced to
come to an agreement with Stalin. Moreover, in order to gain favour as well as a common border with
the Soviets, Czechoslovakia gave up the eastern province of Ruthenia. Moreover, in 1945 the new
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governmental program for the future republic was negotiated by the London government and the
Czechoslovak Communists in Moscow. The program was subsequently ratified by all Czechoslovak
parties during the first meeting of the new Czechoslovak government in liberated Slovakia, before it
moved to Prague in May, 1945. After the end of German occupation, the Czechoslovak government of
national unity was composed of six parties, the Czechoslovak Communist Party, the Slovak Communist
Party, the Clerical Party, the Social Democratic Party, the National Socialist Party and the Slovak
Democratic Party. Its program included the nationalisation of large industries and banks, a policy
interpreted by western leaning parties as similar to British or French socialising economic policies,
while the communists viewed it as the first step towards full-blown socialism. At the same time,
German speaking Bohemians were expelled through Beneš’ decrees, and only a fraction remained in
the country. Similar policies were proposed with regards to the Magyars, although they were not
pursued to the same extent. Economic activity in the heavily industrialised area known as the
Sudetenland decreased significantly as a result of the expulsions, and would never fully recover. The
formerly German speaking areas were repopulated and administered by local Committees, many of
which were dominated by the Communist Party. These Committees, with their militias (which were
known for often pursuing violent and illegal reprisals against Bohemian Germans) began breaching the
separation between the judiciary and executive powers by setting up people’s tribunals. Notably, in
these activities, the Committees were supported by high ranking communist party officials. In the 1946
elections, votes from the border areas significantly consolidated the power of the Communist Party in
Bohemia, which became the largest party in the country. In addition to gaining several ministries,
Communist party secretary, Klement Gottwald, was appointed Prime Minister. The Slovak Communist
Party’s poor performance in the same election spurred the Czechoslovak Communist Party, supported
by Beneš, to curtail the autonomy of Slovakia’s provincial government. An increased centralisation
through the weakening of the Slovak government controlled by the Democratic Party tilted the balance
of power in favour of the Communist Party, who did not have to worry about Slovakia pursuing
independent policies.
The asymmetric federal model instituted during the Second Republic was thus reformed before
being definitively eliminated with the Communist takeover of February 1948. The takeover itself was
the result of an unfortunate combination of factors, among them Beneš’ poor health, the powerlessness
of pro-western parties who could not rely on support from either the USA or Britain, the progressive
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communist infiltration of the security apparatus, its control over local National Committees, factory
councils and other associations, as well as the popularity of the Communist Party among the working
class and rural masses, and its ability to organise and lead them in demonstrations.
Unlike the First Republic, whose institutional balance of power prevented a takeover from any
particular force in the state, the Third Republic did not present such an equilibrium of forces. Its
government of national unity worked according to a principle of oneness in which no opposition was
present. Moreover, if during the First Republic the Castle was endorsed by France, a state without
imperial aspirations in central Europe, the powerful Communist Party was supported by the Soviet
Union, whose hegemony in central and eastern Europe revealed imperial ambitions. There were, in
other words, endogenous and exogenous elements that influenced the nature of the political system in
Czechoslovakia. While the First Republic was characterised by the presence of strong historical parties
and by a peculiar institution, the Castle, whose existence balanced and moderated the activity of parties
through centrist transformism, the Third Republic had no such traits. Moreover, the absence of right
wing and conservative parties created a situation in which the Communist Party and its policies did not
come across as extreme, since most other parties in government were either socialist, or moderate
centrist. While the Clericals could have constituted a stronger opposition, they tried not to upset the
atmosphere of consensus that was initially reigning in the cabinet, by supporting socialist policies.
There was, in other words, a general shift to the left in Czechoslovak politics, which made the
Communist Party, already endowed with a noteworthy prestige due to its resistance activity, more
palatable to the population. Without political support from the West, Czechoslovakia could not alienate
its eastern neighbour and accede to the Marshall Plan. When a policy of neutrality and finlandisation
was proposed by Minister of Trade Ripka, it was already too late for Czechoslovakia to change the
direction of its foreign policy, and instead of becoming a bridge between East and West, after February
1948, Czechoslovakia took a decisive turn eastwards.
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